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SUNSTONE
CORRECTION

IN THE LAST issue three illustrations in"The

Mormon Polygamy Cases" (SUNSTONE, vol.
11, number 5) were inadvertently rearranged
by the press. The photograph on page 10 is of
Justice Stephen Fields, the one on page 11 is of
George Reynolds, and the one on page 12 is of
Chief Justice Morrison Waite. We apologize to
the authors Gene Schaerr and Randall Guynn
for this error.

FOREKNOWLEDGE AND
KING FOLLETT

IN RESPONSE TO Anthony Hutchinson’s
article, "Prophetic Foreknowledge: Hope and
Fulfillment in an Inspired Community" (SUN-
STONE 11:4). The New Testament canon’s
rejection of the Gnostic Christian (and Mor-
mon) concept of human pre-existence, a rejec-
tion which distorted the canon during its for-
mation, insured a false gospel canon ever since
the second century.

"Christian" the canon may, be, but it is far
from the truth revealed in Joseph Smith’s King
Follett discourse and revealed by the newly
discovered Nag Hammadi documents of early
Christian Gnosticism. These documents were
contemporary with and expressly rejected by
the church fathers who examined them during
that Catholic canonization process.

Hutchinson’s (correct) assumptions need to
be seen as foundational for Mormonism gener-
ally. They include the false notion of God’s
supposed omniscience ("prophetic television"
of fixed events before they occur in history).
Hutchinson doesn’t state plainly that God lacks
the ability to foresee exact details in the future
(anyone can guess future trends generally), but
Joseph’s King Follett discourse is essentially a
prophetic exercise in delimiting God’s abilities,
specifically God’s ability to create a human
soul-hence the integral necessity of man’s pre-
existence in the latter’s essentially uncreated
status-and it applies to lack of omniscience as
well.

Hutchinson correctly sees that if God had
unlimited foreknowledge history would be
"fixed" into a sequence of unalterable events
like a movie film. This fixity of events neces-
sarily destroys man’s freedom to alter what God
already knows must happen. (Arguing that man
is yet free because he doesn’t know how he will

choose simply begs the question; that the
individual’s decisions are fully known in
advance destroys any real freedom of choice.)
Because personal freedom is essential to a just
Final Judgrnent of real rewards and deserved
punishments, Hutchinson is entirely correct to
see the fixing of events as a moral question (p.
13).

Hutchinson’s desire for ambiguity supports
the corollary that the proper notion that God’s
imprint in history must be remote lest his
presence limit the scope of personal freedom of
choice. Hutchinson is correct that Mormons get
upset at such notions because God who is
powerful enough to create the universe is surely
powerful enough to effectuate his will in his-
tory; they fail to see the moral disaster to
human freedom from a too presefit God.

Hence, contemporary scriptural and pro-
phetic interpretation to suit the present world
situation is proper, indeed, required, given
God’s inability to control history. This Mormon
view of man’s freedom to create novelty in
history needs investigation; Whiteheadian (or
other) concepts of "process theology" need to
be incorporated into the Mormon world
view-a view very different from the canonized
New Testament.

The belief in the fixity of future events
invites criticism of the New Testament as well
as Mormon scriptures. Hutchinson’s confession
of latter-day "failed prophecy" ~vill be errone-
ously seized upon by anti-Mormons as evi-
dence of fraud. They will fail to see, as Hut-
chinson demonstrated, the very same "fraud" in
the Bible. As I :see it, the fraud is purely the
creation of Christian orthodoxy and occurred
in the second century canonization process.

Does this "confession of error" mean that
agnostics may now dismiss Christianity and
Mormonism as founded upon only fleeting
prophetic impressions limited to their day? No.
The issue of God’s existence and relation to
man is too important to ignore. We shall all
stand in judgment for our use of human free-
dom precisely because God does not (cannot)
control it.

Having correctly put the lie to the concept of
"inerrancy" in scriptures (both Christian and
Mormon), Hutchinson has properly set us
upon tlq:e path of historical, factual accuracy as
the touchstone fl)r truth. Conceding "failed pro-
phecies" in both orthodox and Mormon
camps, what do we make of the historical
evidence suppo:rting Smith’s claims? I suggest
the King Follett discourse is conclusive evi-
dence m support of Joseph Smith’s inspiration.
King Follett correctly resolves the two most
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fundamental religious questions: (1) the nature
of God, and (2) the nature of man, and the
necessary relationship between them.

Using factual accuracy as the sole test for
truth, we are now free to redecide the New
Testament canonization process. We may adopt
gospel principles such as human pre-existence
taught by both Smith and second century
Christian documents despite the failure of the
canon to include such ideas.

Ironically, the recent obliteration of canon-
icity may lead Mormons to the best source of
Mormon theology, the 1844 discourses of
Joseph Smith, none of which have yet been
canonized by the Church.

If Hutchinson is correct that the Liahona-like
recognition of necessary "ambiguity" affords "a
healthy and growing rdigious life," then the real
"iron rod" is not truly the "word of God" but
rather the canon(s)+Joseph’s later pronounce-
ments + free will +rational evaluation of histori-
cal evidence + philosophical analysis + science
+ whatever rise hdps ascertain meaning from
life and life’s purpose.

After the shock of Hutchinson’s plowing
under of Mormon canonical biases abates, his
candid clearing of cultural and scriptural under-

brush may allow us to sdect correct seeds for
planting. The Christian gospd has not changed
throughout the centuries. Man’s historic inabil-
ity to understand that gospd in the context of
his own time and culture (or perhaps because
of the latter) has distorted and polluted the
gospd. It is time now to rearticulate, as Hut-
chinson has, fundamental gospd principles in
the context of our own age.

Gerry L. Ensley
Los Alamitos, CA

CAUSE OF WAR IN
HEAVEN

I THINK MARK Gustavson’s "Choice and
Disclosure" column (SUNSTONE 11:2) creates
an excessivdy black and white dichotomy
between pre-existent choices being unin-
formed but free, or informed but unfree.

The latter can be ruled out for a number of
reasons. It would have been absurd for indi-
viduals destined for spiritual tragedy to have
elected to come here anyway-obviously the
many who took that path here were not shown

this as an inevitability. The widdy bdieved
false doctrine that God knows all things in
advance contradicts his anxiousness about our
willingness to strive to do good, which permea-
tes the scriptures. Many things can be known
(divine intents, for example) and very accurate
guesses might be made about individual
behavior, but some uncertainty must be a given
for there to be free agency and meaning to
existence. It find it amusing to point out to
advocates of predetermination (and it is irrd-
evant whether God or nature is the cause) that
it would then make no difference how we
behave since it would already be in the cards
(inconsistently, they always react with horror
that this notion should spread).

On the other hand, we need not have been
as uninformed as Gustavson makes out for
there to have been some reasonable choice. The
general risk of the terrors of mortal life could
have been illustrated with experiences from
other worlds. Those would have been enough
to generate very strong fedings, indeed a war,
over the wisdom of such a step.

Scott S. Smith
Thousand Oaks, CA
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HOFMANN STORY
UPDATE

I SEE BY the biographical note below my
short story (SUNSTONE 11:4) that I have done
you a disservice by not issuing an update. The
title of the book I am writing with Allen D.
Roberts on the Salt Lake bombings and for-
geries is entitled Salamander: The Story of the
Mormon Forgery Murders. (We discovered there
are already several books with variations on the
title, Ask Me No Questions.) Please make this
correction in your next issue as the book will
be available in the spring. Thanks very much.

Linda Sillitoe
Salt Lake City, UT

’W’ FOR EFFORT

SURELY BILL Forest did not attend the
debate I did at Park City (SUNSTONE 11:4).
Was there another? In fact, I purchased a video
copy of the debate and have heard it again and

my evaluation of the presentation is the same.
I told Van Hale that he deserved an ’A" for effort
and bravery, but to think Hale won the debate
"hands down," is beyond me. I agreed with
Walter Martin. If one has to depend on the
definitions of the liberal school (for all practical
purposes they are disbelievers), he really has no
case.

I suggest you read on pages 249 and 250 of
Mormonism A Faith For All Cultures, where the
author deals with "Mormon Language" and
reveals that the "meanings a Latter-day Saint
attaches to that word (God) bears no relation to
what one might find in a traditional Christian
lexicon. And so it is throughout Mormonism.
Whatever topic is broached, new definitions
are offered and consistently used in Latter-day
scriptures..."

The author then observes that one cannot
even turn to the 1828 edition of Webster’s
dictionary for Mormon meanings. He then
observes there is not a "single dimension or
angle" that one can find for a common ground.

If Mormonism would (as it once did) deny
any relationship to Christianity and admit its
claim to being a totally new religion (like Bud-
dhism or Islam), it might have some validity as
a world religion.

But as long as it claims to be Christian, yet
uses its admittedly own private definitions for
the words it uses, it cannot expect to be well
received by Christians who are knowledgeable
of its efforts to deceive.

In essence, Hale lost the debate when he
declared "I would have to concede without any
reservation that, yes, indeed by certain defini-
tions Mormonism is not Christian." By the
explanation of the term in the New Testament,
Mormonism is not Christian.

Your article was ill-advised.

John L. Smith
Madow, OK

SMALL-MINDED
SNOBBERY

I JUST received another issue of SUNSTONE,

and was delighted as I again read it cover to
cover. I was delighted, that is, until I came to
"Sunspots" (SUNSTONE 11:4). Your back-
handed slam of This People was totally uncalled
for. It was sarcastic, small-minded, and snob-
bish. I felt as if someone I had previously
admired had proved unworthy of that admira-
tion. And you have. Due to smirking comments
just such as yours, I had avoided This People up
to now, but two things happened. I was sent a
copy by a friend who wrote for it, and I also
received a gift subscription. I liked it very
much. While it doesn’t pretend to be a scho-
lastic journal, neither is it a total bit of light-
weight fluff. I found it as unsettling as if the
editors of The New Yorker had taken to throwing
mudballs at Time magazine. And both maga-
zines can lay claim to considerable literary
merit, though of different kinds.

Come now. True greatness doesn’t need to
tear down others to prove its own superiority.
You are not the same. Why not rejoice in that
difference- of a sister magazine reaching out to
a different though equally valid segment of the
Mormon culture.

Eunice Pace
Albion, NY

Sister Fransworth, be bold, be imaginative, be daring
but don’t stray from the lesson manual.

SUNSTONE wdcomes correspondence from
our readers. Letters for publication should be
addressed to "Readers Forum." SUNSTONE
reserves the right to edit letters for reasons of
space, clarity and tone.
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FROM THE EDITOR

E NLARGING THE
SUNSTONE TENT

By Elbert Eugene Peck

beginning with Robert
drama Fires of The Mind,
and later Orson Scott Card
and Roberl Stoddard’s
musical Father, Mother,
Mother, and ?dora. Because
of their length, plays are a
neglected written form in
LDS publications, which
makes their life after pro-
duction quite ephemeral.
Short st,aries, poetry, and
personal essays all are reg-
ularly given space; yet
plays, although they are

ITH THE PUBLICATION in this issue of
Burdens of Earth, Susan Howe’s excellent play
about the Prophet in Liberty Jail, SUNSTONE
revives a tradition that began with its very first
issue. During the early years the magazine
periodically I~eatured plays by Mormon authors,

Elliott’s missionary

often as long as a small book, usually cannot
commartd the audience necessary to be printed
separately, a,,; Mormon novels are. Of course,
some pl~tys have been published as books. Four
of Thon-tas F. Rogers’s plays, including Hueb-
net, were collected into the inexpensively
printed God’s Fools which won the Association
for Mormon Letters 1983 drama prize.

I believe that Mormonism "will yet have its
Shakespeares and Miltons," as Orson F. Whit-
ney prophesied and Spencer W. Kimball
reaffirmed, lout Shakespeare could not write
without an m:,dience. The Sunstone Foundation
does not produce plays, but it can reproduce
them for the reading audience. SUNSTONE will
publish plays as often as merit and space dic-
tate- perhaps one a year. I encourage our r,ead-
ers to s~:pport this important area of Mormon
arts by investing the time to read this play.

In addi~:ion to reviving an old tradition,

SUNSTONE is starting some new ones for
which we solicit submissions.

We hope to cultivate in Mormonism the
Christian tradition of writing prayers for medi-
tation by including prayers-we plan to call
them psalms-in the magazine. These contem-
plative poems and prose addressed to God may

express awe and adoration,
doubt and faith, blessing and
thanksgiving,    dedication
and obedience, suffering
and protection, guidance
and acceptance, and peni-
tence. This project excites
me for several reasons: It
encourages the mystical side
of    religion    in    our
behaviorally       oriented
church; it provides a forum
for members in the LDS
scholarly community to

share their spiritual feelings; it makes poetry,
which I feel has become too esoteric for the
common reader, more accessible by dealing
with fundamental religious issues of concern to
everyone. I hope more than.just "poets" attempt
to explore this art form.

SUNSTONE began with an emphasis on
being a forum for the young LDS scholar-the
student voice. With the pursuit for profes-
sionalism and the aging of its authors, although
it still has a flavor of the younger academics, to
a large degree it has lost its student participa-
tion. We are instituting a "From the Campus"
column for LDS students to explore issues
affecting their college experience. Topics could
include "The Effect of the University on My
Faith," "Careerism and the I_DS Student," "The
Strengths and Failures of the LDS Institute
System," "Sex and the Mormon College Stu-
dent," and "Fashion and the LDS Image: Would
BYU Students be Modest Without the Dress
Code?"

"In the Household of Faith" is another col-
umn we are inaugurating with guest ~.uthors. It
features essays by and about the experience of
members who are not part of the mainstream
white middle-class majority in the American
Church. Essayists could include blacks, Camb-
odians and other U.S. ethnic: minorities, artists,
socialists, the physically handicapped, blue-
collar workers in a white collar ward, etc. By
sharing the perspectives of these members I
hope that we will become more sensitive to the
burdens of membership and can act so that
some Saints will no longer feel that they are
strangers and foreigners in the hou,,;ehold of
God.

"Voice from Abroad" is a SUNSTONE col-
umn that has appeared occasionally in the
magazine for some years and which we wish to
give new emphasis. It provides a forum for
Saints overseas to share their perspective on the
international church. Topics may include
Church programs, missionary work, the strug-
gle with their own culture, etc.

Finally, we plan to create a column where
guest authors discuss the dynamics of serving
in a particular Church calling The ca ling may
have a humorous incongruity with the person’s
profession, or may simply may be one in which
the individual gained great insight frolm serving
in the Church.

These new and revived features a~:e efforts

on our part to expand the perspectives and
participants in the magazine. Since all are short
column-length articles (except the plays) and
will not necessarily be included in each issue,
they will not pre-empt the current columnists
nor the longer feature articles on history, the-
ology and contemporary issues, but will enlarge
the diversity in the magazine.

SUNSTONE is now in a position, editorially
and in producing the magazine, where it can
move forward in new areas while maintaining
our established traditions. In 1987 we pro-
duced the same number’of issues-six-as in
each of the previous two years (although this
issue was mailed in 1988); however, we expect
to increase the number of issues in the 1988
volume so that it will take less than two years
to complete the twelve issue subscription cycle.
Our goal this year is to produce eight issues,
one every six or seven weeks.

I expect that these additions will enlarge
SUNSTONE’s role as a place where people from
all perspectives share their scholarship and
faith.

NOVEMBER 1987
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TURNING THE TIME OVER TO . .

Tim B. Heaton

ROLE REMODELING
IN THE MORMON FAMILY

IN THE 1970s, dramatic change,’; in family
patterns led some social observers to predict
the demise of the family as a major social
institution. It appears, however, that declining
family size, delayed marriage, rising cohabi-
tation, and higher divorce do not sound taps for
families; but these trends do mark important
changes in how people live out their family
careers. Although Mormons have a unique the-
ology of the family and exhibit distinctive fam-
ily behavior, patterns of Mormon family life
have also changed dramatically and will, I pre-
dict, continue to change.

First, more women are leaving the home for
gainfui employment. Mormon women work at
about the same rate as women nationally (over
half are in the labor force). Compared with
married women nationally, married Mormons
are more likely to stay home with pre-school
children or to work part-time when children
are at home. If there are no pre-school children
at home or if Mormon women are single, how-
ever, they are more likely to work than women
nationally. Those who work get the same types
of jobs as non-LDS women. Employed women
make a substantial contribution to the house-
hold economy, often bringing the family out of
poverty. I suspect much of the money they earn
goes to children for things like education, mis-
sions, and activities which help then acquire
the ideal attributes espoused by their religion.
In other words, employment becomes a means
of enhancing family life, not weakening it.

Female economic production is nothing
new. In most societies women have made a
substantial contribution to production of food,
clothing, and craft goods. When the Industrial
Revolution separated economic production

TIM B. HEATON is an associate professor of
sociology at Brigham Young Uniw?rsity. This
paper was delivered at panel on family roles at
the 5unstone S,vmposium IX in Salt Lake City.

from the home, women’s work became an issue.
It was not until then that female employment
left no one at home to care for children. The
religious issue here is child care, not female
employment. The Bible and Book of Mormon
have little to say about women’s economic
production, even though women were
undoubtedly working in those societies. The
Church should be very concerned about the
quality of care children are receiving, but I fear
that making a religious issue of women’s eco-
nomic contributions is not soundly based in
LDS theology and will detract from the well--
being of many LDS families.

Second, Mormon family size will continue to
decline, but will remain well above the national
average, at least in the near future. I am amazed
by the wide variation in fertility among groups
which could all be classified as pronatalist.
Hutterites probably have the record, averaging
over 12 children. Late-nineteenth century Mor-
mons were somewhat lower with about 11
children. Current general authorities average 6
children, and temple married couples are prob-
ably now averaging around ~- children. If maxi-
mizing biological reproduction were the major
goal, we would not send 19 year-old men on
missions, and we would encourage women to
marry before their fourteenth birthday. By not
doing so, we are implicitly admitting that social
conditions must be considered in planning our
family careers. Hence, we can place a high
value on raising children without being too
specific about how many children are needed
to qualify as a respectable family.

Third, Morrnon household composition has
become and will remain very diverse. Only one
in five households fit the cultural ideal of
husband and wife married in the temple with
children at home. Only half of the women can
expect to marry and remain married to the
same person until age 60. Divorce, single status,
and living alone are real prospects for a sub-

stantial share of the population. Apparently we
have not learned how to deal with this diver-
sity. Interfaith ~narriages do not fare well in the
LDS church, and the institutional participation
of singles is not as high as their personal[
devotk)n. Marned people are often insensitive
to the needs and feelings of singles. There is a
real need for Church programs and individual
sensitivity which provide fellowship and sup--
port for people in very diverse family situa--
tions. Otherwise, a very narrow definition of
acceptable Yam ily structure will make strangers
and foreigners of a large fraction of the Saints.

Fourth, I anticipate that increasing pressure
will be placed on men to take on more home-
making responsibilities. This should have a
positive influence on family life. One of the
best predictors of Mormon women’s marital
satisfaction is the husband’s sharing of child
care. In fact, shared childrearing has a greater
impact on marital satisfaction than various
aspects of religious involvement. It is heart-
ening to note that temple marriage indirectly
promotes shared childrearing, but other
aspects of rehgious involvement have less
direct benefit in encouraging men to do more
parenting. Once again, it seems that we are not
doing enough as a religion to encourage behav-
ior that will improve the quality of family life.
Men should not be content to define their role
as the three P’s of Patriarchy-preside, provide,
and procreate.

Fifth, I see increasing inconsistency between
the improving status of women in society, and
the subordinate roles sometimes ascribed to
Mormon women in their family and church.
There is a large number of Mormon women
who are highly educated, very capable, and
deeply committed to their religion. The Church
could not survive in its present form without
the time and talent devoted by these faithful
women. Yet many feel a growing sense of dis-
satisfaction with "second class" status. Some
have formed organizations and activities to
provide fellowship and social support they can-
not find in the established programs of the
Church. I fear that status inconsistency will be
personally stressful for those who feel it and for
their families, and that the benefit of the
Church in their lives will decline as a result.

In sum, the Mormon family is undergoing
significant change. Traditional gender roles and
Church programs need to be carefully exam-
ined in light of these changes. In the past, we,
as a church, have been responsive to such
social change while maintaining our unique
family theology and commitment. I hope we
will be able ta do so in the future.
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S U    N    5 T O    N    E

A Grandson’s Reminiscence

HUGH B. BROWN IN HIS
FINAL YEARS

By Edwin B. Firmage

PRESIDENT DAVID O. MCKAY DIED ON 18 JANUARY

1970. My gl~’andfather Hugh B. Brown and President McKay had
become loving, intimate friends during the course of Grandfa-
ther’s service as a General Authority, especially during his time
as counselor to President McKay.

This was not always true, at least to that degree. While I know
of no antagonism between
them in earlier years, both had
similar strengths which, of
course, had their dark side.
Both were tall, patrician, star-
tlingly handsome men; both
were gifted orators of the old
school; both were in demand
as speakers virtually from early
manhood; both could be
proud men as well as humble.
I believe an understandable
sense of competitionhad
existed in earlier years.

But during his years as a
third counselor to President
McKay dusting President J.
Reuben Clark’s failing health,
and then as second and first
counselor, a very warm and
intimate bond of love formed
between the two men, of that
quality that can only happen when people finally move beyond
self-seeking

During those years of good health for President McKay, he told
Grandfather on a number of occasions that he was happier and

EDWIN B. FIRMAGE, a grandson of Hugh B. Brown, is a professor
of law at the University of Utah Law School. This article is a
version of the concluding chapter [rom a [orthcoming book of the
memoirs of Hugh B. Brown, of which Firmage is the editor.

more satisfied with the loving unity of the First Presidency than
at any time in his presidency. This period lasted from the time
when Henry Moyle and Grandfather served as first and second
counselors through Moyle’s death and the early years of Grandfa-
ther’s service with President N. Eldon Tanner.

CHURCH GOVERNMENT

The period of President
McKay’s declining health was
another matter. This was a
troubled time in Church gov-
ernment, but it also marked
one of Grandfather’s greatest
periods of service, albeit nega-
tive service, in a sense.

As President McKay became
increasingly impaired by age,
some Church functionaries
attempted to influence the
president in ways that Grand-
father, President Tanner and
Elder Harold B. Lee thought to
be unwise and improper. These
attempts came from the radical
political right, :not from sources
within either of the two major
parties.     These     three

men-Grandfather in particular-sought with high but not com-
plete success to block those efforts to influence Church policy.
This effort took a fearful toll on Grandfather as well as his
personal relationships.

On the theological side, for years Grandfather had strenuously
sought to effect a change in the Mormon policy that denied the
priesthood to blacks. He had never believed that this Church
policy had the slightest doctrinal justification. Rather, he thought
the policy had been set before the Civil War to protect the
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abolitionist Mormons who had ~moved from the Northeast to
Missouri, a slave state, against allegations by slave owners that
Mormons were preaching abolition to slaves. Since then, he
believed, a rather disreputable theology of sorts had grown up
around a policy that had lost any justifiable reason for its
continuance.

Grandfather had initiated a number of administrative changes
to mitigate this policy which he felt was thoroughly unchristian
and indefensible. He had accomplished a change in the presump-
tion of racial heritage that in effect removed any possibility of
preventing priesthood ordination for thousands of people, par-
ticularly in nations such as Brazil. With President McKay’s
support he attempted to change the policy regarding a new
African mission. This plan
ultimately failed.

Grandfather eventually
succeeded in getting a pro-
posal allowing full pries-
thood for blacks approved
by the Quorum of the
Twelve. However, Elder
Harold B. Lee, who was not
present when the proposal
had been approved, was
successful in killing it.
(During this time, while
Joseph Fielding Smith was
president of the Quorum of
the Twelve, Elder Lee was
the dominant senior voice
due to President Smith’s
advanced age.)

Elder Lee then sought to
memoriali7e his belief in
the doctrinal basis for the
denial of priesthood to blacks by drafting a statement on the
matter for the First Presidency’s consideration. At this time,
President McKay was declining m health and did not sign such
documents. While Grandfather successfully added language to
the statement that endorsed full civil rights for all citizens, the
statement also asserted that the disallowance of the priesthood to
blacks was doctrinally based. Initially, and for some time, Grand-
father refused to sign the statement because of such language. By
this time he was also suffering physically from advanced age and
from the late stages of Parkinson’s disease. In addition, he was
very ill with the Asian flu. In this condition, Brother Lee brought
enormous pressure to bear upon Grandfather, arguing that he was
obliged to join the consensus within the Quorum of the Twdve
since President McKay’s incapacity affected the rdative power
and legitimacy of the First Presidency vis-a-vis the Twelve. Grand-
father, deeply ill, wept as he related this story to me just before
he signed the statement that bore his name and President Tan-
ner’s.

Grandfather was dropped from the First Presidency when it
was reorganized under President Joseph Fidding Smith.

Although he had contracted Parkinson’s disease and was in
declining health, he did not believe that this was the reason for
his return to the Twdve. I bdieve without the slightest doubt that
his position on blacks and the priesthood was the matter that led
to Grandfather’s removal from the new First Presidency. This
policy change, so vital in freeing all our souls, would come several
years later during the presidency of Spencer W. Kimball, a man
Grandfather loved dearly. By then, all the major protagonists had
died: President Lee, President Smith, and Grandfather.

Revelation, it would seem, doesn’t always or even usually come
as a bolt out of the blue, but rather as good people give of
themsdves with all their hearts. Seeds are planted, consciences
pricked, sensitivities increased and consciousness raised until

conversion occurs.
Grandfather came to

believe strongly that the
Church had not come to
terms with the problem of
age and infirmity in the
Church leaderghip. In an
attempt to meet this need,
after his return to the
Twelve following President
McKay’s death, he proposed
an emeritus status for all
General Authorities,
including members of the
Quorum of the Twelve and
the First Presidency. This
would have affected the
line of succession to the
presidency of the Church.
His proposal deliberately
set the age for emeritus sta-
tus so that he would have

been rendered emeritus by the adoption of his plan. He told me,
only half in jest, that perhaps getting rid of him would sweeten
the proposal for some quorum members. His proposal was
rejected, although under President Kimball a truncated version
was adopted for authorities at less important levds of Church
government.

Grandfather’s return to his bdoved Quorum of the Twdve was
a sweet time of final service. He toured missions, visited stakes,
and preached with the profound eloquence that was his great gift.
He touched souls as few people in any secular or church position
have been able to.

Of course, he was deeply wounded by his rdease from the
First Presidency. Whatever might have motivated others in this
act, once again the Gardener was pruning. I believe that the
Church was the poorer without Brother Brown and his sensi-
tivity on social and moral issues in the First Presidency, but there
is no doubt that he grew from the blow and ended his life yet
more sensitive, humane and humble.

Happily, there was reconciliation with President Lee before
Grandfather’s death, since these men had been dear friends and
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brothers long before they were General Authorities. At one point,
after his return to the Quorum, Grandfather became gravdy ill
and was not expected to live through the night. His daughters
Zina and Ivlary, and myself, were summoned that night by the
doctor. President Lee came to join with the family and we
prepared a press rdease announcing his death. We blessed and
anointed Grandfather, and President Lee spoke words of recon-
ciliation m the blessing that brought Grandfather momentarily
out of his coma into tearful consciousness. The next morning he
awoke, looked the doctor in the eye, and said, characteristically,
"I fooled you, didn’t I!"
He lived for several
more years, although
President Leedied
soon thereafter.

FAMII_Y LIFE

During this last
decade, grandmother
Zina :suffered several
strokes which left her
an invalid, unable to
leave her bed or to talk
except for an occa-
sional sound. Grand-
father tended her daily
with a touching ten-
derness. She faded
visibly when he was
away and bloomed on
his return. Often he
brought her a flower
from their garden as
he crone home from a
First     Presidency
assignment. Grand-
mother was stricken
in August of 1966. At
that time I lived
almost next door to
them, on Douglas
Street. Grandfather, his legs beginning to fail although his mind
was as alert as ever, would exercise as best he could. With a cane,
his upper body seeming to move dangerously faster than his legs,
he would pass our window, wave, go to the end of the street and
return to Grandmother’s side.

For them, these final years of life together were bittersweet.
Grandmother lived through a massive stroke and then continuing
smaller strokes incapacitated her, finally completely. Grandfather
suffered increasingly the effects of Parkinson’s syndrome. As I
watched him then, I remembered a poignant moment in the early
1960s, when Grandfather had taken me to meet J. Reuben Clark
just prior to his death. I was a young law student between school
years at the University of Chicago. President Clark was infirm,

with one part of his body after another in swift decline. As we
left, Grandfather said tenderly, "Is there anything we can do for
you, Reuben?" Brother Clark started to cry. He said, "Pray for me,
Hugh, that I can endure to the end." They embraced and we left.
Now, it was Grandfather’s and Grandmother’s turn.

Grandmother lay in bed for nearly eight years, fully conscious
most of the time and completely unable to serve herself in any
way. Grandfather, with his children and wonderful nurses, ten-
derly served her every day. For decades Grandmother had served
him quietly and, as far as the world was concerned, invisibly.

Now he had the
chance to serve her.
He did so joyously. So
far as I saw and heard,
there wasn’t any com-
plaint from either of
them to God or to any-
one.

Whenever      he
returned from a
church assignment he
approached what had
been the dining
room-now converted
to Grandmother’s
use-an airy, light,
windowed room at the
front of the house.
Always, with a flower,
he would tap on her
window and say, with
an accent learned from
over a decade of
church service in his
beloved     England,
"Toot, toot, lVlama! I’m
here! Your sweetheart
is home." Then he
would hobble in with
a cane in one hand and
the arm of a son or
daughter or grandchild

in the other and greet his mate of over sixty years.
They had begun courting almost seventy years before, while

he was in England in 1904, he a young missionary from Canada
and she a very young teenager in Logan. They had corresponded
in beautiful letters addressed to "Dear Sister Zina" and "Dear
Brother Hugh."

Grandfather was the only one, doctors and children not
excepted, who could bring Grandmother instantly ont of the
deepest coma. On several occasions I saw him stand over her bed
and simply say, "Zina." She immediately awoke, opened her eyes,
and smiled.

He asked her not to die before he did, and she made a valiant
effort to comply. Grandmother died in December 1974, and
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Grandfather followed almost exactly one year later.

ZEAL FOR LIFE

Grandfather was an infinitely curious man. He had a wan-
derlust that took him to almost every part of the globe. In his
nineties and suffering severely by that time from a crippling
disease, he was planning a trip to China or Russia for the two of
us, the only places he hadn’t visited. He read voraciously, pri-
marily history, biography, politics, philosophy and religion. As a
young boy and until his
death, I was drawn to
his huge library, bor-
rowing books we both
knew I would likely
never return. Once near
the end he called me and
said, "Eddie, I haven’t
received the last issue of
Dialogue. Do you think
they’ve cut me off from
the Church?" I assured
him that they wouldn’t
do that. He asked that I
call to make sure his
subscription hadn’t lap-
sed. I’m not sure how
diligently he read the
Ensign, but he read Dia-
logue cover to cover.

He approached death
with the same curiosity
with which he
approached life. He
instructed us thatno
heroic measures were to
be used to prolong his
life and particularly that
he be given no drugs
that would dull his sen-
sory experience of
death. He told me that he was likely to enjoy this only once and
he didn’t want to miss a thing. Never once did he ever speak
fearfully or regretfully or disparagingly of death. He loved life and
enjoyed it enormously, to the full. But he also anticipated death
with what I can only describe as a very positive zest. He was not
preoccupied by death, but he was enormously curious. He talked
to me often about death in his last years, always with enthusiasm
but never in a morbid way. We speculated together about the
nature of life after death. He had absolutely no doubt about our
continuing life. In fact, he promised only half jokingly to come
back and tell me what it was like. He has not done that yet, and
I still hold him to the promise. (He did return, however, to a
young great-granddaughter, a namesake of his wife Zina, during
a cardiac arrest.)

Near the end, Grandfather dreamed of dear friends who had
p.receded him in death: Stayner Richards, Marvin O. Ashton,
Harold B. Lee. One night he dreamed he was in the Savior’s
presence. No words were exchanged, and he said none were
necessary. "His love enriched me and I felt his understanding
acceptance of me despite all my imperfect ways." He cried as he
related the dream.

As he approached death, confined to bed or at best a wheel-
chair, he endured the humiliation of incontinence with a wistful
humor. He had to_be fed as well. Even then, when his powerful

magnifying glass would
no longer allow him to
read, he asked that we
read to him. The morn-
ing following a mild
stroke that caused a slur-
ring of his speech, he
nevertheless asked that
we read him the morn-
ing paper. He frowned at
the dourness of the news
of the day. Then he indi-
cated that we should
read the obituary page.
He asked if his name
was there and when
assured that it was not,
he slurred the words,
"son of obituary!"

Even though quite
infirm, he wanted des-
perately to attend the
dedication of the Wash-
ington Temple. He had
been instrumental in
selecting the temple’s
site, conducted its
ground breakingcer-
emony, and was
involved in seeing it
through to completion.

Friends made solicitous arrangements for Grandfather to be
flown to Washington and to have Dr. Russell Nelson in the room
next to him.

Although an office was maintained for him at Church head-
quarters, in the last period, Grandfather conducted almost all of
his business at home. His daughter Zina devoted almost her full
time to assisting her parents during those final years. Grandfather
died with Zina holding his hand.

POLITICS AND RELIGION

Grandfather believed devoutly in the gospel of Jesus Christ

and possessed a profound testimony of the Restoration through
.Joseph Smith. Yet he possessed an outgoing, accepting spirit that
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refused to take seriously the lines by which we divide ourselves
from each other, whether within rdigion or politics. He had
broad and loving contact, as did Presidents Grant and McKay
before him, with many religious leaders of other faiths. By his
very nature, by his own resonant psychology and spirituality,
Grandfather possessed an ecumenical spirit.

In politics Grandfather was an ardent Democrat. As a young
boy growing up in a Republican family and somewhat vaguely
aware that most Church leaders were Republicans, I asked
Grandfather why he was a Democrat. He simply said, "Eddie, I’m
a Detnocrat because I
beliew." that party is more
sensitive to the poor."
His answer seemed to
me siraplistic at the time.
But since then, it has
impre:~sed me as a pretty
good ,criterion by which
to judge both politics
and rdigion. Many years
before, when Grand-
father came to this coun-
try from Canada as a
young man, ignorant of
our party politics, he had
asked his friend and
older mentor, President
HeberJ. Grant, for advice
on party affiliation. Pres-
ident Grant said, "Hugh,
if you want to join a
party of special privilege
and wealth, be a Repub- ’
lican. If you want to join
the party of the people,
be a Democrat." Grand-
father maintained this
view ~hro~agh a lifetime
of political! activity.

Grandfather left a rich
legacy to his family and
to the Church. Perhaps his most important gift is impossible to
quantify. I-[e touched thousands of lives intimatdy in the way that
one can only do in personal interviews. Scores of thousands of
people:, many of them young people, sought him out. Whether
as a member of a bishopric, as one of the Church’s youngest stake
presidents, as coordinator of all LDS servicemen in Europe during
World War II, as professor of religion at BYU, or as a General
Authority, he gave of himself in counseling without restraint.

Next, he was the Church’s greatest orator of his time. No
speaker of his generation approached his eloquence, his fervor in
preaching the gospd of Jesus Christ. He will not be remembered
as a great expositor or interpreter of theology. But anyone who
heard his voice or saw and felt his commanding presence was
moved by what they experienced. He had the capacity to help us

change our lives.
He gave us the example of one possessed of great spiritual and

intellectual honesty; who refused to be limited by those who read
others out of orthodoxy. Grandfather felt we were forbidden to
exercise this judgment against ourselves or others. He gloried in
intellectual and spiritual freedom, consistent, he said, with the
Mormon teaching of agency and the uncreatedness of tb~e human
intelligence:

"When I consult my own inner self I find a deep-seated,
perhaps instinctive feeling of immeasurable oldness, an echo of

time immemorial, as well
as a feeling of necessary
endlessness. No. adverse
logic or reason can dispel
these feelings. I did not
put them there. I found
them there. When I grew

........ old enough to introspect
my mind, and m spite of
recurrent doubts, and crit-
icism, (his innate knowl-
edge remains
unimpaired."

He appreciamd fully
the refusal of Joseph
Smith to adopt rigid
creeds by which we pre-
sumed to define God or
our relationship to Him.

He defined the gospel
as encompassing all
knowledge and refused to
assign more ~’.ruth to
scripture or to any other
prophetic teaching than
the traces of God’s finger,
which he saw in the
stones of the earth, the
stars of the cosmos, and
the center of our own
souls. He recogniized obe-

dience to authority as a virtue, but he placed more value on
fidelity to God, discipleship to Jesus, and a loving relationship to
others. He realized that his responsibility for his own acts could
never be borne by another, leader or no.

Truly he possessed a universal, Pauline spirit that pushed to
the widest possible limits the thirteenth Article of Faith.

We miss him.                                ’
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Play

BURDENS OF EARTH

By Susan Howe

"With few visitors and with drab and depressing surroundings, the principal escape
for Joseph and his companions during their confinement was into their own minds

and hearts."
-LEONARD J. ARPdNGTON

"Church Leaders in Liberty Jail,"
BYU Studies, Autumn 1972, pp. 20-22.

PROGRAM NOTE

The Mormon people began locating in Missouri in 1831. Joseph Smith, the

prophet and leader of the Church, received a revelation in July of that year designating
Jackson County, Missouri, as the land "appointed and consecrated for the gathering of
the Saints .... the land of promise . . . the place for the city of Zion." As Mormons
began buying land there, however, they quickly encountered persecution from those
who had already settled in the area.

The Mormons were mostly Easterners who disapproved of slavery. They often
visited the Indians in the area, convinced of an obligation to bring them the gospel.
Most of the old settlers, on the other hand, were from the South. They feared that the
Mormons would incite their slaves to revolt and cause Indian uprisings. Fun:hermore,
the Missourians viewed the Mormons as fanatics, mistrusting their ideas of gathering
to build a religious society, a "Zion." Rather than lose financial and political control to
the Mormon people who usually acted as a group, the Missourians began mobbing and
other violence that, in February 1833, resulted in the Mormons’ expulsion from Jackson
County. A year later they were forced from another county and finally, in 1838, the
governor, Lilburn W. Boggs, issued an "Order of Extermination": "The Mormons must
be treated as enemies and must be exterminated or driven from the state, if necessary
for the public good."

At that time, all of the Mormons’ firearms were taken, their settlements wece seized,
and their leaders were captured, betrayed by one of their own men. General Samuel
Lucas of the state militia held an overnight court martial, convicting Joseph Smith and
the other leaders of treason. General Lucas ordered General Alexander Doniphan to
shoot them at dawn. Doniphan, upon receiving the order, wrote back to Lucas:

It is cold-blooded murder. I will not obey your order. My brigade will match for
Liberty tomorrow morning at 8 o’clock; and if you execute these men, I will hold
you responsible before an earthly tribunal, so help me God.

His courageous response saved their lives.
Then the leaders were imprisoned and the rest of the Mormons had to flee from

the state. Joseph Smith, his brother Hyrum, Lyman Wight, Caleb Baldwin, and
Alexander McRae were moved to Liberty Jail, where they remained until April 1839.

SUSAN HOWE is a former editor o[ Exponent l! and is currently a Ph.D. candidate in
English and creative writing at the University of Denver. Copyright © ]087 by Susan
Howe. All rights strictly reserved, including reproduction of the script and reading,
recitation, and performance rights. For permission, contact the playwright at 245 South
400 East, Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062.
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During this time Joseph was deeply troubled by the Saints’ loss of Zion,
by the apostasy of Oliver Cowdery (who had been with Joseph since he
began translating the Book of Mormon and had served as assistant
presidm:.t of the Church) and other early leaders, and by the suffering of
the Saints. As he fought off despair and took the trials he was facing to
the Lord, he received some of the most meaningful scripture in the
Mormoc~ church today:

¯ . . And if thou shouldst be cast into the pit, or into the hands
of murderers, and the sentence of death passed upon thee; if thou
be cast into the deep; if the billowing surge conspire against thee;
ff fierce winds . . . combine to hedge up the way; and above all,
il- the very jaws of hell shall gape open the mouth wide after thee,
know thou, my son, that all these things shall give thee experience,
and shall be for thy good. The Son of Man hath descended below
them all; art thou greater than he? (D&C 122:7-8)

Burdens of Earth was first presented in Brigham Young University’s
Pardoe Theatre on 28 May 1987 with the following cast:

Joseph Smith ...................... Bob Nelson
Eyrum Smith/Phineas Hobart ............Kyle Sumpter
Caleb Baldwin/Hanson Jacobs ............Reed McColm
Alexander McRae/Oliver Cowdery ...........Alex Start
Lyman Wight/Major Sam Bums ............Daniel Hess
.As indicated, four actors play two roles, while Joseph Smith always

rem,~ins Joseph Smith.

SET

’lime:-r" March 1839. Winter has not broken. Night.

]Place: Liberty, Missouri.
Set: Liberty Jail. Obviously a place of confinement with a feeling of

con[inement. The set may be similar to the LDS church’s restoration of
Historical Liberty Jail in Liberty, Missouri. The jail has two levels-a
dungeon and an upper floor. The levels may be juxtaposed rather than
directly on top of each other, but one must be above and the other below.
The.jail slhould occupy most of the stage- from the back to near the front.
There is an area in front of the dungeon, however, where scenes that
occur in Joseph’s mind can be played on the lower level. On the upper
level, the back wall and side walls of the jail are visible. The side walls
are cut away diagonally with the high part towards the back of the stage,
to show ::he strength and construction of the jail: one foot thick hewn
logs on tlhe inside, two feet of loose rocks in the middle, one foot of
mortared stone on the outside. The small windows (two feet wide by one
foot high) set deep in side walls in the upper room are grated with heavy
iron bars. The same windows are in the lower room, but they are smaller,
two feet by six inches. Or the set may be designed so that the barred
windows are assumed to be downstage center, so that when a character
looks out the window, he is looking directly at the audience. In the
upper room, the furniture consists of one small unpainted chair and one
similar table. In the lower room, there are one hewn wooden bench
against the middle of the wall, dirty straw ticks (several scattered about
the floor and one leaning against the back wall behind the bench), and
a few tattered blankets. A battered tin candleholder sits on the floor, and
a lantern hangs on the back wall. Stretched between two of the walls,
Lyman w:ill put up a blanket partition (during Act I) behind which the
prisoners, at times, go to sleep; this is their exit from the stage when they
are not in the scene in progress. Upstage right, in the floor of the upper
room, there is a hole and a ladder descending to the lower room. There
is no curtain. The set is visible to the audience as they enter and find
their seats.

ACT I
(Complete blackout. The light comes up from a lantern hanging on a nail

in the center of the back wall of the dungeon. The light is dim at .first and
intensifies as it spreads outward, revealing each o.f the characters one by one.
First, Joseph Smith, who is seated on a bench beneath the lanlern, staring at
nothing. He is thirty-three years old, about six feet tall, with li~;ht brown hair,
blue eyes, a rather thin face, a high sloping,forehead, and a protruding nose.
When he stands, he walks with a slight limp. He is dressed it, a ,fashionable
black pant, vest, and ru,ffled shirt of the 1830s. The clothes are somewhat
worn after five months o,f use in prison but are not excessively dirty; clean
clothes are brought in to the prisoners every week. Lying in Jront of Joseph,
about centerstage, on a dirty straw tick is Hyrum Smith, who re:;embles Joseph
bui is a little older, larger and darker. Hyrum has propped himself on one
elbow and begins singing a tune-" This Earth Was Once a C, arden Place"
(No. 49, LDS Hymnal) -very slowly and sadly, leaving about five seconds
o,f silence between each phrase. Sitting on the.floor with his back against the
le,ft wall is Caleb Baldwin, who is reading the Book of Mormon. He is older
than the others, in his late forties. His foremost characteristics are his honesty,
his talkative nature, and his loyalty to Joseph Smith. t-Ie is dresse, d as a farmer.
The other two characters, Alexander McRae and Lyman Wight, are lying on
dirty straw ticks spread near the right wall. They are sharing one thin, worn
blanket and trying to go to sleep.for the night. Alexander McRae is thirty-one¯
A tailor, he is well-dressed in the pants of a suit and a formal shirt of the
period. Lyman is fierce, intense, something o,f a fanatic, and often angry,
especially now as he is trying to get to sleep. His clothing suggests his military
leadership-a large belt, high boots, perhaps-but otherwise is much like the
others’. For as long as it takes Hyrum to sing one verse of the song, there is
little action. It is very cold and all the prisoners huddle under whatever
protection they can find, taking up as little space as possible ~in an e,f,fort to
keep warm. The sense o,f time, unrelieved, oppressive:, weighs on Joseph, who
is oblivious to the others¯)

(The light begins from the lantern, spreads down to include Joseph.)
HYRUM (singing): This earth was once a garden place... (Light

spreads to include Hyrum.)... With all her glories common...
(Light spreads to include others. Caleb turns a ipage of hi:; book.
Alexander turns over and pulls the blanket of,f Lyman. Lyman sits up,
grabs the blanket back and pulls it off Alexander, who reaches his
arm out and retrieves his share as Lyman lies down.)
¯ . . And men did live a holy race... And worship Jesus
face to face... In Adam Ondi Ahman.

LYMAN: Some of us is trying to sleep, Hyrum.
CALEB: The Lord got Alma out. Right here. It says the power of God

was upon Alma, and he got out.
LYMAN: Anyhow, we’re never going back to Di Ahman.
ALEXANDER: Lyman, you sleeping or you talking to Hyrum?
LYMAN: Anyone who hogs the whole blanket every nights got no

cause to scold.
HYRUM: It doesn’t make it any better in here When you argue. Now

I’m sorry I bothered you, and I’ll be still.
LYMAN: If Alexander would just quiet down, we: could get some rest.
CALEB: Look here, boys. I want to talk about this. Says right here

that Alma and Amulek was in prison, and the Lord gave them
power, and the prison fell down on their enemies and they got
out.
(The next three lines are spoken simultaneously.,)

HYRUM: Not now, Caleb.
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JOSEPH:
HYRUM:
JOSEPH:
HYRUM

me.

ALE)LANDER: It’s too late for that.
LYMAN: Go to sleep, will you?
CALF, B (continuing): Alma was the prophet. (The others will not

answer. They just turn over and act as though they’re going to sleep.)
Joseph?

LYMAN: Leave him alone, Caleb.
CALEB: Brother Joseph?
JOSEPH (aroused from his thoughts): Oh. Yes, Caleb?
CALFB: You recall where Alma and Amulek was in prison and they’d

suffered for a long time?
JOSEPH: Yes, Caleb. I do.
CALEB: And one day their enemies come to mock them-
JOSEPH: Yes.
CALF_B: And Alma cried to the Lord, (reading) "How long shall we

suffer these great afflictions, o Lord? 0 Lord give us strength unto
deliverance." And, Brother Joseph, the Lord heard them. The
power of God came upon them and they burst their bands and
they was loosed. The prison walls fell down.

JOSEPH: That’s what happened all right.
CALEB: Because Alma was a prophet.
JOSEPH: Yes, a prophet.
CALF_B: Brother Joseph, you’re a prophet.
JOSEPH: Yes, I am.
CALF_B: ]hen what are we still doin’ in this jail?
JOSEPH: I- I suppose we’re learning, Caleb. I’m learning. To have

faith.., and patience.
CALEB: ]here’s no one has more faith than you.
LYMAN: I don’t know how long we can go on having faith when

nothing happens.
JOSEPH: Lyman, where would we be if we stopped having faith?

Look, why don’t you all get some sleep. Now that they’ve finally
gone up there, I think I’ll go up and take a look at the night. Do
you mind if I take the lantern, Caleb?

CALEB: Go ahead, Joseph. I’ve finished my reading. Brother Joseph,
don’t you think if you pray for us, the Lord will ddiver us, like
he did. Alma?

JOSEPH: Well, I will, Caleb. I have been.
(Joseph takes the lantern, opens the trap door and climbs up the ladder
into the upper room. The light goes with Joseph. He sets the lantern on
the table, goes to the window. Hyrum follows Joseph up the ladder.)

HYR1LIM: Joseph?
JOSEPH: Yes?
HYRUM: Like a little company?
JOSEPH: No.
HYRUM: Well, then I won’t stay long. Why do you come up here

alone?
So I can look out.
What do you look at?
Different things. All that snow.
{peering through the bars): Not much out there that interests

JOSEPH: Snow changes things. The ruts in the road are smoothed
up and even, and the mud is gone, and the earth is cold and
buried. And there are no tracks, no footprints, nothing else to
see.

HYRUM: What is the matter?
JOSEPH: Nothing.
HYRUM: What are you thinking about?
JOSEPH: Well, if you really want to know, beetles.
HYRUM: Of course. Beetles.

JOSEPH: Do they die in the winter or do they hibernate like bears
and groundhogs?

HYRUM: You know, sometimes you can be very strange.
JOSEPH: When we were boys one day I found a beetle crawling up

the rock pile behind our field. I had never seen such a beetle. So
black, it was almost purple in the sun, over three inches long,
and fat. Near the top of the rock pile there was a crevice too
narrow for your hand, and it was crawling there, but I took a
stick and blocked its path. It stopped for a moment, confused,
and then turned aside, trying to get around the stick. But no
matter how it turned, I kept blocking its path.

HYRUM: I don’t like beetles.
JOSEPH: Finally it stopped trying to get around the stick. It bumped

up against it, as if it were testing it with its head, and then it
climbed up onto it to try and get over.

HYRUM: And I don’t like to talk about them.
JOSEPH: So I picked up the stick. I kept the beetle crawling up and

around that stick again and again. When it would reac]h the top,
I’d turn the stick upside down. It crawled on and on and never
really got anywhere. But when I finally tired and let it down, it
wouldn’t climb back onto the rocks. I finally had to hit the stick
against a rock to jar it loose. The beetle fell, and I lost it. I hope I
didn’t kill it. (Short pause.) I wonder if they hibernate...

HYRUM: I don’t want to talk about beetles-
JOSEPH: . . . or if the snow kills them.
HYRUM: -I want to talk about you.
JOSEPH: I am talking about me. Listen, can’t you?
HYRUM: What is wrong?
JOSEPH: You know what’s wrong. They’ve driven the Saints from

this state. They tried to exterminate them, like insects. Those
who didn’t die from the cold or the journey have spent the winter
camping in snow, surviving on nothing but air and a little
parched corn. And I rot here, like a frozen potato, of no use to
them or to anyone.

HYRUM: The Lord will take care of them.
JOSEPH: How can you think that now?
HYRUM: What are you saying?
JOSEPH: I don’t know what to do, Hyrum. I don’t know ttow to help

them.
HYRUM: The Lord will let you know.
JOSEPH: Not this time. I try with all my soul to understand where

we should go now, what we should do, and I think I have
something, and then I pray, and it’s as if my prayers echo off the
walls. As if I’m only speaking to myself.

HYRUM: The Lord wouldn’t abandon us here.
JOSEPH: He hasn’t left us, but he won’t help us. What is wrong? Is it

me? Have I failed in some way?
HYRUM: You have given everything. Your life. I don’t see how you

can do more than that.
JOSEPH: When I lost the manuscript of the Book of Mormon and

the plates were taken from me, at least I unde.rstood my sin and
could repent. But I don’t know what sin is in me, what: evil could
have brought us here.

HYRUM: It is not you.
JOSEPH: Then why has the Lord left us in this jail? Why so much

misery for the Saints? Misery and Missouri. For us, there hasn’t
been much difference between the two.

HYRUM: Can’t you forget it for tonight? You need to rest. For one
night, Joseph, think of yourself.

JOSEPH: It seems too much that I asked the Saints to come here.
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HYRUM: You have been living in hell. Look at this jail.
JOSEPH: What about it?
HYRUM: Hold onto these bars.
JOSEPH: They’re too cold.
HYRUM: That cold’s gotten inside you.
JOSEPH: It isn’t the cold that worries me.
HYRUM: Can you feel your toes?
JOSEPH: No. Can you? (Hyrum shakes his head.) Well, we’re not

wall<ing anywhere.
HYRUM: Don’t you hate this?
JOSEPH: It’s not important.
HYRUM: Freezing is important. We can’t just let ourselves freeze. You

never stop being the: prophet to be Joseph anymore. Joseph my
brother would know when he was freezing.

JOSEPH: There’s got to be something I don’t understand. But I don’t
know what it is, and I don’t know how to find out.
(Hyr~m goes to the trap door and calls below.)

HYRUIVI: Caleb, come up here.
JOSEPH: What are you doing?
HYRUIVI: You’re stewing over what’s past, and none of it is your fault.

$o I’m going to help you forget it. There’s no better talker than
Caleb, and he can talk this nonsense out of you. Caleb! Come up
here, will you?

CALEB (muffled voice from below): That you calling, Hyrum?
JOSEPH: Hyrum, you’re not listening to me.
HYRUM: I’m your brother. I don’t have to.

(Cah’.b has been climbing the ladder and comes into the upper level.)
CALEB: What’s the trouble?
HYRUM: Brother Joseph can’t sleep, and I was wondering if you’d

entertain him for a while.
CALEB: Why, sure, whatever I can do. I ain’t much at entertaining,

but I guess we can sit and talk a :spell.
HYRUlV[: That’s what 1 had in mind. I’m a bit tired myself, so I think

I’ll go on down. (Hyrum pulls Caleb aside before descending.) Caleb,
I’m afraid that Brother .Joseph is a bit low tonight. Till he gets
tired, now, you keep his mind occupied, will you?

CALEB: Why, sure, Hyrum (Hyrum nods his head in thanks and
descends, leaving Joseph and Caleb alone together. Caleb turns back to
Joseph, but now doesn’t know what to say.) Well, now. (Pause.)
Cold tonight, ain’t it?

JOSEPH: Guess so.
CALEB: Worse’n last night.
JOSEPH: Maybe.
CALEB: Seems like this winter won’t never break.
JOSEPH: Caleb, you don’t have to talk to me. You can go on back to

bed.
CALEB: Oh, no, Joseph. I’m glad to set up with you. Hyrum says

you’re feeling poorly.
JOSEPH: No. Really, Caleb, I’m just thoughtful tonight.
CALEB: Anything I can do for you?
JOSEPH: I was just thinking about some of the Saints. You knew

Hanson Jacobs, didn’t you?
CALEB: This here coat I’m wearing >gas Hanson’s own. Took it off

his own back and threw it to me just as they was driving us
away. You’d never think that an educated storekeeper like that
would take up with an old farmer. But since we first met, we’ve
been close as brothers.

JOSEPH: He was a farmer, too. Before he joined the Church.
CALEB: You’re right. Yes, he was.
JOSEPH: I remember when he came to Kirtland. Just three years ago,

wasn’t it? Summer of ’36.
CALEB: Never was a man prouder to meet you than Hanson Jacobs.
JOSEPH: And I sent him right on to Missouri.

(The action of the play shifts to.]oseph’s mind. Each time that this happens
in the play, the light changes, intensifies. Caleb becomes Hanson Jacobs.
When he turns bclck around toward the prophet, his sleepy, unsure
demeanor and his disheveled appearance are gone. He is stronger, more
forceful. Has the bearing of a successful Eastern farmer.)

CALEB/HANSON: Excuse me, sir, are you Joseph Smith?
JOSEPH: What? Caleb?
HANSON: No, sir. I’m Hanson Jacobs. Please excuse me. I thought

you were the prophet.
(Hanson turns away, then pauses as i_f he doesn’t know what to do now.
Joseph seems to realize that he is remembering this. He turns to Hanson,
calls after him.)

JOSEPH:: No, you had me right. I am Joseph Smith. Are you new
here?

HANSON: Just arrived in Kirtland toda,!.
JOSEPH: Well, let me welcome you. Is there anything you need?

Anytlning I can do for you?
HANSON: I guess 1 just wanted to meel: the man who could get me

to leave my farm and move into strange country.
JOSEPH: Then you nmst be one of the Saints.
HANSON: I’m no saint, sir. I joined this church, but I’m as stubborn

as I ever was. You’ll never make a saint out of me.
JOSEPH: If you’ve been baptized, we already have. This is the

Church of the Lat~:er-day Saints. And you’re not the only stubborn
one in it-most of us are. May be o~qe of our best qualities.

HANSON: Whatever you say. Now that I’ve got into this outfit, I
might: as well go whole-hog. I didn’t want to be a Mormonite, and
now I am one. I don’t particularly want to be a saint, either, but if
you tell me I am, then I guess I am.

JOSEPH: Well, in time it’ll all come natural. I didn’t like it myself at
first. Wanted a farm. Finding out that the Lord had other plans
for me took some getting used to.

HANSON: You didn’t want to be a prophet?
JOSEPH: Course not. Why would a. fourteen-year-old boy

want to be a prophet? I just wanted to belong
to the Lord’s church.

HANSON: Well, I’ll be ....And look at where you are now.
JOSEPH: Yup. I’m a Mormonite too. You won’t mind after a while. If

you’re stubborn enough, you may even come to like it-or at least
not let it rile you. What brought you to the Church, anyway?

HANSON: My wife, Lucinda. She heard some of your missionaries
preach one day on a street corner in our town. Of course my wife
had to be the only one who would listen. She even spent some of
the money we’d been saving for a new plowshare on a Book of
Mormon. What I thought when my wife brought me a book and
what I needed was a plow! And it wasn’t ew:n a good book like
an almanac or cyclopedia. About some strange new religion. And
then she expected me to read it! I was a staunch Presbyterian,
and my father and grandfather before me. My father was the
pastor of our congregation. And there was my wife, carrying this
Book of Mormon to Sunday services, flaunting it at me, telling me
that it was of God. Our marriage had been good. We were
happier than most. I watched us go from happiness to bitterness.

JOSEPH: You must love your wife very much.
HANSON: I do, but I try not to get camed away about it. I decided

that we could try a compromise on ~:he matter. I’d listen to what
she wanted and then she’d do what I wanted.
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JOSEPH: i~id it work out that way?
HANSON: Not exactly. She appealed to my reason. If there’s one

thing I pride myself on, it’s that I’m a reasonable man. She told
me to read the book, and compare it to the Bible, and pray. So I
fi~>re~., what could be wrong with that? I could study your
Mormon book until ! had it pinned down, and then I would
show my wife what a farce it was.

JOSEPH: There are many with us who have tried that.
HANSON: I didn’t come easy. I checked everything in the whole

book a.gainst the Bible for any passage to disprove it. Found quite
a few. But the more I read, the more I doubted my own efforts,
and finally I had to admit to myself that your Book of Mormon
was of God.

JOSEPH: Sir, I didn’t write it. Couldn’t have. I don’t know that much.
It was a gift from God that let me translate it. Your wife-Lucinda,
is it?-must have been very pleased with you.

HANSON: You think I told her that she’d won out? No, sir. I didn’t
want my life to change. So I put the book away from me, and
tried to go on as if nothing had happened.

JOSEPH: And what did Lucinda do about that?
HANSON: Nothing. Absolutely nothing, and that’s what finally got

me. After she convinced me to read the damn book, she didn’t
say another word about it. When I wouldn’t read it any more, she
kctew I knew it was from God. I kept waiting for her to jump on
me, and she never mentioned it again. Sort of let me stew in my
own juice, you might say. Six months, a year went by. Finally I
couldn’t stand the suspense. It made me madder than hell-oh
don’t mind me, I’m still working on my swearing. One day last
September during apple season, I thought about it all day in the
orchard. By night I was spittin’ mad, and I marched into the
house for supper, pounded my fist on the table so’s I broke one
of our best plates, and said, "I’ve made a decision for this family.
We’re joining up with the Mormons, and I don’t want to hear one
word of back talk!" Lucinda was at the stove frying potatoes. She
didn’t say a thing. Just turned around slow and started crying.
That’s i:~ow I come to be here today.

JOSEPH: What took you so long to get here?
HANSON: Lucinda was with child. Both of us are getting on in

years, you see, and we’ve lost five children at birth. So we didn’t
dare move until the baby was born and growing up healthy.

JOSEPH: And is your baby healthy?
HANSON: Like a moose. He’s about as ornery as his father, to boot.

Tlqis time, we were blessed. So now we’re going to buy some land
and raise him here with you folks. Guess if I can stand being a
Mormonite, he can, too.

JOSEPH: If you want to settle for good then you don’t want to stay
here. ¥~u want to go to Missouri.

HANSON: When we’ve tromped the whole country to get to you?
No, Brother Joseph. Long as the Church is here and you are here,
I think this is where we’ll want to stay.

JOSEPH: I am not the Church. I am only one person in it.
HANSON: But you are the prophet.
JOSEPH: Yes, I am. And I’m telling you to move on to Missouri. That

is the center place of Zion.
HANSON: Why not here? What’s wrong with Ohio?
JOSEPH: I: is not the right place. There are blessings and promises

awaiting us in Missouri. That is where we will gather, and where
we will stay.

HANSON: Are you going to Missouri?
JOSEPH: Not now, but soon.

HANSON: I’ve just come four hundred miles with a wife and child
to get to you, and you’re telling me to keep travelling twice that
far.

JOSEPH: That’s right.
HANSON: And you are staying here.
JOSEPH: I am.
HANSON: That is too much to require.
JOSEPH: I know it is. And I’m sorry. But I have to ask it of you.

Only this once.
HANSON: Well what if I won’t go.
JOSEPH: You can do what you want. I just advise you to go to

Missouri.
HANSON: Now don’t go telling me I can do what I want, damn it. I

can’t do what I want any more. You’re a prophet of God, and you
have spoken. If I don’t go, I’m sure to be sorry.

JOSEPH: Brother Hanson, try to understand me. I know what this
xvill cost you and your family. But we need people in Missouri,
and I am responsible to the Lord. You will be blessed if you go.

HANSON: I don’t suppose you’d like to be the one to tell my wile.
JOSEPH: Uh . . . No. No, I wouldn’t.
HANSON: Then damn it, I guess I will.

(Hanson turns to leave and holds his position as .Joseph calls him.)
JOSEPH: Hanson. (Hanson turns around again.) By’ joining the

Church, what have you lost?
HANSON: I don’t want to tell you that.
JOSEPH: Please, Hanson. I need to know.
HANSON: My heritage. My past. My father no longer owns me. He

wouldn’t accept my son into his house when he was born.
JOSEPH: Is it too much to lose?
HANSON: I don’t know. It may be.
JOSEPH: Why did you give it up?
HANSON: Because it’s true, isn’t it? The Book of Mormon did come

to you from God?
JOSEPH: Yes. It’s true. Hanson, do you hate me for this?
HANSON: No. I don’t hate you. But I guess I blame you.
JOSEPH: Why?
HANSON: For forcing me to choose. For giving me this knowledge

that seems it will bring suffering no matter what I do with it. I
blame you for that.

JOSEPH: In time, you may hate me.
HANSON: I know. I will either hate you, or revere you.

(Hanson turns away. Below, Lyman begins snoring loudly. The lights in
the upper level return to normal. Caleb resumes his identity and begins
to descend the ladder.)

HYRUM: Alexander? You asleep?
ALEXANDER: With that roaring going on?
HYRUM: Wake him up, will you?
ALEXANDER: You wake him up, Hyrum.
HYRUM: Call Caleb. He’ll do it.
ALEXANDER: You’re closer to the door. You call ]him.
HYRUM (getting up): You’re not one to put yourself out, are you

Alexander? (Caleb has come down into the dungeon by this time.)
Caleb, you’re the only one who can get Lyman to stop snoring
Will you shut him up?

CALEB: Of course, Hyrum. Nothing to it. Just turn him over on his
side.
(Caleb takes Lyman by the arm and_flips him over onto his side. Lyman
snorts and the snoring stops, but he ends up with his arm over Alexander.
Alexander, awakened, has to extricate himself from Caleb and the blanket.
Meanwhile Hyrum has climbed to the upper level.)
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HYRU M:
JOSEPH:
HYRUM:
JOSEPH:
HYRUM:
JOSEPH:
HYRUM:

Well. Takes care of that. You have a good visit with Caleb?
Yes.
What did you talk about?
Oh . . . uh . . . About how cold it is.
And then what:?
Well... Just what we always talk about.
You didn’t listen to him, did you?

JOSEPH: Hyrum, xvhat do you think :is the cost when someone has
to give up his past for the gospel?

HYRUM: I don’t know. We’ve all done it, haven’t we?
JOSEPH: The gospel is our past, Hyrum, but for most, it’s a

choice-often a heartbreaking choice.
HYRUM: This is just what I don’t want you to do, Joseph. You

can’t--
JOSEPH: Did you know that when Hanson Jacobs joined the

Church, his father disowned him? He and his wife had to stay in
their home for months, disgraced and abandoned by their family
and friends. They were alone when their baby was born. And
when they finally came to Ohio to be with the Saints, I asked
him to bring his family here.

HYRUM: But he came. Willingly.
JOSEPH: Hanson would never admit this, Hyrum, but in some way

he must blame me for what he has lost. 1 think they need
someone to blame, in that way. And if they need to lean on me, I
will let them.

HYRUM: They should stand for themselves.
JOSEPH: No, Hyrum We depend on each other. 1 lean, too.
HYRUM: You?
JOSEPH: I’m leaning on you right now. I depend on Mother and

Father, on Emma. I couldn’t go on without the strength of all the
people who love me in spite of my being a prophet.

HYRUM: But we don’t blame you for what’s gone wrong. It’s people
like ()liver who blame you.

JOSEPH: Oliver. I still can’t believe he could desert me and leave the
Saints.

HYRUM: You were so much alike for so long.
JOSEPH:: I loved him like I love you. And now we come as close to

hating each other as two people can come. Hyrum, sometimes I
think it’s my fault that he’s gone.

HYRUM: Joseph, that doesn’t make any sense.
JOSEPH: I wonder if that’s why the Lord won’t help me.

(Alexander climbs into the upper level of the jail as Joseph finishes this
remark. Hyrum and Joseph fall silent, as this isn’t a conversation that they
want Alexander to hear.)

ALEXANDER: Well, now. (]oseph and Hyrum look at him, but don’t say
anything in response.) Lyman’s snoring woke me up. I can’t sleep.
Do you think it’s late enough to start digging now? While you’re
up here, I might as well get busy.

JOSEPH: Caleb was just up here, Alexander. We’d better wait long
enough to be sure that he’s asleep.

ALEXANDER: Then do you mind if I sit up here with you and talk a
bit?
(Joseph and Hyrum speak the next two lines simultaneously)

JOSEPH: Alexander, I need some time to think.
HYRUM: No Alexander, not at all.

(Joseph and Hyrum stop and look al each other.)
HYRUM: No, Alexander, Brother Joseph here was just telling me that

he’d like someone to talk to for a spell, and I can hardly keep my
eyes open. So if you don’t mind, you just have yourselves a visit
and [’11 go on down to bed.

ALEXANDER: Really, Joseph? I don’t mean to be a bother to you.
JOSEPH: Then Alexander-
HYRUM: There’s nothing; he’d like more. He’s feeling a little low

tonight. Some-good conversation is just what he needs. And I’ll
wish you both good night. (Hyrum descends to the lower-level.)

ALEXANDER: Brother Joseph, I can tell that you want to be alone, so
I’ll go on down.

JOSEPH: I’ve been thinking about Oliver. How did we lose him,
Alexander?

ALEXANDER: If you ask me, he’s a rascal and good riddance.
JOSEPH: Yes, well, I hope you’re right.
ALEXANDER: Brother Joseph, I can’t sleep. So later, when you’ve

thought things over, will you call me? It might help you to talk a
spell.

JOSEPH: Of course, Alexander.
ALEXANDER: You’re sure. it’s too early to start digging? It would give

me something to do.
JOSEPH: Just be sure that Caleb’s asleep. You know what will

happen if he finds out what we’re doing.
(Alexa~qder descends the ladder, to be scolded by Hyrum.)

HYRUM: Alexander, what are you doing? Get back up there and talk
to him.

ALEXANDER: Brother Joseph says he wants to be left alone, and if
he says he wants to be left alone, I’m going to leave him alone.

HYRUM: No, Alexander, not tonight. He’s got a troubled spirit about
him.

ALEXANDER: I didn’t notice it. And if you’re so concerned, why
don’t you go up there yourself?.

HYRUM: All right, I will. (Hyrum ascends to the upper level.)Joseph,
maybe you can get Alexander to leave you alone up here, but not
me. I’m going to sit here, and we’re going to talk about something
pleasant whether you like it or not.

JOSEPH: Why have I lost Oliver? What did I do?
HYRUM: You didn’t lose him. He betrayed you-all of us.
JOSEPH: He was sent to me. When 1 fir:~t learned the work God had

for me to do, I dreamed about being the size of a bug so that I
could disappear under a rock or a leaf. To represent Deity to the
earth-me, a farm boy from a back woods village nobody ever
heard of who didn’t live there. Emma and I were so alone. I
prayed again and again for somebody-some other human
being--who would Share the respons!.bility with us. And then
Oliver came.
(Alexander becomes Oiliver in Joseph’s mind. Joseph hears Alexander as
Oliver from below.)

ALEXANDER/OLIVER: Pardon me, ma’am. I’m looking for a Mr.
Joseph Smith. Does he happen to be here?

HYRUM: Oh, no, Joseph. We’re not going to talk: about Oliver. We’re
going to talk about.., about.., wrestling.

JOSEPH: I didn’t even have to search him out.
OLIVER ~,below): l’ve been boarding with his family. This is where

they sent me to find him.
JOSEPH: The Lord se’.nt him to find me.
HYRUM: Joseph? Wrestling. How about it? Do you think that you

can still throw me?
JOSEPH: Hyrum, I guess; if you’re not going to let me alone, I’d rather

talk to Alexander.
HYRUM: Now that’s what I like to hear. Remember, this is for your

own good.
(Hyrum once more descends the ladder, and then Joseph calls down to
Alexander, who has be, come Oliver to him. The lighting changes again as
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Jo.~eph remembers.)
OLIVER: It is most important that I find him.
JOSEPH: I’m up here. Won’t you please come up?

(Oliver, formerly Alexander, climbs through the hole to the upper level.
H,: is ~earing the same clothes, but with the addition of a hat. He has tied
the sca(’f at his neck and carries a bundle of books. He looks tired, as if
he has just completed a long.journey.)

OLIVER: I am Oliver Cowdery, sir, and you are-
JOSEPH: Joseph Smith.
OLIVER: I know. You look like your brothers. Mostly like Hyrum, I

think.
JOSEPH: Hyrum?
OLIVER: A bit more handsome, I’d say, but very much like him.

Well, Mr. Smith, I hardly know how to begin.
JOSEPH: I~hen let me begin for you. Oliver Cowdery, I knew you

were coming.
OLIVER: You did?
JOSEPH: I prayed you here. There is much work to be done, and I

need your help.
OLIVER: I prefer to think that coming was my own idea.
JOSEPH: Of course. If it is important to you.
OLIVER: Let me explain. I was a school teacher in Manchester, and I

boar&d with your family for a time~
JOSEPH: [ hope they were good to you.
OLIVER: Very good, but very secretive, too. Several times I

overheard talk of a golden book and a brother named Joseph, but
when [ asked, I was always diverted to another subject. Very
effectively, too. "Yes, we do have a brother named Joseph, and
woul&~’t I please have some more potatoes and how was
Sophronia doing with her arithmetic?"

JOSEPH: They have learned not to talk. People who have heard my
story- sometimes they hate me and my family for it.

OLIVER: I hope I don’t ever have to see that.
JOSEPH: if you befriend me, you will.
OLIVER: Perhaps you have too little faith in others.
JOSEPH: I wish that were true.
OLIVER: Your family would tell me nothing for weeks. What I

learned of you, I learned by eavesdropping-I know that is hardly
honora,ble, but what else could I do? And gradually, they came to
trust me a little. Finally, I confronted your father, and he told me
the stcry-the angel, the golden plates. Something burned within
me as I listened.

JOSEPH: Yes. That is why I went to the grove to pray.
OLIVER: I became consumed with a desire to help you. I want to

w~:ite that book. I want to help translate it.
JOSEPH: Then you believe me? Believe this work is of God?
OLIVER: Of course it is. And some day you and I will be great in

the sight of all people. It is the greatest work in the world.
JOSEPH: Yes, Mr. Cowdery, it is great. When the spirit of the Lord is

with you, or when you learn something that has been hidden for
centuries, you know that it is great.

OLIVER: That’s what I am here for.
JOSEPH: You need to know this, too. Often it is only everyday

drudgery, and sometimes it can be very much like hell.
OLIVER: I am not afraid of work.
JOSEPH: It’s more than work. You may have to face lies, prejudice,

the hatred of good people who cannot understand what you are
doing I’m afraid that someday you may even see yourself in jail.

OLIVER: I think you paint too dark a picture.
JOSEPH: Don’t tell me I don’t know what I have lived with for seven

years. If you think this is going to be easy, you can’t help.
OLIVER: All right. I understand. But I feel things differently than

you. Maybe I will not suffer so much.
JOSEPH: Sir, you will suffer. You may even break under your pain.
OLIVER: That may be true for you, but it is not true for me.
JOSEPH: How can I make you see?
OLIVER: We disagree on this point. Can’t we .just disagree?
JOSEPH: No.
OLIVER: Why not?
JOSEPH: Because some day when I need you, you will blame me for

not telling you and have your excuse to leave me.
OLIVER: Listen to me, sir. I have made my own decision to

come-and not because you prayed me here. Knowing all that you
have said, I choose to stay and help, if you want me to. And even
if what you say about persecution is right, you can trust one
thing. No matter what comes, Joseph Smith, I will be loyal to you.

JOSEPH: Oliver, Oliver. That’s not true. You have betrayed and
deserted me. Why? What happened to you?

OLIVER: Me? What about you? You’re so blind you don’t even
know -
(Oliver, too upset to continue, turns away.)

JOSEPH: Blind? What do you mean, Oliver?
(]oseph follows Oliver and grabs him b.y the arm. The lights return to
normal; Joseph has seized Alexander rather than Oliver.)

ALEXANDER: Brother Joseph, what are you doing? I’m Alexander,
not Oliver.

JOSEPH: Sorry, Alexander. I don’t know what I was thinki:.qg. Please
forgive me.

ALEXANDER: Joseph, what are you thinking about? You haven’t
heard a word I said in the last half hour.

JOSEPH: He said I was blind. Am I?
ALEXANDER: Who said you were blind?
JOSEPH: Oliver Cowdery.
ALEXANDER: Oliver Cowdery is a good-for-nothing snake and a liar,

and it doesn’t matter what he says. You know that, Joseph.
(Lyrnan’s snoring begins again. Hyrurn and Alexander groan; Caleb
has also gone to sleep and isn’t disturbed.) Not again! I was just
getting tired enough to sleep.

HYRUM: Caleb? Caleb? Well, at least now we know he’s asleep. If
that doesn’t wake him up, nothing will. (Hyrum gets up and goes
to try to move Lyrnan.) Come on, you old horse, roll over.

LYMAN (groggy): Huh? Look out, boys, it’s a mobber. You’ll learn to
come sneaking in here, you Missouri scum. (l~yrnan wrestles
I-tyrurn down, then hits him in the jaw. Hyrurn falls to the floor, and
Lyrnan throws the blanket he has been sleeping under over the fallen
.fi~rrn.) There, you low-down mobocracy mobber! How do you like
it when we get a chance to defend ourselves? Huh? (Alexander
hurries into the dungeon. Joseph grabs the lantern from the wall and
also descends the ladder, bringing the light back into the d~,ngeon. It
reveals Lyrnan kneeling over Hyrurn, whorn he has encased in the
blanket. Caleb is sitting on his mat, trying to wake up.) Brother
Joseph, I got him. No telling what he might have done otherwise.
Where’s Hyrum?

JOSEPH: Under the blanket.
LYMAN: Huh? Hyrum? Now what were you doing, attacking me like

that? You lost your mind?
HYRUM: You were snoring again. I was trying to turn you over.
LYMAN (grouchy): You got no call to disturb someone out of a sound

sleep when it’s night time and I need my rest so as to be ready
for later, if you know what I mean. Now look at what l’m doing
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here.
(Lyman takes a blanket from the Jloor and throws it over a wire that is
hung diagonally between two walls of the dungeon.)

HYRUM: None of us can sleep when you snore.
LYMAN: Well, I can’t sleep with you talking and carrying on. There.

When I go behind here to sleep, ] better not be disturbed. And
I’m just telling the rest of you that if you want to be left alone
from the bothering of such as Hyrum, you better sleep back here

CALEB: Fine, Lyman. I’m ready to get some rest myself. (to the
others) If it happens again, I’ll turn him over.

LYMAN: Alexander?
(Alexander shrugs and follows the other two, who pick up straw ticks and
go behind the blanket. This partition can serve as actors’ exit from the
stage when they are not in the scene in progress.)

HYRUM: Well, I’m not going to be sleepy for a while. I might as well
go up where I won’t disturb you.

JOSEPH: I’ll come up with you.
(They climb back to the upper level.)

HYRUM: You sure you’re not ready to get some sleep? We’ve got a
long night’s work ahead of us.

JOSEPH: Oliver said I was blind.
HYRUM: You haven’t seen Oliver for months. Why do you let

something bother you that happened so long ago?
JOSEPH: A prophet can’t be blind. Maybe he’s right. Maybe I’m not

willing to admit . . . what I don’t understand . . . what I fear.
What I don’t understand is what I fear. I let everything I am afraid
of slip out of my head so I won’t have to look at it. I have
blinded myself to what I’m afraid to see.

HYRUM: What are you afraid to see?
JOSEPH: Something about Hanson Jacobs, about Oliver. And about

all the scoundrels in Missouri. I’m afraid of them.
HYRUM: After what they’ve done to us, only a fool wouldn’t be

afraid of them.
JOSEPH: It’s more than because of what they’ve done. Because the

Lord has left them where they are:. Because I hate them.
HYRUM: You have reason to hate them Boggs and that

extermination order. And General Lucas would have had us shot.
JOSEPH: They’ve destroyed our hope of Zion, and they still have

power to harm us. Why?
(Lyman climbs from the dungeon to the upper level.)

LYMAN: Well, I hope you know that now I can’t sleep. That make
you happy, Hyrum?

HYRUM: Well, Lyman~ I can’t sleep either, and I’m going to have
some ugly bruises tomorrow. That make you happy?

LYMAN: Sorry about the bruises. I was having a dream that a
mobber was bent over me, about to tie me up.

JOSEPH: We’ve had enough trouble with mobs to give us all
nightmares, Lyman. Maybe dreams are how the fear comes out.

LYMAN: I’m not afraid of anybody, Joseph, and neither are you.
Least of all the rascals in Missouri.

JOSEPH: I don’t know, Lyman. Some of them are powerful and evil.
Evec~ the weak, petty ones became powerful in their hatred. I
remember one I met in a tavern in Illinois as we were travelling
here. We were almost to the Mississippi but we needed to rest for
a while, so I’d ridden ahead to secure lodging for the night. Major
something, he called himself. He wanted the room I had taken.
(Lyrr, an becomes Major Burris to Joseph. The lights change, and in the
back,ground are the sounds of laughter and eating in the public room of
the tavern, below.)

MAJOR BURRIS: Yes, Phineas. This will do.

JOSEPH: He was with one of the shiftiest rascals he could find to
grovel around him, Phineas Hobart.
(Hyrum assumes the character of Phineas Hobart and looks around as if
he is inspecting the room. They don’t see Joseph.)

PHINEAS: Yep. Room’s fine. Better’n some.
JOSEPH: I was sitting in a corner, just about here, and I thought

they were almost as worthless then as I do now.
MAJOR: And we won’t have to associate with none of that riffraff

down below. Mormons coming in down there, Phineas.
PHINEAS: On their way to Missouri?
MAJOR: Unless we dissuade them.
PHINEAS: Vermin’s the word for them. Lice. Fleas. They’ve infested

the wlhole state.
JOSEPH: Good evening gentlemen.
MAJOR: ,Oh. You startled me.
JOSEPH: Well, you startled me as well.
MAJOR: We sort of claimed this room as our own.
JOSEPH: Now so did I. My family and friends are just arriving. But

no matter. We can make room for yc,u, too.
MAJOR: Well, thank you. Where are you headed, sir?
JOSEPH: Missouri.
MAJOR: Why, we’re from Missouri. Planning to settle there?
JOSEPH: I certainly am.
MAJOR: Well that’s right smart of you. Missouri’s a land with a

future.
JOSEPH: I think so.
PHINEAS: Except that: just noxv we got a bad case of vermin.
JOSEPH: You mentioned that already.
MAJOR: Mormons.

(Joseph plays this situation out as i.f it were a joke.)
JOSEPH: Mormons. Interesting comparison.
MAJOR: It’s an apt description, sir. If you’d lived around them, you’d

know.
JOSEPH: Oh, I agree with you entirdy. Insects, definitely.
PHINEAS: Vermin.
JOSEPH: Yes. Vermin.
MAJOR: Started out with one or two, creeping in silently, so we

wouldn’t notice. But Mormons have at habit of multiplying. Before
we knew it, the land was crawling with them.

PHINEAS: They was trying to take us over, eat up everything they
could get their hands on.

MAJOR: Buying up all the land. Said they were promised it by God.
PHINEAS: Interfering with the slaves.
MAJOR: Looking down their noses at us.
PHINEAS: We don’t need no damn Yankee Mormons to tell us how

to live, now do we sir?
MAJOR: They can’t just tend to their own business like other folks.
JOSEPH: Vermin. Definitely vermin. What are you going to do about

them’.,’
MAJOR: What do you do about pests? Scare them off. Burn them

out.
PHINEAS: Kill them if we have to.
MAJOR: Whatever it ~akes to get rid of them.
JOSEPH: Well, I have a suggestion for you. It’ll help you get them out

faster.
MAJOR: What is it, sir?

(Joseph acts as if he is divulging confidential in_formation.)
JOSEPH: Start at the top. It will leave them helpless.
MAJOR: We know. We’ve had our eyes on every, move Partridge and

his rc~en have made for months.
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JOSEPH: That’s good, but I think you should go even higher.
MA~[OR: You mean old Joe Smith? That deceiving epileptic scoundrel

is scared of us. He knows how we’d take care of him. He won’t
stay in Missouri longer’n two days strung together.

JOSEPH: "Old Joe Smith" is someone to watch, but you better start
higher than him.

MA.~IOR: There isn’t anyone higher than him.
JOSEPH: Sure there is.
MAJOR: No one on earth is more important to the Mormons than

old Joe Smith.
JOSEPH: What about someone who isn’t on earth?
MAJOR: Now you’re talking in riddles.
JOSEPH: I mean The Almighty. Start by dethroning God, and you

won’t have any trouble with the Mormons. If you don’t start there,
you raay be taking on a little more than you can handle.

MAJOR: Are you some kind of a maniac?
JOSEPH: I have often been called one. My name is Smith.
MAJOR: Smith. Your given name?
JOSEPH: Joseph.
PHINEAS: Joseph Smith.
JOSEPH: The deceiving epileptic scoundrel himself, and, despite your

word:;, I am coming to Missouri to stay.
MAJOR: Well .... Uh... I meant what I said, Smith.
JOSEPH: Of course. And if you’re really going to "take care of me,"

now is as good a time as any. Come on.
(loseph is ready to wrestle with either or both of them.)

MAJOR: I won’t have you bait me. I have friends, sir. And when we
come after you, we’ll set the terms.

JOSEPH: I’m sure you will, and I’m sure they won’t be fair terms.
5ome people call that cowardice.

MAJOR: You can go ahead and talk big now. But don’t get too sure
of yourself, Smith. I figure you’ve got six months at the longest,
before we get you. And that goes for your damn followers, too.

JOSEPH: 1 appreciate the warning. Believe me, sir, we won’t let you
push us out of our homes again. We’ll stand behind the
law-despite your Governor Boggs-and we’ll be ready to defend
cursel.ves. You see, Missouri is our home, our Zion. So let me
warn you, whoever you are.

MAJOR: I am Samuel Burris, attorney, and major of the Missouri
State iVlilitia.

JOSEPH: I should have known that you were an attorney. And a
major? I am duly impressed. Well, Mr. Major, let me say this to
you. You are fighting the work of the Lord. In the end, you’ve got
to lose. In the eyes of God, a major is less impressive than a
s:ink bug.

MAJOR: I promise you, Joe Smith, some day we’ll see you shot.
JOSEPH: Wait. It’s my fault that you hate us, isn’t it? Because I

treated you like fools?
MAJOR: Who are you calling a fool?

O?,oth Phineas and the major look as though they are going to respond
vMently but then turn away.)

JOSEPH: What if I’d treated you with some decency and respect?
(All three have moved into the same positions they were in when the
following lines were spoken earlier.)

JOSEPH: Good evening, gentlemen.
MAJOR: .Oh, you startled me.
JOSEPH: I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to.
MAJOR: We sort of claimed this room as our own.
JOSEPH: Now so did I. My family and friends are just arriving. But

no matter. We can make room for you, too.

MAJOR: Well, thank you. Where are you headed, sir?
JOSEPH: Missouri.
MAJOR: Why, we’re from Missouri. Planning to settle there?
JOSEPH: I certainly am.
MAJOR: Well, that’s right smart of you. Missouri’s a land with a

future.
JOSEPH: I think so.
PHINEAS: Except that just now we got a bad case of ver~nin.
JOSEPH: I heard you mention that.
MAJOR: Mormons.
JOSEPH: What’s wrong with Mormons?
MAJOR: If you’d lived around them, you’d know.
JOSEPH: Well I am one of them, and I don’t know. You seem like

reasonable men. Tell me why you dislike them, and perhaps I can
get them to make it right with you.

MAJOR: Don’t come to Missouri.
JOSEPH: What?
PHINEAS: The major said don’t come to Missouri. What he means is

that any Mormon stupid enough to try and move onto our land is
going to find himself pushed off it before he knows what hit him.

JOSEPH: We don’t want your land. We want to buy our own. Surely
in Missouri there is room for more people.

MAJOR: Not for more Mormons.
JOSEPH: Why can’t we live together in peace?
MAJOR: Because Mormons are not like other folk. They don’t mix

in. They live off by themselves, then come m swarms and take
over.

PHINEAS: Act like they’ll get dirty if they talk to you.
MAJOR: If you don’t agree with what they want to do, they walk

through you, sure they’re right and the rest of the world can be
damned.

PHINEAS: Missouri was ours first. Why should we let you holy
Mormons, who stink all the way to heaven, decide for us how
we’ll live?

JOSEPH: We won’t do that. We’ll let you live as you choose.
MAJOR: Sir, you don’t now and you never will. That Joseph Smith

won’t be happy till everyone’s under his thumb-doing what he
tells them to do.

JOSEPH: Not what I tell you to do-what the Lord tells you to do
through me. But surely we won’t force you. We’ll leave you in
peace and treat you as a good neighbor.

MAJOR: You’d treat me as a "good neighbor" just long enough to get
the power to throw me out. I’ll see myself in hell before I’ll let
you push me off my land.

PHINEAS: What do you mean, "what the Lord tells you to do?" You
on speaking terms with God, too?

MAJOR: That’s right, Phineas. I thought it was only Joe Smith
claimed to talk to God. Or is that getting to be a general delusion
among all Mormons?

JOSEPH: I am Joseph Smith. And we won’t push you out. You have
my word on it. We want to live in peace with you.

MAJOR: You are Joseph Smith?
JOSEPH: Yes, sir.
PHINEAS: Then you are the cause of a hell of a lot of trouble.
JOSEPH: Perhaps I am, but I want to stop that trouble, if you’ll help

me.
MAJOR: I was not aware, Phineas, of the size of the pest before us.

Were you?
PHINEAS: No sireee.
MAJOR: Why, he’s not a flea or a bed bug-this one’s a genuine
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cockroach.
JOSEPH: Please, talk to me. We are a good people. We need a home.
MAJOR: You ever stepped on a cockroach big as him, Phineas? I’ve

seen some six-inchers back home. When you put your foot on
one, you can fed it wiggle.

JOSEPH: I’m asking you men to work with me. Help me.
MAJOR: When you push down a little, you can feel the shell crack,

but the cockroach is still alive. You can tall, because the legs keep
running, trying to escape.

JOSEPH: There doesn’t have to be violence.
MAJOR: That’s when you wonder if cockroaches feel pain,

because-they don’t writhe, exactly, but they shudder.
JOSEPH: You won’t listen to me at all. You can’t even hear me.
MAJOR: I like to push my foot on down to the ground slow, so the

insides don’t get all over my boot, and so I can feel the life go out
of them. There’s something to that-knowing when you’ve made
the thing dead.

JOSEPH: I ~as wrong. I couldn’t change you.
MAJOR: Six months in Missouri, Smith, and that’s how we’ll kill you.
JOSEPH: Stop it! Please stop it!

(As Joseph cries out, the lights in the dungeon return to normal and Hyrum
and Lyman resume their identities.)

HYRUM: Joseph, what’s wrong?
JOSEPH: Nothing. Why do you think something is wrong?
HYRUM: Well, you just let out a ydl that about frightened my boots

off.
JOSEPH: I did? I must have been thinking.., dreaming or

something.
HYRUM: What’s wrong?
JOSEPH: Nothing. Nothing. But if you could leave me alone for a

while, I’d be grateful.
LYMAN: Sure, Brother Joseph. Come on, Hyrum. You heard what

Joseph said. (Hyrum stays to find out more about what’s the matter
with Joseph.) Hyrum, Joseph wants to be left alone.

HYRUM: In a minute, Lyman. You go on down. (Lyman descends.)
What’s happening to you?

JOSEPH: Go to bed.
HYRUM: I’m not going to bed. Tell me.
JOSEPH: I’ve learned at least one thing I was blind to. I was better

off being blind.
HYRUM: What is it?
JOSEPH: There will always be persecution for us, Hyrum. For the

Saints.
HYRUM: Why?
JOSEPH: We can never say we are happy with people as they are.

We will always want them to repent and be baptized. To join the
Church.

HYRUM: Yes, we will.
JOSEPH: They will always resent it.
HYRUM: Not all of them. Some will join us. Some who don’t will

understand.
JOSEPH: The few. But enough will hate us for what they see as our

self-righteousness to join together in violence, wherever we go.
HYRUM: And what if that’s true?
JOSEPH: I have been charged to give people the restored gospel,

which should bring them peace, and 1 am giving them trials and
suffering.

HYRUM: Not just suffering-
JOSEPH: Look at Hanson Jacobs-any of them-how they have been

broken. The gospel should give them hope for eternal life. What

they have received is misery for this one.
HYRUM: Joseph-
JOSEPH: Where are the Saints now, Hyrum? Not in Zion. In Illinois.

And how long do you think it will be before the persecution
starts? Two years? Why should it be any different there than it
was here? Or in Ohio and New York? Where will we go next,
Hyrum? Where on earth can we live without hatred?

HYRUM: I don’t have all the answers-
JOSEPH: I know you don’t.
HYRUM: -but that doesn’t mean that there are none.
JOSEPH: I don’t need false hope. I need to understand the truth. If

neither you nor I can see peace for the Saints, if we have
petitioned the Lord for months for help and we have been given
no answers, if he won’t even get us out of this jail, then it is time
we looked at things as they are. We have no place to go. Nor do
the Saints.

HYRUM: Let’s give the Lord some time.
JOSEPH: I have given the Lord some time.
HYRUM: Apparently not enough.
JOSEPH: What is enough time? Until I am broken? Will that be

enough time?
HYRUM: What are you going to do?
JOSEPH: Open my eyes to what else I have been refusing to see.
HYRUM: Stop this. It’s changing you.
JOSEPH: I have to understand. Maybe I’ve failed, Hyrum. Maybe we’ll

never escape and everything will end for us here in this jail. I
have to know if that’s true.

HYRUM: You say the Lord isn’t helping you. ! don’t think that’s true.
(Joseph doesn’t respond.) Joseph, the Lord won’t leave you. (More
silence from Joseph.) Why don’t you answer me?

JOSEPH: What do you want me to say?
HYRUM: (not knowing what else to do): I’m going down now. We have

to work soon. Get some sleep, will you?
JOSEPH! All right, Hyrum.
HYRUM: Joseph, please. Stop hurting yourself.
JOSEPH: Good night.

(As Hyrum descends the ladder, the light fades, the moonlight shining
through the bars on Joseph fading last.)
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ACT II

(Scene: the same as Act I, but later. It is very dark, and at first nothing, can
be seen. There is the sound of scraping,, a chisel on rock. The lig,hts rise
gradually, first revealing, three forms in the.jail-two in the dung,eon and one
in the upF,er level. As the lig,hts come up, it can be seen that the two forms
in the dun~,~eon have moved the bench that was against the back wall and have
remo~ed fi’om the wall a three-foot long section of the middle two log,s. The
men are working, there, scraping, out the hole they have made. The other form
is on ~uard in the upper level, watching, throug,h the window for any movement
outside the, .jail. As the lig,hts become a bit brig,hter, it can be seen that the
two Jorms in the dung,eon are Joseph and Alexander, and the form keeping,
g,uard in the upper level is Hyrum. Lyman and Caleb are offstage-sleeping,
behind the blanket partition. Joseph is in the hole doing, the work. He passes
a paiI bali:filled with small rocks to Alexander. When the characters are in
the d~ng,eon, they move quietly and speak in low, intense tones, because they
are o~ying, not to awaken Caleb.)

ALEXANDER: Brother Joseph, you’ve been at this about an hour.
Why don’t you go up and take the watch and let Hyrurn and me
work on the hole.

JOSEPH: This is a well-built jail, Alexander.
ALEXANDER: I know, Joseph. How many auger handles did we

break going through the logs?
JOSEPH: I’ve run into the stone wall on the outside. If we can just

clear out some more of the loose rock we’ll be ready te start on
the wall.

ALEXANDER: Will the chisel hold out?
JOSEPH: It’s so dull it just bounces off. Hardly loosens the rocks. It’s

not going to be easy to chip out the mortar around the big stones.
ALEXANDER: It’ll take weeks.
JOSEPH: One thing we have is time. Well, I’ll let you take over here,

and I’ll send Hyrum down.
(Joseph g,ives Alexander the pail and tools and climbs to the upper level.
Alexander takes Joseph’s place in the hole and continues to work, but no
more scraping, is heard.)

JOSEPH: Anything happening out there?
HYRUM: Joseph. Nothing that I can see. All seems to be s~:ill in

Liberty, Missouri tonight. How is our escape route coming?
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JOSEPH: We have struck the outside wall. We’re going to have to
chip the mortar bit by bit until we can pry some of those huge
stones out. I told Alexander that that was just the job for you.

HYRUM: Always thinking of others, aren’t you Joseph?
(Hyn~m starts toward the ladder.)

JOSEPH: Hyrum. About what I said to you earlier tonight. I’m sorry.
HYRUM: I’m sorry, too, Joseph. Not :because you said it-because I

don’t want you to hurt yourself with it. It’s nonsense.
JOSEPH: You remember when we were boys, how I got that infection

in my shoulder, and then in my leg?
HYRUM: Of course.
JOSEPH: After my operation, you had to carry me around for so

long. I must have been quite a burden to you.
HYRUM: I didn’t mind.
JOSEPH: Do you think I would have died if they hadn’t chipped out

the bad bone?
HYRUM: Yes.
JOSEPH: I’ve always wondered, because it’s left me with this limp,

and [ hate it.
HYRUM: Better the limp than losing your leg-or your life.
JOSEPH: I guess you’re right.
HYRUM: Of course I’m right.
JOSEPH: Hyrum, that’s what’s happening to me now. I think there’s

a sickness in me. If I don’t dig it out I’m afraid it will kill me .just
the same way.

HYRUM: What do you mean?
JOSEPH: What if Oliver was right and I was wrong? What if he

shouldn’t have been excommunicated?
HYRUM: Stop doing this. I won’t tall,: to you about this any longer.

I’m going down to chip mortar. That will be more pleasant than
listening to you torment yourself.

JOSEPH: All right, all right. I didn’t mean to make you angry.
HYRUM: Stop brooding. Just look out the window. That’s all you

need to do tonight.
JOSEPH: Maybe you’re right.

(Hyr,,xm descends and ,goes to the hole. Joseph waits till he is gone and then
kneels.)

JOSEPH: Oh God, the Eternal Father .... I don’t know what I have
done: wrong. Why are the heavens closed over my head? Father,
please, please. I am willing to accept any chastisement, any
punishment, if thou wilt help me know what I’ve done wrong. O
God, please bless me. I will do whatever I have to do, know
whatever I have to know, if thou wilt let me lead this people.
Bless; me to know where we are to go. I ask thee ....I beg
thee ....
(From below there is the clang of the file hitting a rock and a sharp cr)/
o.f pa’.in. Alexander has gashed his hand as he has been working on the
mortar. He emerges .from the hole holding his hand in pain. Joseph goes
to the trap door and calls down to him.)

JOSEPH: Alexander, are you all right?
ALEXANDER: I hit some stubborn mortar and the chisel slipped. It

will stop hurting in a minute.
(Hyrum looks at the hand, which is bleeding, and wraps it in a
handkerchief that he takes from his pocket.,)

HYRUlVI: That looks pretty bad, Alexander. You rest that hand and I’ll
take my turn in the hole.
(Joseph looks straight ahead toward the audience. The light changes, and
Alexander becomes Oliver Cowdery again as he takes the handkerchief of_f
his hand. Though Oliver addresses ,~oseph, he is speaking to himself.)

OLIVER: So this is where eight years of my life have brought me.

Eight years. You reign with your high council[ and I am
excommunicated. There isn’t any room for disagreement in this
church. Not if it’s .Joseph Smith you happen to disagree with. You
aren’t content to be xvhat you were called to be, the mouthpiece
for God in our time. You want to be a king. A petty king of a
petty kingdom that hasn’t got a chance of surviving.

JOSEPH: Is that what you think I want? Is that what you think of
Zion? A petty kingdom?

OLIVER: You couldn’t just give us the gospel of Jesus Christ. You had
to start running our lives. Buy land in Jackson County, Missouri.
No, don’t sell it, even though they’ve run you off, even though
you’ll never live on it again and you’~’e going broke paying the
taxes. Jackson County, Missouri, is Zion, boys, and you’ve got to
hang onto it. If they kill you, hang o~,nto it.

JOSEPH: Don’t you even understand Zion? We xvere right to
excommunicate you.

OLIVER: By trying to build yourself a kingdom in the middle of a
state, you got your people thrown out. I told you you were wrong,
but you turned from me to your high council, because they only
agree with you. You sure stopped listening to me.

JOSEPH (furious): Oliver Cowdery, you’re the one who s.topped
listening. How cac~ you stand there and mock a vision of the
Lord? Zion, Oliver. Our home. Our place of peace, where we can
live bound by covenants of mutual fl’iendship and love. We
cannot be saved if we don’t build Zion, to free us from every
incumbrance beneath the celestial kingdom I won’t apologize for
God’s revelations, or for trying to bring them about. Do you think
those vile Missourians will just give Zion to us? If we don’t make
ourselves independent from them and strong, they’ll never leave
us alone. You think I want to be a king? I want the salvation of
our people, Oliver. I want them to have a home.
(Oliver ignores Joseph during this speech. Then Oliver rises, turns around,
and addresses Joseph, although he can’t see or hear Joseph. He is still
talking to himself.)

OLIVER: Oh, Joseph, I don’t care about your mistakes. I love you.
Why did you let them excommunicate me? Why?

JOSEPH: You were opposing me.
OLIVER: You abandoned me-
JOSEPH: You were wrong.
OLIVER: -and you let them hold that trial. When I got the letter

telling me of the nine absurd charges, I wasn’t even concerned.
Who were they to try me? Did John the Baptist appear to any of
them? Had they seen angels? I waited, because I knew, Joseph,
that you would speak for me. And you didn’t. I heard nothing for
days, and then I realized that the decisions had already been
made. Oh, I wrote them a letter, to make the official procedures
smoother, but you excommunicated me, Joseph. You.
(The light gradual{y returns to normal!, as Alexander goes to see how
Hyrum is coming along with the diggir, g.)

JOSEPH:: I excommunicated you? I wanted you to repent. Not to be
excommunicated .... But you deserved it. You were
condemning me publicly. Urging people to sue me. And you
wouldn’t come to me to ask my forgiveness. You were always so
muleheaded You acted as if you expected me... to come to you.
(Joseph takes a quick look out the windows and then descends into the
dungeon.)

HYRUM: Where’s Lyman? Why isn’t he helping tonight? Anything
wrong with him?

ALEXANDER: He’s back there next to Caleb. I don’t know how to
wake Lyman without waking Caleb.
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JOSEPH: Hyrum, could I have stopped Oliver’s excommunication?
Should I have gone to him?
(Thi:~ is so upsetting to Hyrum that he rises up in the hole, bumping his
heaa and starting a small avalanche of stones. He emerges from the hole
coughing and sputtering.)

HYRUM: Joseph, see what your fretting made me do?
JOSEPI-[: I know that Oliver took up for a time with that Major

Burris and Phineas Hobart. Oliver wouldn’t stoop to company like
that unless he had a reason. The reason must have been that he
thought I had wronged him greatly

HYRUlVl: Joseph, get in here and dig. If you won’t stop this by
yourself, I’m going to work it out of you. And I think Lyman
coul:l take a turn at digging, too. Alexander, let’s go see if there’s
some way we can get him out here without disturbing Caleb.
(Alexander and Hyrum walk away from Joseph, who bends down into the
hole, and then suddenly stops. The light changes, and Alexander and
Hyr~m become Phineas Hobart and Oliver Cowdery.)

PHINEAS: You Oliver Cowdery?
OLIVER: Yes, sir.
PHINEAS (sneering): Former assistant president of the Mormonites?
OLIVER: What of it?
PHINEAS: I hear they excommunicated you. You’ve gone about as

low as you can go, Mr. Cowdery, bein’ kicked out of a
organization that respectable folk wouldn’t have nothin’ to do
with in the first place.

OLIVER: If you have business with me, state it.
PHINEAS: Whoooeee! Ain’t we actin’ high and mighty. Now let’s

suppose I’m here for somebody else.
OLWER: Who?
PHINE2~S: Well, supposin’ he was, say, an attorney in one of the

neighborin’ counties.
OL]IVER: Anything else?
PHIINEaLS: A major in the state militia.
OLIVER: A Mormon-hater.
PH]INEa£: With good reason.
OLIVER: Why are you here?
PHINEAS: Well, now, if I was sent by this gentleman, it was

probably to offer you protection.
OLIVER: Protection? From what?
PH1NEAS: From whatever-or whoever might be trying to do you

injury.
OLIVER: You, for example.
PHINEAS: I mean none other than Joe Smith hisself, and his brother

]~Iyrum, and Sidney Rigdon, and every other Mormon
bushwhacker they can get to go along with them.

OLIVER: I’m not afraid of them.
PHINEAS: Maybe you should be. Ain’t you heard about that sermon

Pdgdon preached last Sunday?
OLIVER:: From many of the good brethren. "If the salt hath lost its

savor, it is good for nothing but to be trampled underfoot."
PHINEAS: Rigdon mentioned hang, in’.
OLIVER: As long as Joseph Smith is leading them, I’ve got nothing to

fear. That sermon was to frighten me into leaving. Having left the
flock and being willing to talk about it, I’m a source of
embarrassment to him.

PHINEA5: So you’d already made up your mind to quit the
Mormonites before they-

OLIVER: No. Not at all. I would never leave of my own free will.
PHINEA5: Why not? You seem like a right smart man. How could

J,ae S~nith delude you with talk about angels and gold Bibles?

OLIVER: Who are you?
PHINEAS: I’d just as soon keep names out of it, till I find what you

mean to do.
OLIVER: Well then, whoever you are, whoever may ask me that

question, I will have to give the same answer. On the honor of
my life, I was not deluded. Joseph Smith translated that "golden
Bible" as you call it, by the power of God, and both he and I
were visited and ordained by angels.

PHINEAS: You expect me to believe that?
OLIVER: It is my responsibility to say it, and I have. It is your

responsibility to decide what you’ll do with it.
PHINEAS: Then I think I’ll let it alone. ’Cause iif you’re so all-fired

sure about your angels, why did you get kicked out of your
church?

OLIVER: I have nothing else to say to you.
PHINEAS: What about the protection? You know there’s a pack of

wolves hangin’ around Joe Smith, just waitm’ to do his bidding.
OLIVER: I would call most of them sheep.
PHINEAS: So’s if he wanted something done, he wouldn’t have to do

it hisself, he’d only have to suggest it, nice and subtle, and his
wolves’d take care of it.

OLIVER: You’re right. There are a few wolves.
PHINEAS: A few. I can name you more’n a few.
OLIVER: What do you mean?
PHINEAS: Them that signed this letter says you got three days to get

out of the county.
JOSEPH: But I had nothing to do with that.

(Phineas takes the letter from his pocket.)
OLIVER: You’re bluffing.
PHINEAS: "Or face a more fatal calamity." Read it yourself, Mr.

Cowdery.
OLIVER: These aren’t signatures. The same hand that wrote the letter

signed the names. Where did you get this?
PHINEAS: It’s a copy of a letter. We have our ways of keepin’ track.
OLIVER: I’m not that gullible.
PHINEAS: No, sir, you ain’t so gullible as to believe there’s some

Mormons scares easy, that’ll do anything to save their own
skin-’specially if it don’t involve no more than keepin’ us
informed as to what goes on in Far West.

OLIVER: No, I’m not.
PHINEAS: You don’t have to believe me. The letter’s comin’ to you

tonight. You see, Old Joe’s name ain’t on this thing, and if we
made it up so you’d help us get him, we sure would’ve thought to
sign his name. And, of course, you ain’t so gullible as to imagine
for a second that if Joe Smith doesn’t sign it, he didn’t have a
thing to do with writin’ it.

JOSEPH: Oliver, it wasn’t me. Hyrum and Sidney wrote it.
PHINEAS: Joe Smith is either going to kill you .or force you to run

away.

OLIVER: What do you want from me?
PHINEAS: Help us get him.
OLIVER: How?
PHINEAS: In court.
OLIVER: In exchange for what?
PHINEAS: Protection from the Mormons, and from what’:; comin’ to

the Mormons in the future.
OLIVER: And you say this letter is coming tonight?
PHINEAS: Yup.
OLIVER: I hope you are wrong, but if it does come, then maybe

we’ve got something to talk about.
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PHINEAS: 1 can wait till then.
OLIVER: I’ll meet you at the fence, where the poplars come down to

the creek.
PHINEAS: What time?
OLIVER: After I get the letter. You’re the one who knows so much

about when that will be
PHINEAS: I’ll come about eleven tonight.
OLIVER: And bring your attorney along with you.
PHINEAS: I don’t suppose you’d believe me if 1 told you he won’t

come.

OLIVER: If he wants Joseph Smith as much as I think he does, he’ll
come.

PHINEAS:: ",’up, you’re a pretty smart man, Cowdery. Except about
your Mormons.
(The lights return to normal. Hyrum and Alexander still haven’t attempted
to wake Lyman up and pause before the blanket. Joseph throws the tools
down and climbs back to the upper level.)

ALEXANDER: Hyrum, are we going to wake him up, or are we going
to pace back and forth here all night?

HYRUM: You saw what Lyman did the last time I tried to wake him
up. Artd if we disturb Caleb and he see’s what we’re up to ....I
don’t know what to do.

ALEXANDER: I’ll try tickling his nose. That’s how my children used
to wake me up. May make him grouchy, but I think it will work.
(Hyrum holds aside the curtain, as Alexander crouches beside L_yman to
carry cut his plan.)

LYMAN: Who’s there? What?
ALEXANDER: Lyman, ssshhh. Caleb. Come out here.

(Lyman growls like a bear, but qt~ietly, and he does what Alexander has
asked him to do..)

LYMAN: Can’t you leave a man to sleep in peace?
HYRUM: Aren’t you going to help with the wall?
LYMAN: >Iyrum, who did most of the work so far? Who bored

through those logs with augers dull as you are? Now tell me, who
was that?

HYRUM: We all worked on it.
LYMAN: But who got two inches to everybody else’s half inch? Was

it you, Hyrum?
HYRUM: No. It was you.
LYMAN: 5o I don’t think I need you to tell me when to work. I’m

coming in half an hour or so, and l’m going to work the rest of
the night, and I’ll get a damn sight more work done than any of
you. But I’m also telling you that I need my sleep. So leave me
alone! Do you understand, Hyrum? Do you, Alexander?
(With this, Lyman flings the blanket aside, walks behind it, and lies down
again.)

HYRUM: Well, he sure was grouchy. You were right about that.
ALEXANDER: Just watch, Hyrum. He’ll[ be back.

(Alexander is right again. In about ten seconds, Lyman re-emerges from
behind the blanket. He’s still grouchy.)

LYMAN: And I suppose the two of yo,a are just going to stand
around here and let Brother Joseph do all of the work? Seems like
somebody ought to offer him a hand. (They all turn toward the
hole to offer Joseph some help, only to find that Joseph isn’t there.)
That’s just fine, now isn’t it? Brother Joseph up on the watch
and the two of you don’t do a lick of work. Just think up
ways to disturb people’s sleep. Well, somebody better get
something done here tonight, that’s all I got to say.
(With that, Lyman goes to the hole, crawls into it, and begins working furi-
ously. Hyrum and Alexander are concerned about Joseph.)

ALEXANDER: ls he all :right, Hyrum?
HYRUM: I better go talk to him.

(Hy~m climbs into the upper level, and Alexander goes to assist Lyman.)
JOSEPH: t~iyrum, you remember the letter we sent to Oliver, ordering

him to get out of the county? We were: wrong to do that.
HYRUM: We were wror~g? You didn’t write that letter. You didn’t

have anything to do with it.
JOSEPH: But why did you write it, Hyrum?

(Hyrum is set to scold Joseph, but he is taken aback by this question.)
HYRUM: I don’t know. It occurred to us after Sidney’s sermon about

the salt. It was time for Oliver to go.
JOSEPH: And do you know why Sidney gave that sermon? Because 1

wanted him to. Oh, I don’t remember whether it was his idea or
mine~ but if 1 had objected, it never would have been spoken. 1
forced Oliver from tlhe county, the same way the Missouri mobs
forced us. I am no better than they are.

HYRUM: We were all part of it.
JOSEPH: All he wanted was to be heard.
HYRUM: You don’t know that.
JOSEPH: And 1 failed him as a friend. I didn’t go to him.
HYRUM: I~: wasn’t that simple. Don’t try to erase my responsibility,

and Sidney’s. We were all afraid he would break the Church
down into a group of petty factions-

JOSEPH: -[here is the power of my call, the power of my influence,
and the: power of my will. I could have made things different for
him. I chose not to.

HYRUM: You cafft do everything How do you know he would have
bent to you? You are not admitting any influence but your own.

JOSEPH: That poor, floundering man. What did I put him through?
HYRUM: Don’t take all the blame on yourself.
JOSEPH: What is mine, I must take.
HYRUM: All right, then.. We did nothing. Oliver did nothing. You

can just sit up here and be guilty. Yes, Joseph, the way I see it,
everything is your fault.
(Hyrum descends into the dungeon, and irl his anger he becomes Phineas
Hobart. As he does so, the lights change. There is sile, nce, then the chirping
of a cricket and the quiet sounds of a creek. Moonlight forms the shadow
o_f the top of a poplar tree-from stage left to about center. Phineas looks
around himselJ,, then stumbles and recovers. Lyman emerges from behind
the blanket to become Major Bmris. Oliver is squatting down, hidden by
the shadow.)

MAJOR: Watch it, will you? Mormons will hear us sure.
PHINEAS: Patch of moss.
MAJOR: I thought you said he would be here.
PHINEAS: He’ll be along

(Oliver stands up, snaps a twig in his h~’,nd.)
MAJOR: What was that?
PHINEAS: Nothing. Cricket maybe.
OLIVER: l’ve been waiting for you.

(Phineas and the major are both startled. Phineas falls to the ground and
the major tries to fade back into the dar.~ness.)

PHINEAS: Don’t shoot. Don’t shoot. Mr. Cowdery? It’s me, the one
you talked to this afternoon.

OLIVER: ] didn’t mean to startle you.
MAJOR: Walk into the light.
OLIVER: Of course. And who are you?
MAJOR: I might be a friend. Someone who can help you out.
PHINEAS: You got the letter.
OLIVER: There were over eighty signatures. Joseph’s wasn’t one of

them.
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MAJOR: And you’ll help us.
OLIVER: What do you want?
MAIOR: We want you to enter a lawsuit against Joseph Smith.
OLIVER: For what?
MAIOR: For threats against ?,our life. I’ll represent you. You might say

I’ve ra~de arrangements with a judge, and he’ll see that justice is
done.

OLIVER: Joseph has done nothing to me.
MAJOR: You just got that letter. What’s the matter with you?
OLIVER: Joseph didn’t write it. As far as I know, Joseph didn’t know

about it.
MAJOR: Of course Smith wrote it. Nothing happens to the Mormons

~hat joe Smith doesn’t arrange.
OLIVER: You can’t prove that he wrote it.
JOSEPH: It is not that I wrote it, but that I did nothing to keep it

from being written.
MAJOR: Yes we can. We have to prove it if we’re taking it to court.

We l-~ave to have a witness.
OLIVER: Who?
MAJOR: You said there’s eighty names on that letter. All potential

witnesses.
OLIVER: None of them will accuse Joseph.
MAJOR: Under oath, they’ll have to. You choose any one of those

men, Mr. Cowdery, and we’ll put him in court and see what he
has to say.

OLIVER: I won’t harm Joseph Smith.
MAJOR: You’ve got to, damn you. He’s trying to kill you.
OLIVER He is not trying to kill me.
PHINEAS: You crazy blind man. You’ve put out your own eyes.
MAJOR: Phineas, you’re right. He has to be blind. He has to believe

that Smith didn’t betray him, didn’t turn his back on him.
Because if he did, then Oliver Cowdery would have to see that
t0r a long time his life has been spent helping a cutthroat, and
that he has wasted his suffering.

OLIVER: He didn’t write that letter. He didn’t betray me.
MAJOR: Prove it. Stake something on it. Do you really think he

didn’t: run out on you? He’s not after your life? Then bring him to
court

OLIVER: Joseph would never try to harm me.
MAJOR: Prove it to yourself. You choose any of those eighty men for

a witness. A witness in court, Cowdery. It’s the only way you’ll
ever know.

OLIVER: No, I-
MAS[OR: You want to be haunted by this for the rest of your life?
OLIVER: Hanson- Hanson Jacobs.
PHI NEAS: Who?
OLIVER: Hanson Jacobs. He signed the letter. He’ll tell the truth.
PHINEAS: Hanson Jacobs? Runs one of the dry goods stores in Far

\¥est, don’t he? I seen him around.
MAJOR: Take this paper. My name’s on it. You ride down and see

me and we’ll get the suit underway.
OLIVER: I won’t file suit until I’ve seen Hanson Jacobs.
MAJOR: You don’t need to see him. We’ll just serve him with a

subpoena, so he has to show up in court.
OLIVER: No. I want to hear his story before I make my decision

about a trial.
MAJOR: If that’s what you want-fine. Well, Mr. Cowdery, you’re not

such a fool after all. So you dare open your eyes and take a look
at Joe Smith.

OLIVER: Get out of here. I’m tired of looking at you.

PHINEAS: Sure, Cowdery. You think we like to spend time with
scum? We was already leaving.
(They turn to walk away. The major pauses and turns ,!oward Oliver
again.)

MAJOR: You come soon.
(Phineas and the major go behind the curtain; Oliver speaks to himself
as if he is addressing Joseph.)

OLIVER: O!., Joseph. You warned me of the wrong thing. I have
always been afraid of persecution. But how could I kwow it would
come from you?

JOSEPH: How am I to go on? How strong can I be without you?
OLIVER: What are you doing with the Church? Why wouldn’t you

listen to me?
JOSEPH: Why don’t you understand Zion? Why did you speak

against me?
(During this exchange in Joseph’s mind, Hyrum climbs the ladder into the
upper level. He breaks into Joseph’s thoughts, and the lighting becomes
normal again.)

HYRUM: Joseph, I’m sorry I got angry a while ago. But you just can’t
feel guilty for everything.

JOSEPH: I thought if we were united in an understanding of what is
right, of what the Lord wants us to do, we could buiM a Zion like
Enoch’s. But we never were united.

HYRUM: We are united. What else can I do to show that I stand
with you? What can any of us do?

JOSEPH: Hyrum. Stalwart, faithful Hyrum. You are always by my
side and I know it, and I am deeply thankful to you. l was
speaking of Oliver. I didn’t understand him. I should have waited
till he wasn’t so angry. He did,:’t want to leave the Church. He
didn’t even want to harm me. I have hurt him so much.

HYRUM: But he has hurt you as well. He didn’t understand you
either. Joseph, he tried to force you to abandon the possibility of
Zion. Can you forget that?

JOSEPH: I could have helped him to understand. But I &dn’t. I’m
afraid I have scarred his life.

HYRUM: And what has he done to your life? Have you thought
about that?
(Lyman has been working furiously down in the dungeon and breaks the
chisel.)

LYMAN (crying out): Oh, damn! I broke the chisel. Split right in two.
Damn that mortar, damn this jail, damn the whole state of
Missouri. Oh, how can we get out of here?
(Joseph and Hyrum hurry down to them.)

ALEXANDER: Wasn’t much of a chisel anyway.
LYMAN: But I could use it. Oh, now what are we going to do?
JOSEPH: Use the auger bits. They’ll still chip out mortar. It will be

slow, but we’ll keep working. We won’t just :sit here. We won’t.
CALEB (voice from behind the blanket): What’s the matter, boys? Has

something happened? Do you need any help?
HYRUM: It’s nothing, Caleb. Lyman broke-.., uh . . . -the

handle on the pail. Don’t worry about it. Go back to sleep.
(Caleb, drowsy, comes from behind the blanket to see what is going on and
realizes what the others have been doing.)

CALEB: It’s the middle of the night. Why- There’s a hole in the
wall.

HYRUM: Oh . . . Uh . . . Yes there is.
ALEXANDER: Nothing to worry about.
CALEB: You’re trying to break out.
LYMAN: No, Caleb. It was just there. One night the bench slipped

and that tick fell down, and I saw that somebody had cut through
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the logs. We just took them out to see what was behind.
ALEXANDER: We thought it might be the way the Lord’s prepared

for our escape.
CALEB: You’re lying to me. You cut the logs out yourselves.
LYMAN: No, Caleb. I swear to you-
JOSEPH: Lyman, stop. Caleb, you’ve caught us.
CALEB: Why stop him, Joseph? Why not lie to old Caleb? You’ve all

been at it-how long? Must have been weeks of work on those
logs. You’re liars-all of you.

LYMAN: gut we’re not cowards, Caleb.
CALEB: Meaning I am one?

(Lyma~ shrugs in agreement.)
CALEB: What’s the matter xvith you boys? They want an excuse to

kill us. Any little excuse. And you give them a four-foot hole in
the jail wall that will sit here till they find it. They’ll kill us all.

HYRUM: Not if we finish it first and get away.
JOSEPH: We know it’s a risk, Caleb. But it’s the only way out. The

only hope we’ve got.
CALEB: Joseph, we agreed that none of us would try anything that

might put the others in danger. Well, what about me? Were you
just going to leave me here alone? Give me up to them so you
could get away? You ask for loyalty: Joseph Smith. You have no
more !Loyalty than a tick.

HYRUM: Caleb, don’t-
CALEB: Hyrum, shut up. You don’t care for any of us but Joseph.

You’d kill us all to save him.
JOSEPH: Of course we wouldn’t leave you, Caleb. We thought you

might feel differently if the breach was already finished and the
chance to get away was right there in front of you.

CALEB: I wouldn’t feel differently. But then I would have no choice-
Now I have no choice. Either I can sit here and wait for them to
find the hole and kill me or I can escape and be killed trying.

JOSEPH: Why do you think we’ll be killed, Caleb?
CALEB: I don’t think you’ll be killed. You’re all young. Strong. But

look at me. I can’t keep up with you. I’m the one they’ll catch.
JOSEPH: Caleb, I will stay with you. I promise.
CALEB: Joseph, I’m afraid. I don’t want to hold you back but I’m

terrified.
JOSEPH: We won’t go without you, Caleb. If you won’t come, we’ll

give it up.
HYRUM: Missouri won’t try us, won’t free us, won’t even let us be

heard. We have to get ourselves out of here.
LYMAN: You want us to sit here till we rot, Caleb? Just to please

you?
CALEB: You didn’t listen to me. I’m not holding you back any longer.

There’s a hole in the jail wall. Now we have to go, before they
find it.

JOSEPH: Are you sure, Caleb?
CALEB: Sometimes everybody has to do what they can’t do. This

time I have to.
JOSEPH: I’ll help you.
CALEB: Brother Joseph, I’m scared. But there is something.
JOSEPH: What’s that?
CALEB: You know what you asked Lyman earlier about where we’d

be if we stopped having faith? Well, I got to have faith that the
Lord will get us out of here, since we have to go. Brother Joseph,
I have faith in what you say. I trust that you’re a prophet. If you
will raise your arm to the square and tell us, in the name of the
Lord, that we’ll be delivered, I know we’ll be safe, because all
along we have been. Will you do that for me?

JOSEPH: Caleb, I don’t think-
HYRUM: No. What would be better would be for us to pray together.

The spirit will-
ALEXANDER: No, Hyrum. Caleb’s right. 1 know I’d fed a lot better if

Joseph would tell us in the name of the Lord. Like he did the
night they court martialed us.

LYMAN: Because then it’s, a sure thing that the Lord will be with us.
Then we just have to work till we get ourselves out. Will you do
it, Joseph?
(Joseph begins to put his arm up, slowly, then stops. He looks at them and
finally drops his arm.)

JOSEPH: No. We’d all better give it up.
(Joseph goes to the hole and begins replacing the logs.)

CALEB: Joseph, I’m willing to try. I just need you to help me with
my faith.

ALEXANDER: What do you mean, Joseph? We’re quitting?
JOSEPH: We would only fail again. We would fail.
ALEXANDER: We’ll die: if we sit here.
CALEB: Tiney’ll find the hole.
JOSEPH: I tell you, we won’t get out of here, and we will give each

other more grief and pain. So go to bed.(They have never
heard anything like ~his from Joseph, and they are all shocked.
They do not move, b,2t _just stand and look at him.) I can’t help
you any more. Don’t you understand :hat? I can’t help you.
(,Joseph turns away and climbs the ladder into the upper
level.)

HYRUM: Please~ go on back and try to get some sleep.
LYMAN: But, Hyrum-
HYRUM: Please.

(They n?luctantly agree and retire behind the blanket. H.yrum goes toward
the ladder, stops, turns back into the dungeon, and kneels.)

HYRUM: Father, please help him, because I don’t know how to help
him. He can’t see beyond what has happened to us here. He can’t
escape Missouri. Blaming himself. Clinging to ibis own doubts, as
if they explain something to him. He ihas borne this calling
eighteen years. Alone eighteen years before thee. Father,
when-and how-are the burdens shared?
(The light shifts to Joseph in the upper level.)

JOSEPH: Well, Joseph, it’s; finally time to look at yourself. Who are
you? A prophet of the Lord? No, that isn’t Joseph Smith. That’s a
cloak under which Fw: been allowed to hide. But who am I?
What have I done? . . . I just failed tThe men !in this prison with
me. I have even failed as a friend. Joseph Smith, who has been
threatened and betrayed, who knows the value: of a friend. But
Oliver was waiting :~or my help before his trial, and I left him
waiting. So. I’m not much of a leader or a friend. What is there to
me? The only good I can think of is that I’ve tried to surrender
myself to God. And that is something-to forget Joseph and put
on God, to reflect his truth and power to the earth. But I have
remained Joseph through it all. Uneducated as a common field
hand. No more knowledge of the world than I could get for
myself. No skill at politics, certainly none at finance. Why did the
Lord choose me? Who am I to stand [or God? No one. I am
bound by the very earth I walk on, limited by ignorance and fear
and sorrow. Yet I was called! The Lord knew me, yet he called
me. Why did he choose me, and then let me tail? Why didn’t he
save the Saints? When Oliver went to Hanson about that letter,
why didn’t God help them?
(The light in the dungeon changes; Alexander and Caleb become Oliver
and Hanson to Joseph. Oliver, in the shadows, watches Hanson work.
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Hanso~ folds up and lifts one o_f the straw ticks as if it is a heavy bolt of
cloth and struggles with it to the bench, where he drops it as if he is loading
it onto a wagon. Then he straightens his stiff back.)

HANSON: Damn. Must be getting old. Good thing to have a son.
Few more years and he’ll be working right here along side of me.
Yes sir. Few more years.

OLIVER: Need some help?
HANSON: No, thanks. Not from you.
OLIVER: Too good to want help from an apostate?
HANSON: I’d accept help from an apostate. But not from a mobocrat.
OLIVER: Mobocrat?
HANSON: You heard me.
OLIVER: You’re a fine one to call me a mobocrat. What’ll you and

the re,.~t of the good brethren do if I’m still in Caldwell County
day afEer tomorrow? Of the two of us, I’d say you were the
mobocrat.

HANSON: Oliver, you are just trying to stir up trouble. Why do you
want to take Brother Joseph to court?

OLIVER: How do you know about that?
HANSON: Look, I’m damn tired, and I got a damn long ride home

tc.night, so I don’t care to play your games.
OLIVER: What are you talking about? I don’t understand you.
HANSON: And I don’t suppose you know anything about those

scoundrels who visited me last night, either.
OLIVER: I have no dealings with scoundrels.
HANSON: Then what do you call them that sets fire to a man’s

barn? They cost me one of my cows and all next winter’s hay.
OLIVER: Who did it? Why?
HANSON: You know that better’n me. They were waiting for me after

the fire burned itself down and I went back to my house. Put a
gun to the back of my head. Told me about your trial.

OLI¥ER: Hanson, I’m sorry. I had no idea they would do something
like that.

HANSON: All right. So you didn’t know- about that raid. I believe
you. But why do you hate the prophet?

OLIVER: I don’t hate him.
HANSON: Then how in hell can you explain what you’re trying to

do tO him?
OLIVER: You stubborn, closedminded- (Oliver searches for the right

word.) -Mormon. Look at me for a change. Joseph isn’t the one
who has been wronged. I’ve been cut off from the Church. I have
to leave the county tomorrow unless I want violence done to me.
That letter of Joseph’s ought to warn you, too, Hanson. I have
never seen a more blatant violation of law or a clearer indication
of the dictatorship he is leading you to.

HANSON: Joseph?
OLIVER: i!t’s time he learned he can’t trample laws and other men’s

rights without hurting himself. That’s why I’m taking him to court
and why I chose you for the witness. I have to prove he is
behind that letter, and I know you will tell the truth.

HANSON: Joseph didn’t write that letter. He didn’t even sign it. And
I’ll say that in court.

OLIVER: ,~oseph was responsible for the letter that threatened my
life.

HANSON: Those who were responsible for it signed it. Did you just
miss all those signatures at the end?

OLIVER: Joseph could get it done without putting his name to it.
Seems that’s how he prefers it when he’s dealing with me. That’s
how he handled my excommunication.

HANSON: Joseph had nothing to do with it. Leave him alone.

OLIVER: You’re lying to protect him.
HANSON: Oliver, you know who’s lying, and why. They’d use

anyone to get to Joseph. He had nothing to do with that letter.
I’m ashamed I put my name to it. It was wrong But Joseph didn’t
do it. The damn thing never would have been written, had it
been up to him. I know you have been hurt, but, Oliver, why
distort it? Why make it worse than it is?

OLIVER: Because I am excommunicated, Hanson. Can you imagine
what that is? I have to understand why I was sacrificed.

HANSON: You’ve forgotten how to follow.
OLIVER: Follow? I should snivel along behind Joseph, when he is

wrong? No church, especially not the true church of Jesus Christ,
should control where you live, how you vote, what you do.

HANSON: The Lord can ask anything he wants ,of us.
OLIVER: It’s not the Lord asking. It’s Joseph Smith.
HANSON: He’s a prophet.
OLIVER: He’s a fallen prophet. I know you think I’ve lost the faith,

but I’ve seen visions, too. And now Joseph has lost touch with
God. He is leading you to violence and persecution. Ne, edless,
useless waste.

HANSON: You believe that, don’t you?
OLIVER: Why else would I fight against someone with whom I’ve

shared visions of the eternities?
HANSON: But Joseph still receives revelation.
OLIVER: No, it isn’t from God. He’s convinced himself. I never

wanted to fight Joseph. But this Zion of his will bring ,catastrophe,
and- I thought I had been betrayed.

HANSON: It is the Lord’s Zion, and Brother Joseph hasn’t betrayed
you.

OLIVER: He didn’t help me.
HANSON: What could he have done? To defend you, Joseph would

have to deny his own teaching.
OLIVER: And you think I’m wrong, too.
HANSON: I trust the prophet.
OLIVER: Can’t you see what this Zion idea will get you? The old

Missourians are frightened, desperate. They’ve been watching this
Joseph Smith, and they can see his power. More Saints coming in
every day, all of you buying, voting, breathing together. They’re
afraid of losing their land. Do you think they’ll just sit around
watching it happen? No. They’re going to do whatever they have
to do to destroy Joseph now, before he destroys them.

HANSON: That’s your opinion.
OLIVER: Because of what you’ve told me, I’ve decided not to file suit

against Joseph.
HANSON: Good.
OLIVER: What do you think will happen to you when Bums finds

out?

HANSON: What will happen to you?
OLIVER: I won’t be here. I know I’ll look like a coward when I leave

Caldwell County, but I’ll go. I don’t want to see what happens to
yOU.

HANSON: Well, if you leave, you won’t have to.
OLIVER: Come with me, Hanson.
HANSON: I can take care of myself.
OLIVER: Will you risk your family?
HANSON: I can take care of them, too.
OLIVER: Not against those men.
HANSON: We will be fine.
OLIVER: Hanson, I’m trying to warn you.
HANSON: I know, but I can’t run away. I didn’t want to join this
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church. But I’ll tell you something. I’m not ashamed of being a
Mormon. In fact, l’m damn proud. And the longer I’m in the
Church, the more I believe it’s true. So I’m not going to run off
because of trouble. I’ve given up too much for that.

OLIVER: I truly hope you will be spared.
HANSON: Oliver, 1 hope things change for you. I hope, some day,

you can come back.
OLIVER: Thank you. But I’m afraid the Church may have to come to

me. No one will believe this, but I ihave been fighting to save it.
Fighting And I’ve had to watch it all slip away because I won’t
bend from what I know. You won’t reconsider and come with me?

HANSON: No.
OLIVER: Well, then, good-bye, Hanson. I’ll be praying for you.

(Light in dungeon returns to normal. Hanson and Oliver exit behind
blanket partition.)

JOSEPH: If Zion was from the Lord, why weren’t we protected as we
tried to carry it out? The homes, the land-all taken. Gone. And
the Saints. When they walked from this state, they left footprints
of blood in the snow. I see it every time I look out that
window-all the way to Illinois. A trail of smudged, fading
sickness away flom me and what I tried to get them to be. But
the Lord gave me the knowledge of Zion in holy vision-the very
spot tlnat was the center place. 1 knew it when I first saw it. He
commanded us to come here and to build a city of righteousness.
It is as though he brought us here l:o fail. His revelation mocks
me, mocks us all. (Joseph kneels.) Hear me, O God. I plead for thy
people. They are a good people. They are not perfect, but they
have sacrificed so much. Think of Hanson Jacobs, and what thy
gospel cost him. Why wasn’t his sacrifice acceptable? Father, what
is required? Their faith is as important as their lives. Why have
we violated that? Father, why have we betrayed them-both of us?
(Near the end qf.]oseph’s prayer, before lights come up in the dungeon,
there ,are: sounds of furniture being thrown down and broken, glass
shattering. Lights rise as Phineas and the Major shove Hanson onto the
.floor. They are beating him and destroying his home.)

MAJOR: Now that was right stupid of you, staying out here alone to
defend your farm. About as stupid as you not helping us when
you had a chance. (Major kicks Hanson in the groin.) Maybe you’ll
think twice before you cross us again.

PHINEAS: If you’d helped us take Joe Smith to trial, none of this
would be happening to you.

MAJOR: Where’s your two-bit prophet now, Jacobs? You were so
bent on helping him-why isn’t he helping you? (Hanson doesn’t
answer.) Captain Hobart, I don’t like it when I’m ignored.

PHINEAS (hitting Hanson): You heard the major. Answer him.
(Hanson still doesn’t answer.) Major, maybe he don’t know. We
could tell him.

MAJOR: Now that’s a fine idea, Captain. Because I want him to
know.

PHINEAS: I guess you heard Far West is fallen, now, didn’t you? (No
answer from Hanson. Phineas strikes him again.) Answer me when I
talk to you. Major, he don’t learn.

MAJOR: Well, even if he can’t talk, he can hear. Explain it to him.
PHINEAS: All right, Major. Jacobs, I was telling you about Far West.

That’s old Joe’s Zion, ain’t it? Two-bit frontier town and he calls it
Zion. Well, there ain’t going to be no more Zion and there ain’t
going to be no more Mormons in Far West. State militia is ruling
Far West now. We’ve got your weapons and your leaders, too. Did
you know that we’ve got Joe Smith?

HANSON (to himselJ): Not the prophet. Oh, no.

MAJOR: And the rest of you Mormons, too. I guess you heard of the
order from Governor Boggs. Either you crawl out of this state, or
we’ll exterminate you. Like the insects you are. Phineas, tell him
what’s going to happen to his prophet tomorrow.

PHINEAS: General Lucas held a court martial and Joe Smith and
others was found guilty of treason. The general ordered Doniphan
to shoot them tomorrow at dawn.

HANSON: Brother Joseph?
MAJOR: -[hat will be the end of your prophet-and the end of you

Mormons, too. (Hanson, tied, lunges at the Major, trying to batter
him with his head. -[hqy both Jail to the floor.) Get him off me.
(Phineas easily p~dls Hanson away.) You damn fool Mormons.
(hitting Hanson) Damn fools. We can do whatever we want to
you now. Don’t you understand that? Whatever we want.

PHINEAS: This one needs a lesson. I told him if he didn’t help us,
he’d lose more’n his; barn.

MAJOR: You’re right, Phineas. He was warned. Suppose, tonight, we
take care of the rest of his stock and his house. Hear that,
Mormon?

PHINEAS: That might teach him.
MAJOR: And then his store.
HANSON: Not my store.
MAJOR: Well, he’s finally found his voice:. Too bad he doesn’t have

anything to say worth listening to.
HANSON: You stay away from my store.
PHINEAS: Now why do you suppose he’s so all fired concerned

about his store? Th:inl< he might have his family hid in there?
Sure hope nothin’ happens to your family, Jacobs, ~cause you
been such a fool.

HANSON: Please. I’ll pay you.
PHINEAS: You ain’t got nothin’ to pay us with. You might not of

known, but you ain’t got nothin’ at all. 1 guess I’ll get on into Far
West to see what I can find.

HANSON: I’m begging you. I’ll do anything you say.
MAJOR (kicking Hansorl, knocking him down): Shut: up, you. You had

your chance for that. Captain, kill the stock before you go.
(The Major and Phineas exit behind the blanket. Hanson lies prostrate on
the ground.)

HANSON: Not my family. Dear God, no.
JOSEPH: Didst thou hear that, Father? He pleaded for thy help. Did

that mean nothing to thee? I couldn’t help him-I was chained in
the mud in the middle of a field surrounded by five thousand
men bent on killing me. But thou-thou art powerful. Thou art
the great God, the ruler of earth and seas. Why didst thou let
them hurt his family? Why? I promised him blessings for coming
to Missouri. Blessings? Blessings of devastation and promises that
must in.ave been lies;. O, God, for wha: hast thou used me?

HANSON (hysterical with gri@: Joseph Smith. You hear me.
JOSEPH: Not me. Take it to God.
HANSON: Yes, you will hear me."
JOSEPH: ?.t wasn’t me--
HANSON: I gave up everything tbr what you taught me. You

deceiw_’r. You lied to me. You promised me a Zion, a home. You
promised my family peace. Why didn’t you kill us first? There
would have been some mercy, in that. Do you know what they
did to my wife? You listen to this, yon prophet. I want you to feel
some of her shame. That Captain Hobart took ten men. Damn
them all to hell. The}, pulled our son from her arms and threw
him in the street. Then the}, tied her to a bench and they
violated her. Ten of them, Joseph Smith. She banged her head on
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tine edge of the bench again and again, trying to knock herself
cut, but she couldn’t do it. She was conscious through it all. And
my son-when they found him, he was clinging to a hitching
post in the rain. He’d been there all night. They had to pry his
fingers away. And now he’s burning with a fever, and-he’s going
to die. You Joseph Smith, you prophet, why did you bring us to
tlnis? l ~vish I had never heard of you.

JOSEPH: Hanson, I-
HANSON: Leave me alone. Leave me and my family alone.

(~tanson goes behind the blanket. Joseph is left alone.)
JOSEPH: Oh, God, why did I ever speak? What was it thou hast

taugh: me? This impossible truth I struggled years to learn? An
abyss in which we can fail more completely, knowing the depth
of ou~* loss? We didn’t have a chance of making it true. Why did I
see tl-te peace and joy of Zion if we can never build Zion? Why
did I give thy people truth to live by if they have to die? (defiant,
almost: sobbing) My God! Where art thou? And where is the
pavilian that covereth thy hiding place? How long shall thy hand
be stayed, and thine eye, yea, thy pure eye, behold from the
eternal heavens the wrongs of thy people and of thy servants and
thine ear be penetrated with their cries? Yea, O Lord, how long
shall ~:hey suffer these wrongs and unlawful oppressions before
thine heart shall be softened towards them? O Lord God
Almighty, maker of heaven, earth, and seas, and of all things that
m the:m are, let thine anger be kindled against our enemies; and
in the: fury of thine heart, with thy sword avenge us of our
wrongs. Or if thou wilt not help us, at least, Father, leave us
alone.
(~rosep,’q remains in place, head bowed, body bowed, throughout the next
scene. The normal lighting comes up in the dungeon. Caleb and Alexander
have reopened the hole against the back wall. Caleb is sitting on the bench
next to the hole and Alexander is standing behind him, watching. Caleb
is: holding the chisel and a small rock-tapping the chisel against a larger
rock.)

ALEXANDER: Caleb, I think you’re right.
CALEB: You see, if we turn the broken chisel around and hammer

on it ~vith a rock, it’ll work like a spike. Maybe not as good as a
new chisel, but it’s better than nothing.

ALEXANDER: Yes, it’ll work! Lyman! Hyrum! Can you come here?
We’ve got something to show you. We’ve found a way to use the
broken chisel.
(t-fyrm~n and Lyman emerge from behind the blanket.)

CALEB: Treat it like a spike, see? Plant it up against a piece of
mortar, hold it steady, and hammer it with a rock.

LYMAN: Here, let me try it.
(Lyman holds the broken file too high and hits his own finger.)

CALEB: Oh, i guess you have to watch your fingers.
ALEXANDER: It’ll work, at least till we can get another chisel

brought in.
CALEB: Maybe if we tell Brother Joseph, it’ll cheer him up. Especially

if he knows that I thought of it.
HYRUM: That might be even better news for him. (Hyrum goes to the

ladder and calls up to Joseph.)Joseph, come down and look at this.
Caleb and Alexander have found a ~vay to keep working on the
escape. Joseph, what do you think about that? (There is no answer

from Joseph.)Joseph? (Again there is no answer.)
CALEB: tie won’t answer. He thinks the escape is ruined because I

wouldn’t go along.

HYRUM: No, Caleb, that isn’t it. Nothing’s wrong. Why don’t you all
go back to bed. There’s only an hour or two left of this abysmal

night.
LYMAN: Hyrum, don’t treat us like we’re too dumb to know the

nose at the end of your face. We been in this jail right along side
you. Right along side Brother Joseph. Whatever’s wrong, you
should tell us.

HYRUM: Don’t you know?
ALEXANDER: How could we know?
LYMAN: Hyrum, maybe I’m not as smart as you. But I kr~ow your

brother is a prophet of God. Now if he’s in trouble, I’m here to
help him. We all want to help.

HYRUM: Joseph is afraid that he has failed.
ALEXANDER: He can’t fail-he’s the prophet. We couldn’t go on

without him.
HYRUM: We wouldn’t want to, but we could. Tihe Lord would

choose another prophet in his place.
ALEXANDER: How can you say such a thing, when he’s your own

brother?
HYRUM: Because it’s true.
ALEXANDER: Well, I want Joseph to keep telling us the will of the

Lord.
HYRUM: So do I, Alexander. And I hope he can. But Joseph has

carried such burdens for us all. He’s been so discouraged.
LYMAN: I never thought- Hate to say it, but I never thought about

how Joseph might feel. Did you?
ALEXANDER: I guess not. I never tried to. What can we do to help

him?
CALEB: No, you’re all wrong. Don’t you see? It’s me. I let you all

down, and Joseph thinks I’ll do it again. Maybe I should-
HYRUM: All I can think of is to pray. We can pray together.

(Hyrum kneels down. Alexander and Lyman follow immediately. Caleb
looks toward them, then toward the trap door.)

CALEB: Hyrum, I have to go up and talk to him. I’m the one got
him so upset.

HYRUM: Caleb, believe me, it wasn’t you.
CALEB: I have to go up there, Hyrum, or I won’t be able to live with

myself. (Caleb ascends quickly into the upper level.)Brother Joseph, I
know you think you want to be alone, but I have to speak to you.

JOSEPH: Caleb, if I don’t pray now, I may never pray again.
CALEB: Brother Joseph, I’m sorry for what I said when I thought you

was all going to break out and leave me here. I’m just an old fool.
JOSEPH: Don’t worry about it, Caleb. I understand.
CALEB: And I don’t know why, but now I’m not scared. ] think we

can get out fine.
JOSEPH (listless): I’m glad, Caleb.
CALEB: No, you’re not. You’re still angry with me. Because I said

you didn’t have any more loyalty than a tick.
JOSEPH: I had already forgotten that till you brought it up. I’m sure

I’1l forget it again, too. I just wish that other.., other Saints who
have suffered could recover as easily.
(The light changes as the action again shifts to Joseph’s mind. Caleb
becomes Hanson.)

HANSON: Joseph? It’s Hanson Jacobs. I’d like to see you.
JOSEPH: I don’t think I can look you in the eyes. I’m sorry, Hanson,

for what has happened to you.
HANSON: Joseph, we’re depending on you. We need the guidance of

our prophet more than ever now.
JOSEPH: How can you call me a prophet when your wife-
HANSON: We all got across the river safe, Joseph. Most of us. And

we’re ready to go on. We’re waiting for you-and the Lord-to
lead us.
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JOSEPH: How can you trust me again?
HANSON: Joseph, that time, after my wife’d been-hurt. I’m sorry for

what I said to you. It was the grief A grief I think I gave to you.
JOSEPH: There’s no need for you to be sorry. It was the truth.
HANSON: Joseph, you’re so lost in our pain that you can only see

part of the truth. Now Fm asking you to look at it all. Will you?
JOSEPH: I see it all.
HANSON: I was the same way-after. Only your grief is worse than

mine, because you feel it for all of us, don’t you?
JOSEPH: I feel too little of what the Saints have suffered.
HANSON: It’s time you let our suffering go.
JOSEPH: I can’t let it go.
HANSON: Listen to me. The night Far West fell- When I became

conscious, Burris and Hobart had set fire to my house. I .just had
time to crawl out before it fell. They’d shot my horses so I had to
make my own xvay into town. I prayed to God all the time I was
stumbling along that he’d protect my wife, my child; all night I
prayed while I was trying to get to them. Well, I got there, and I
found what Hobart and his men had done. I would have killed
them if I’d had any weapon at all. The damn helplessness was the
worst thing I’ve been through. So I sat in my store with my wife
and my son, watching them suffer, and I settled down to hate. I
hated Hobart, and that major, and I hated God. I hated you, too,
and that’s why I said those things I said. I wanted to punish
someone; I wanted someone to fee] the way I felt. So I sat there
with my wife, hating, and waiting for my boy to die. Ten days.
The rest began to leave, and I just sat there, watching my wife
and my son.

JOSEPH: I know, Hanson. I know how you felt.
HANSON: No. Wait. He didn’t die. My wife finally come around

some, and got from her bed. She asked me to give him a blessing.
I said no. I figured we’d done enough turning to God. Next day,
Lucincla got me to go out for a walk, but I didn’t go more than
half a mile. And when I got back, 11 found she’d had the elders
come in to bless him. Brother Joseph, do you know what I did? I
interrupted the blessing, swore terrible things at them, and I
threw them out. When they were gone, Lucinda began to look at
me frightened, and she said, "You’re one of them." I asked what
she was talking about, but I knew. She was right. I sat all that
day, alone with my boy, and I begun to see down into my heart.
1 realized I’d rather let my child die than turn back to God.
When I saw that, I hated who I was. Then it come to me like a
waterfall over me, that I did it to myself.

JOSEPH: You had good cause-
HANSON: Oh, yes, I had cause for all the hate and grief in the

world. But I settled into it as if I’d been waiting for it. Oh, Joseph,
I even forgot the love of my wife. ’When she helped me see it, I
made my choice. I won’t be something dead, something finished.
So I did what I had to do. Finally, just let my bitterness go. That’s
what I’m asking of you, Joseph. Just let it go.

JOSEPH: Your boy?
HANSON: I fell on my knees and asked the Lord to forgive me and

to give him his life. Then my wife and I took him in our arms,
and we blessed him. Right away the fever broke. He suffered
some on the trek out of the state, but now he’s fine.

JOSEPH: I felt that the Lord and I had destroyed you.
HANSON: No, Brother Joseph, you couldn’t destroy me. I could only

do that to myself. You see, that’s what I’ve finally come to
know-Lucinda and I made our own decisions. We believe the
gospd you taught us is truth, so we chose to try to follow you. So

will you help us go on, Joseph?
JOSEPH: How can I ask you to suffer again?
HANSON: You don’t ask us to suffer. You offer us the truth you have

been given, the gospel of Jesus Christ. Sometimes the truth asks
us to suffer. But all of us need our own trials to show us who we
are. It isn’t right that you should take them on yourself.

JOSEPH: Hanson. Thank you for this.
HANSON: Then you’ll forgive me?
JOSEPH: Forgive you? There’s nothing to forgive.
HANSON: Yes, there is;. It took me a while. I had to come to

understand.
JOSEPH: :50 did I. I have had a long, dark time. But I think I can go

back to the Lord and hear him now.
(Hanson turns to leave, hesitates, and t~:rns back to Joseph.)

HANSON: Brother Joseph, I want to tell you something. I know
you’re a prophet of God. If I can ever help you in any way, please
let me do it. It would be an honor to my life.

JOSEPH: You have helped me, Hanson. More than you’ll ever know.
(Hanson becomes Caleb again. The light,.; have gradually been returning
to normal.)

CALEB: 5o what do you think, Joseph?
JOSEPH: What do I think?
CALEB: Yes?
JOSEPH: .About?
CALEB: About the escape. Using the broken chisel like a spike. What

I’ve been telling you. If we keep working, we’ll be through that
wall ie, no time and on our way to Illinois.

JOSEPH (finally hearing what Caleb is saying): Well, yes. It’s worth a
try. And it was your idea?

CALEB: I knew you’d i{ike it. Joseph, we can get out of here. Yes, sir,
I think we can.

JOSEPH: .Caleb, just give you enough time, and you always come
around. Now we’d better set up shifts for tomorrow night. Why
don’t you go on down and tell the others to sleep some so that
we can get going on that wall?

CALEB: Now you’re sounding more like yourself.
JOSEPH: And, Caleb, will you hand me the candle? There are some

things I’d like to write down.
CALEB: Of course, Joseph. Happy to.

(Caleb descends ladder but doesn’t say anything, though all are waiting
for him to speak. He goes to the candle, picks it up, and turns back toward
the ladder.)

HYRUM: Caleb?
CALEB: Yes?
HYRUM: What happened?
CALEB: I’m not quite :sure. I apologized. He said he forgave me. Then

I explained about how we can use the broken chisel, but I don’t
think he heard a thing I said. Finally, just before I came down
here, he said we should get some sleep so that tomorrow night
we’ll be ready to dig.
(Caleb begins to climb the ladder.)

HYRUM: He wants us to keep trying to ,_-scape?
CALEB: Well of course.
HYRUM: Then he must be all right. What are you doing?
CALEB: tie asked for vhe candle. Here you are, Brother Joseph.

(He climbs the ladde;~, gives the candle to Joseph and climbs down. Joseph
takes the candle to the table, takes a quill, a bottle qf ink, and some paper
_from a drawer in the desk, and begins to write a letter to the Church.)

HYRUM: Caleb, how is he?
CALEB: Brother Joseph? Just fine. Hyrum, you’re too anxious about
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him. Joseph wasn’t feeling like a failure. Nothing like that. You
worry too much.

HYRUM (understanding far more than the others about Joseph’s
slruggle): Well, then, l’m relieved.

ALEXANI)ER: Why doesn’t he come down?
CALEB: Said he had some things to write.
ALE~NI~)ER: You mean we just have to sit here and wait for him?
HYRUM: No. It’s time we got some sleep. Don’t you agree, Lyman?
LYMAN: Only if Brother Joseph is all right.
CALEB: Same as always.
LYMAN: In that case, I’d say we’ve had enough broken tools,

complaining, noise, hogging of blankets, and carrying on for
toniglqt, and I’m going back to get a few hours rest. And
Alexander, don’t forget what I said about the blanket. Now good
night!

ALEX&NI)ER: iLyman, I think whoever gets to the blanket ought to
have his say about the blanket. Doesn’t that seem fair to you?
(Alexander races Lyman for the blanket behind the partition..)

HYRUM: Caleb, thank you.
CALEB: Oh, 1 didn’t do anything. You know what I think, Hyrum? I

think Brother Joseph was just acting discouraged to scare some
sense into me. Well, I guess if I have to be ready to dig tomorrow
night, I better get a little sleep myself. Good night.

HYRUM: Now maybe it will be. Even in this jail.
(Caleb goes behind the partition with the others; Hyrum settles on a tick
agains! the ladder. The lights rise slightly on Joseph, who puts the quill
down.~

JOSEPH: Oh, Father, I thank thee for this knowledge. I thank thee
for that woman and that man. Their sorrow is not mine, and
neither is their glory. What they have suffered was for thy gospel,
not for me, and what they have become for that is their own.
Some day they will be holy, and I thank thee for my part in their
lives. (Elated, with a sense of triumph) As well might man stretch
forth Iris puny arm to stop the Missouri River in its course or
turn it upstream as to hinder thee from pouring down knowledge
from heaven upon the heads of thy Saints. Oh, Hanson, Lucinda,
hold ta your path. Continue as you have begun. Be full of charity
towards all and let virtue always fill your thoughts. Then your
confidence will be strong in the presence of the Lord and the
doctrines of the priesthood will distill upon your souls like the
dews l:rom heaven. The Holy Ghost will be your constant
companion, and your scepters unchanging scepters of
righteousness and truth. Your dominion will be an everlasting
dominion and without compulsory means it will flow unto you
forever and ever.
(As Joseph finishes speaking, the light on him begins to fade. The light on
~yrum is of the same diminishing intensity.)

HYRUM (singing slowly, thoughtfully): . . . And men did live a holy
race . . . (pause, with reverence) . . . And worship Jesus face to
face... In Adam-Ondi-Ahman.
(As H3,rum sings, the spotlights.fade to black.)

FINAL PROGRAM NOTE

Ze breach the prisoners made in the wall of the dungeon was

discovered before they could escape. However one month later, in April
1839. the prisoners were ordered to Daviess County for trial. A grand
jury brought in a bill against them for "murder, treason, burglary, arson,
larceny, theft, and stealing." As they were being taken to another county,

it became clear that some officials had connived to allow their escape.
A guard even helped them saddle their horses. With the sheriff and other
guards drunk and asleep, the five men escaped to Illinois, where they
arrived on April 22. The guard who had helped them escape was beaten
and tarred and feathered by a mob because he assisted them.

IN THE MEZZANINE

There is wildness in this northern wind.
The windows shudder occasionally.
Moments ago, clouds blanked the peaks of Timp
and now it rises without restraint:
those dark shoulders muscle up and merge
with heavy bellies of driven clouds
already sweeping Lightning Peak.
Its ridge dissolves; the massive flanks,
shot with stands of pine and broken cliffs,
fade as the first November snow
swirls into Rock Canyon, into the valley.
Details dim, grow grey, go out.

I watch the first flurries wheel in
while the last leaves skid blindlv across
the courtyard where, their faces bright
with sweat beneath a late September sun,
dancers whirled their red and yellow skirts
with the orange blur and circling fire of forming worlds.

Gazing into thickening flurries
that will not settle on the walks,
I munch a salad while the world dissolves,
while earthbound girls in heavy clothes,
clutching their books in folded arms,
trudge across the fading quad.

Staring into greying gusts, I sip
red punch while tables are cleared,
while bundled girls cling to warmth,
bow their heads into the wind, and fade
into the snow that clouds the edges of this world.

In the mezzanine, chin in hand,
while twilight flows from darker clouds,
I touch cold windows that tremble against
the vagrant thrusts of wild wind,
recalling orange and swirling skirts
through blurring snow and darkening glass.

DALE BJORK
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QUERIF.S AND COMMENTS

IS THE FREE WILL DEFENSE
AVAILABLE FOR MORMONS?

B,v Mark S. Gustavson

WHEN MORAL EVIL is discussed in

Mormon circles, .God’s role inevitably occupies
the conw:rsation. Mormons commonly point to
the metaphysical finitism of their religion as
providing a sufficient answer to the "structural"
origin of evil on the grounds that the universe
and all events in it were not created ex nihilo, by
any sentient entity. Concurrently, this finitist
view of the divine power extends to regarding
God as metaphysically disabled from acting in
certain ways. The moral component of Mormon
finitism is used to justify God’s apparent inac-
tivity in preventing specific instances o!! evil on
the grounds that, while God could act (notice
the apparent conflict), any preventive actions
by God could occur only at the expense of
"destroying that very freedom which makes the
soul-making game possible." God canr~ot (that
is, does not have the power to) interfere in
human affairs, even in cases of egregious evil,
because the self-existent, autonomous freedom
of each individual would therefore be compr-
omised, and that freedom ought not to be
tampered[ with.

Advocates of the Free Will Defense point out
that God has turned over to humanity the
principal responsibility for earthly justice. In
the elegant phrasing of Carlisle Hunsaker, God
has decided that humanity has the "exclusive
real-time responsibility for the world;" he
weeps with us and is our companion in our
times of misery and joy. The apologists postu-
late that God could prevent evil only by infrin-
ging on human responsibility for the: world.
That is, if God acted with us in the world to
prevent evil, the responsibility to act would be
jointly shared, and perhaps even shifted from
humanity to God when instances of unspeak-
able evil or suffering arose on earth. The more

MARK S. GUSTAVSON is a senior partner in
the ]aw thrm of Gustavson M, Williams in Salt
Lake City.

God acts in the world, the argument goes, the
more he is responsible for the state of things,
thus accomplishing sequentially what Mormon
metaphysics explicitly denies-that God, a
priori, is responsible for the very nature of the
universe and events on earth.

On first examination, the Free will Defense
seems to have a good deal of strength on both
moral and metaphysical grounds. God’s respect
for the moral autonomy of human beings is
employed to excuse God from directly inter-
fering in an evil world. The apparent strength
of the Free Will Defense also stems from the
context in which it is used: since God fought
to preserve human freedom in tire War in
Heaven, how could he now compromise it by
his omnipresent behavior?

Unfortunately, on closer examination the
Free Will Defense is weak on both meta-
physical and moral grounds. To understand
why the Defense is particularly out of place in
Mormonism, though perhaps not: in other
Christian traditions, we must first examine the
nature of the Mormon God. Latter-day Saints
will commonly, and accurately, point out that
to Mormons God is an anthropomorphic deity
with human (but exalted) passions and virtues.
He is bound by a priori law and is, thankfully,
unburdened by the responsibility for the ex
nihilo creation of the universe. Moreover, the
Mormon God is a proximate, comprehensible
deity whose ends and means regarding mortal
salvation can be adequately understood by vir-
tuous human beings. This necessarily brief
description, largely derived from the King Fol-
lett Sermon and B. H. Roberts’s Mormon Doc-
trine of Deity, has been discussed at greater
length by Blake Ostler. While Mormon the-
ology relieves God of the burden of ultimate
responsibility for the physical and n’toral nature
of the universe, it does not prevent God from
responding to human actions. On. the other
hand, traditional Christianity postulates that

God is the First Cause of Nature and Humanity.
God, in the forrnulation, is not restrained by
any supposed metaphysical block which
would prevent him from acting in the lives of
his creatures, though Deity’s moral structure
may prevent intrusive actions. Therefore,
whether in Mormonism or traditional Chris-
tianity, God will not, at least on moral grounds,
directly prevent moral evil.

Wth these key elements in mind, then,

let us examine the Mormon claim that God is
morally constrained from acting in human
affairs to relieve evil and suffering, because any
such interference would directly compromise
the autonomy the malefactor, and indirectly,
that of other persons. By intervening to prevent
evil (if not to relieve its consequences) God
would deny to both the criminal and other
mortals the benefits of freedom of choice.

However, this argument is substantively
flawed. Interference with the malefactor’s
action does not entail a restriction of his or her
fi’eedom of will. For example, if someone were
chasing a child down a street with the clear
intent of doing that child harm, it is commonly
argued that bystanders would have a moral
obligation to prevent the criminal from acting
on clear and present intentions. It would be
useful to import legal theory here: the law
punishes the "successful" .criminal act far more
severely than an 6:ttempt to engage in a criminal
act. An action fo[iows an attempt to act which,
in turn, follows an intent to do wrong. Thus,
actions are metaphysically distinct from prec-
edent moral/mental intent. Ordinary moral dis-
course would not defend it bystander’s inaction
on the grounds that any interference with the
assailant’s efforts would unfairly compromise
that person’s freedom. Instead, most people
would argue that even if one considered the
moral freedom of the assailant, this freedom
was fully exercised when the intent was formed
in the heart of the malefactor and pursued to
the level of an au:empt to carry out the action.
Consequently, an evil act: might be prevented
without stripping the actor of his or her right
to choose. We have, therefore, come full circle:
to the degree that the content of the soul, and
the right to choose, is not compromised by
preventing an evil act, then a person’s moral
character is not compromised by preventing
that person from acting out evil desires.

The Free Will Defense is also flawed
because it presumes that any act of deific inter-
ference would, by virtue of God’s Being and
status, affect human affairs so strongly that the
freedom of the wrongdoer in particular and
humanity in general would be compromised.
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However, no such level of interference is logi-
cally necessary, especially in the context of
Morc~on finitism In many cases, the evildoer’s
physical ’.actions can be easily thwarted. For
instance, the assailant’s attempt to harm the
child in cur example could be stopped with a
minimum of involvement in the larger society’5
activity: an artful application of a fist or a
well-placed leg might adequately stop the
malefactor and let the intended victim escape.
An act of intervention need not be comprehen-
sive or dramatic; often a simple act will suffice.

Consequently, the Free Will Defense fails for
at lea:st tw,~ crucial reasons: (1) it presumes that
all preventive acts must affect many more per-
sons and events than just the malefactor; and
(2) it camT~ot demonstrate, as it must, that the
free will of the individual malefactor is fatally
compromised by any deific intervention what-
ever.

If inter~erence with criminal acts does not
deny the actor his or her moral freedom, then
is the Free Will Defense available in Mormon,
or in any, theology? To the extent that moral
freedom does not depend upon the physical
freedom to carry out an intramenta! intent, it
is not entirely clear that the Mormon God can
escape responsibility for a failure to act. On the
argument that we can praise the rescuer in our
example and hold the inactive bystander mor-
ally blameworthy, it is not out of order to ask
why the Mormon God could not at least act in
some minimum way that would, in ordinary
human moral discourse, permit moral praise to
be heaped upon a hero or heroine. Of course,
this presumes that the Mormon God has suf-
ficient power to act: in the move to relieve God
of the responsibility to act, we may be logically
compelled to deny him any meaningful power
at all. Finitism, then, has been defined as a
species of deism, a conclusion that discomfits
those who praise God’s efficacy as much as his
goodness.

When ~aced with these difficulties, some
Mormons argue that God is sufficiently differ-
ent from mortals that even a subtle act to
eliminate Hitler, Stalin, Pol Pot, or Mao would
be so intrusive in the mortal sphere that God
is morally barred from acting. However, this
move is made at the expense of the unique
metaphysics of Mormon theology. To the
degree that we argue God is incapable of elimi-
nating suffering on the grounds that his actions,
as di.stinct from ours, would inescapably
chang,_- the world and compromise human free-
dom, then we have moved away from the
traditional, and defensible, Mormon concept of
deity. Since we have seen that in Mormonism,
God (who is not the ultimate cause of the
world) is metaphysically capable of preventing

evil acts, such interference does not necessarily
compromise the metaphysical integrity of the
world, or of free moral agents. That is, because
God did not create the world ex nihilo, God’s
actions do not carry the same metaphysical
impact that would attend similar actions by the
traditional Christian God. If God can act to
prevent suffering or evil in any particular case,
this does not necessarily entail, either, that God
can act in all metaphysically equivalent cases.
The morality of God could be demonstrated by
actually interfering with any specific instance
of the pandemic spread of evil and suffering in
the world. Thus, the Free Will Defense fails
again: Since God need not act in a dramatic,
public way to prevent evik but could act
covertly and unnoticed, no one could notice
God’s actions. Once again, because a person’s
freedom is not compromised when an evil act
is stopped, and because there is no "ripple
effect" from God’s private actions, the moral
underpinnings of the Free Will Defense are
without substance or merit.

Some Mormon scriptures argue that the
withholding of any action to prevent evil serves
a divine purpose. In Alma 14 when Amulek
wants to save the righteous from death by
burning, Alma tells him that it is God’s will that
neither divine nor mortal measures be taken in
order to save them, that their death might
satisfy (perhaps enable?) the eternal con-
demnation of the guilty. It is no surprise, then,
that Mormons cling so tightly to the Free Will
Defense.

We are caught up in a dilemma. Though we
ought to be unwilling to give up our unique
concept of deity, we must, nevertheless, con-
sider why the Mormon God does not oppose
human evil in at least the way that a suitably
)laced human being might. There are many

levels of effort required ~to prevent moral evil
and the consequent suffering, but we see no
deific, and precious little human, efliort to inter-
vene in even relatively simple cases of preven-
table human evil.

Of course, because God apparently does
not act, though we have seen that he could, we
are led to some disturbing considerations. Is
God simply unaware of this problem? In
response, scripture tells us that God has a
comprehensive knowledge of the world, even
down to the fall of a single sparrow. Then is
God sufficiently powerless that his will cannot
prevent the impending death of a single child?
As we have seen, whether we answer this
inquiry in the affirmative or negative, the con-
clusion will be costly. While the move to deny
God the power to act might be morally attractive
(we would not hold a disabled person morally
blameworthy if he could not rise from a wheel-
chair to trip a running .assailant), not man},
would be comfortable with a morally good God
who was only slightly, if at all, mo:ce powerful
than even an ordinary human being

No matter how we resolve this issue, it
requires us to confront our most deeply held
beliefs about the nature o:~ God and humanity,
and our views about suffering, especially point-
less suffering caused by evil persons. If such
modest preventive effort could save so much
suffering, then what does the pervasiveness of
suffering say about God and ourselves? Though
both God and humanity are appalled by the
sight of the Afghanistani infants incinerated at
the hands of the Soviets, or the cries of the
teenage girl recently raped on a daylight down-
town Salt Lake street as people rushed to board
the bus, we are all condemned by our inaction.
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STRANGEtLS AND FRIENDS

Two SIDES, A RITUAL, AND AN
I NTI  CTABLE I SSUE

David Knowlton

MISSIONARY WORK is at best contro-

versial. It is based on the premise that you have
something to offer other people, somett ing that
is inherently better than what they already
have. To us as Mormons, missionary work is
natural. Wc see it as a selfless sacrific<: for the
good of others. However, many people see it as
an arrogant and selfish denial of !heir legiti-
macy. It is a challenge to see both sides of this
issue Unfortunately, few really attempt to do
SO.

We are trained from childhood to look
ward to carrying the gospel to others as a peak
experience of our lives. In rnany ways, being a
missionary is a rite of passage which transforms
the Morrnon youth into a full-fledged Mormon
adult. Like the puberty rituals of other people
around the globe, it is not only crucia[ for the
perpctua:ion of our society but is also very
telling about the nature of our society.

Ritual is often something we see as ernpty,
meaningless pomp. We ascribe it to primitives
and apostates. This is, after all, one of the ways
we differentiate ourse}~ves from others. We
argue: that we do not have this kind of ritual,
which is one means of substantiating our claim
to possessing the fullness of the restored gos-
pel. However, theological rigor and formal
tiness do not adequately define ritual in an
anthropological sense. Rather, ritual is some-
thing we find in every society-one ~f those
universals of human life. A society without
ritual is an oxymoron. All societies have formal-
ized moments when people perfonr crucial
aspects of their culture. These rituals enable
society to absorb change while continuing
intact.

Rituals abound in our religious society. From
obvious things like the temple service to simple
things like an interview, or even shaking each

DAVID KNOWLTON has a Ph.D in Anthro-
pology fcom the University of Texas ar~ Austin.

other’s hands at appropriate tin-ms and places,
we live our religion through ceremony and
ritual.

Rituals, like missionary work, are rites of
passage from one: social status to another. They
include phases marking separation from the
old social position, liminality (being in
between statuses;), and reincorporation into a
new social role. In missionary work these
phases begin with the call, the farewell and the
weeks in the MTC. During the time in the field
the missionaries participate in a shared culture
that differs ti’om the daily Mormonism of the
rest of us. Certain elements are heightened and
others minimized while the paired youths
teach the gospel. Finally, when they return
home the missionaries go through rituals of
reincorpomtion into their new status within the
community.

Generally, during puberty rites among dif-
ferent peoples youths are taught through ritual
perlbrmance things of importance to tire cul-
ture. We see missionary work as a time of
sacrifice, a kind of tithing on the first two
decades of a person’s (particularly a male per-
son’s) life. Here a missionary sacrifices many
things in a tangible demonstration of his ded-
ication to his covenants. These represent his life
for the building up of the kingdom. Theoreti-
cally the missionary lives on a higl-er spiritual
plane-one where he can dedicate all his time
to testifying, praying and studying; the scrip-
tures-which he should struggle the rest of his
life to maintain. The missionary usnally comes
home strongly committed to the Church. Some
societies remove a boy’s foreskin or give him
indelible tatoos to make him a marked member
of the group. We take away two years and give
him garments and strenuous memories to
accomplish the same purpose.

During these two years the missionaries
develop folklore and tblk explanations of their
experience to support their position and to

legitimize it, at l~:ast to themselves. They thus
create a unique culture of betweenness. Among
other things they deal with the stresses of
hying away from home, often among people
who are alien, whose ways of life seem inexpli-
cable. When pe:-formed among missionaries
their culture makes sense. However, when out-
siders come upon it they are often surprised,
sometimes bemused and frequently concerned.

One of my companions was taping a mono-
logue to his parents when some other elders
came to visit. He left the tape recorder going
while we discussed the folklore of dealing with
frequent sickness. His parents received a quite
earthy tape about a missionary’s experience
with uncontrollable diarrhea and performing
bodily [~_mctions in public. In reply he got in a
scathing letter calling him and his companions
to repen:ance for not living up to the spiritua!
norm recIuired of missionaries. Supposedly,
scatological tall< prevents eschatology.

My companion Mt humiliated by the experi-
ence. It forcefull? pointed out to us the differ-
ence between our experience and that of non-
missionaries. Sometimes, ~:hough, the revelation
of this almost s,ecret culture can have more
serious consequ(nces.

[~ecently an art cle in 5t)o~ts llh~stratcd about
BYU athlkctes sacrificing their collegiate careers
for two ,:ears of door-knocking was translated
and published in the local newspaper of Oruro.
Bolivia. ]-he people of the town were furious
with the portrayal of their home by the writer
of the article. He focused on the "poor" living
conditions, the frequent illnesses, and the ill
will which missionaries often suffered. By
doing so he attempted to highlight the incred-
ible sacrifice top athletes make for their religion.
He emphasized the dramatic and simply bad.
But he also seveceiy insulted the local people
by presenting an unbalanced portrayal.

It is true that missionaries in Bolivia do
experience most of what he described. But they
also benefit greaIly from the love and warmth
given them by a beautiful, hard-working, and
long-suffering people beset by incredible pov-
erty despite their best efforts. Nevertheless the
discussion dearly displays the backside of mis-
sionary work.

I sat in a scholarly ,conference in Oruro
where dedicated and learned professionals crit-
icized the destruction brought about by mis-
sionaries. They held that missionaries commit
cultural genocide: they destroy the essence of a
people, its way of life. They divide the people,
causing all kinds of schisms and infighting.

They come ul:imately to exploit. They bring
racism and foriegn ideologies which are like a
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virulent in~ection challenging the morality and
cohesion of the body public.

Wl~ fie these accusations are very familiar to
us, reminding us of the insinuations of anti-
Mormon tracts and yellow journalism, they
have a profound base in truth. They are no less
biased and no less truthful than the impres-
sions lhe writer and the missionary related in
the amcle. In part they stem from the funda-
mental inequalities of the world we live in. We
can never escape the fact that most of us live in
the plush neighborhoods of power while many
Mormon ccnverts come from the forgotten poor
of the worlzl. Because of this, anything we say
will inhere:~tly be tainted by the difference in
our social position. Condescension is wretched
and patron:zing, no matter how it is sanitized
or justified

People a~tempt to maintain a sense of [)ride
and se~f worth despite desperate circum- stan-
ces. Once a friend in Bolivia severely criticized
me for only taking pictures of "ugly" things. 1
thought they were good pictures. But like most
outsiders, 1 had focused on those things I saw
as exotic. By doing so I was giving a false
portrayal ot Bolivian life to my friends in the
U.S. when I returned home. Similarly, mis-
sionary, folklore reveals a false picture of Bolivia
(and other countries) because of its partialness.
It is frequently insulting, and often displays a
vivid sense of cultural superiority and even
imperialism.

No wonder the citizens of Oruro were
insulted by what they read. It should not sur-
prise us that Bolivian missionaries often feel
offen&d by their Anglo companions-even to
the point of becoming anti-American. Folklore
and culture reveal truths. In this case, perhaps
the most important truth concerns the ambiva-
lent position of Mormonism in the world.

We go out to evangelize, to share the pure
and simple ~ruths of the Lord with others. We
cannot do so except from the position of our
own culture This includes, whether we wish it
or nol, the reality of living in the United States.
But this cuhure in part subverts our efforts to
share the gospel. Perhaps we should ask our-
selves openly about the biases and assumptions
of our c:ulture and our rituals as an important
step towards aiding the stone of human spir-
itual unity, which should roll forth to consume
the earth.
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with a foreward by Jan Shipps.
University of Illinois Press, 1987, $21.95, 272 pp.

Reviewed by Claudia L. Bushman

ISTERS IN SPIRIT is a cross between a
unified book and the report of an ongoing
conference. It is presented to the world to
"illuminate aspects of Mormon women’s experi-
ence, present and past" (p. xix) and to docu-
ment the change in Mormon life from then to
now. The book is the fruit of an encounter
group of friends meeting in Salt Lake City since
the early 1970s, and the contributors are Mor-
mon women well known for their progressive
feminist leanings and their scholarship and
writing.

The book includes two excellent poems of
Maryann MacMurray, "Oil Upon Oil" and "Full
Circle;" these deal with rich temple and prayer
circle imagery. The essays, some of which have
been published previously, are well written,
pithy and packed. The tight editing and paucity
of typos testifies to the good work of editors
Anderson and Beecher. Maureen Ursenbach
Beecher writes the introduction, but we miss
the essays that the editors themselves might
otherwise have contributed to this collection.
The essayists are described at the end in terms
of degrees, jobs, and publications. They are also
mostly faithful, married, and mothers. I wish

CLAUDIA L. BUSHMAN is the director oF the
Delaware Heritage Commission.

we were told more about the group and the
extent to which the essays had been shaped by
group discussion.

I had hoped that we would be given a
unified LDS theology from the female point of
view. That is not the case. The essays are
uneven in scope, scholarship, and intent. They
tend to be idiosyncratic in that their authors
have treated these subjects elsewhere and in
fact wrote these essays a long time ago. The
writers are reporting and doing :evisionist
thinking at the trouble points of Mormon wom-
en’s history. These essays, treating as they do
current tensions, will eventually tell rr, ore of our
day than they do about the: scriptures or more
formal LDS theology.

The Foreword and Preface outline the story
of women caught in the paradoxes of faith and
the women’s movement, the stress of the ERA,
and the changes in the P, elief Society. The
essayists have attempted to confront the con-
temporary issues by studying the scriptures
and the Mormon past. They have unearthed
gems galore of past doctrine and experience,
but have failed to find justification or comfort
for the present inexplicable and callous treat-
ment of women in the Church.

Jolene Edmunds Rockwood’s essay probably
ranges most broadly, dealing with the Adam
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and Eve story and its uses over the },ears.
Rockwood attempts a revisionist interpretation,
noting that the early Jews did not v:ilify the
sinful Eve and that Jesus did not use tlhe story
at all. Rockwood reads the story symbolically,
seeing Adam and Eve as a unified pair who
partook of the fruit separately and became
mortal, and then came together to face the new
world. "The concept of willful disobedience
itself.., is irrelevant to the story" (p. 29). Her
very close reading of the text, in connection
with historical documents,i is’brilliant fire’-
works, but still perplexing. If Rockwood’s per-
suasive rereading is correct, why have we been
allowed to labor under the traditional anti-
female interpretation for so long? This rebelling,
coming together for a completeness of union
with no subjugation or inequality, this facing
the world together, is very much a wesentist
model. Will we be happy with these in~:erpreta-
tions in the future?

Melodie Moench Charles reports on prec-
edents for Mormon women from the scriptures
and notes wryly that the Old Testament takes a
"dismal view of women’s worth" (p. 38). Virtu-
ous women are appreciated to the extant that
they benefit men. Genesis offers a "thread of
successful and acceptable deception" (p. 42).
Notable women who prosper in the scriptures
often do so by guile and sex. Women in the
Doctrine: and Covenants are considered as
property, certainly under polygyny. Charles
recites a long litany of injustices to women
within the LDS setting and outside. Most
female scriptural role models are not up to our
conteml:,oary standards, but Charles notes that
such positive figures as Huldah, the pro-
phetess, or Deborah, a military leader and
judge as; well as a prophetess, are currently
ignored by Latter-day Saints. We follow instead
the admonition of Brigham Young:

When the servants of God in any age
have consented to follow a woman for
their leader, either in a public or in a
family capacity, they have sunk beneath
the standard their organization has
fitted them for. (p. 44)

Charles voices the distant hope that maybe
someday church service "will be based on
talent rather than gender" (p. 59).

This appealing radical philosophy would
certainly change the Church. Were they but
given the opportunity, I fear that women would
take over. Women are certainly not superior to
men, but I do think they are better suited to
church work, that the}, have more talent in
church service areas, and they are more will-
ing. They are more inclined to the prophetic
mode and sensitive to the spirit and ~:o others’
needs. I f an official word ever came to young

women, they would flood the mission field
with superior proselytizers. They turn out in
increasing numbers despite the lack of encour-
agement. Women must be discouraged to pro-
tect the priesthood.

Linda P. Wilcox, who is represented twice in
this collection, takes on our Mother in Heaven.
While Rockwood investigates ancient texts and
Charles the scriptures, Wilcox looks at LDS
speeches and writings. Wilcox has searched
out a wealth of historical and LDS references
relating to a Mother in Heaven, but found
scanty scriptural evidence. This whole concept
still lurks in the shadowy area of myth and
wishful thinking, even though it was made an
official doctrine in 1909. The strongest evi-
dence for such a personage is Eliza R. Snow’s
poem "O My Father," in which "reason" and
"truth eternal" tell her she has a mother in
heaven. It may very well be true that Snow got
the idea of a Mother in Heaven f~com Joseph
Smith as she says, but that is not what the poem
says, and if the doctrine is Smith’s why don’t we
have it in any of his writings? In this case this
grassroots speculation has been elevated to
canon scripture by the General Authorities.

This is an example of making something out
of very little, an audacious design to rewrite
history and to shape the Church in our own
image, the creation of desired, non-scriptural
theology. Wilcox notes that this shadowy
image allows us to create a Heavenly Mother as
we would like her to be. Granted, women who
have needed a mother figure have been com-
forted; but if there is one official Mother in
Heaven, why is she likely to be the: role model
that contemporary Mormon feminists seek? It
seems unlikely to me that she would be so.

This folk theology is scary to me. I am not
sure which is better: to rewrite existing negative
comments on women or to be free to create
desired theology on a shaky basis.

Carol Cornwall Madsen’s essay on Mormon
women’s involvement with the ~:emple is a
straight narrative account of temple activities,
written with particular felicity. There is little
revisionist thought here. Some valuable new
historical insights include the fact that some
women were baptized for men in the temple
before Brigham Young’s 1845 pronouncement
against the practice, and that the early endow-
ment group was very small and sdect. Temple
work came to provide equality for men and
women in many ways, for there they were
queens along with their kings, and priestesses
along with their priests, although it should be
noted that the Adam and Eve story includes the
traditional blame of the female. Madsen asserts

that the temple is "the b~eart and core of the
gospel" (p. 89) and that it remained unchanged
as the source of spiritual power, truth and
sisterly bonds when Mormonism suffered
blows from the outside world at the end of the
century. She also includes tangential topics
such as prayer circles, blessings though mar-
riage, and the ambiguity of the extent to which
priesthood is shared through marriage.

Linda King Newell’s at_count of gifts of the
spirit, such as tongues and healing, lists many
instances of these manifestations and chron-
icles their decline. Once more this is an histori-
cal rather than theological account which
shows some sisters getting cross about the
changing ways and questioning Church policy.
[he primitive religion characterized by tes-
timonies in strange languages, women’s prayer
circles, and female blessings to the sick might
seem foreign to today’s rational world, even
though many women would like to see these
activities return. Nevertheless, it is very sober-
ing to read of :he steady erosion of female
leadership and self-determination which char-
acterizes the 150 years of Church history.

Jill Mulvay Derr’s acconnt of Mormon sister-
hood deals with informal circles, tracing those
early sentimental gatherings where the wives of
Church leaders, their daughters, and other rela-
tions met to "culLtivate a greater feeling of love
and sisterly kindness by a better acquaintance
with each other" (p. 152;). These early circles
defined a Mormon elite, an aristocracy whose
:relationships and networks were enhanced by
the frequent absence of men. To compensate for
men’s heavy and involved church activities,
women were given the Rdief Society, poly-
gamy, and temple activities. Derr includes lots
of wonderful quotations which brightly illumi-
nate women’s lives. She includes the first
account I’ve seen of Mormon club life, in the
context of Relief Society and women’s suffrage,
which so closely mirrors that of the clubwomen
of the East. Accounts of this female-centered
world subtly or more blatantly express an
undertone of resentment about exclusion from
the male sphere, although Derr’s account is free
from hostility.

Her account of the trying relations between
Joseph and Emma Smith is remarkably frank,
with Joseph advocating; "The Principle" and
Emma speaking against it. Derr credits poly-
gamy with the disbanding of the Relief Society
in 1844 in a colorful episode which never
makes it to Relief Society birthday parties. Early
Utah women often found it difficult to reconcile
the conflicting demands of sisterhood, wife-
hood under po’.iygamy, motherhood, the club
world, suffrage, their religious faith and the pull
of the civilized East. And when and if they did
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manage to reconcile their feelings, the world
was turned upside down with the Manifesto.

L inda P. Wilcox, in her second appearance,

deals with Mormon motherhood, tracing atti-
tudes frot:n the early nineteenth century when
mothering was considered only one of a wom-
an’s many chores, through the Victorian
emphasis on the power and influence of moth-
ers and the romantic idealization of motherly
love, to the current emphasis on motherhood at
the expense of wage-earning Despite current
cultural and institutional pressures to stay
home with the kids, Mormon mothers are
heavily into the work force. Wilcox deals with
two very real problems of motherhood-that
devoting ’.your life to your children is to live
your life vicariously and that the luxury of
being a full-time mother is only for those who
can afforc[ it. Single and poor mothers who
have to w.~rk, have to work. The Church does
not put it.,; money where its mouth is.

Marybeth Raynes, in dealing with Mormon
marriages, compares largely Mormon-Utah sta-
tistics with national ones and finds more sim-
ilarities than differences. Raynes concludes that
"the: feeling of uniqueness Mormons experience
about their marriages derives from a blend of
cultural and historical factors, a distinctive
melding ot both religious and secular streams
of influence" (p. 232). She thinks the term
"patriarchal family" has been so diluted that it
requires individual family definition, and that
Mor~rons are inclined to talk more conserva-
tively than they behave. She notes the powerful
paradoxes which characterize the subject of sex
in the Church, the historical cultural influences
whicl-~ coexist with current behavior. Mormons
are uncertain how to feel about sex, so closely
constrained in adolescence and encouraged,
under control, later. Prudery, embarrassment,
and shame are still very much with us in
attempting to reconcile conflicting sexual atti-
tudes and actions.

Grethe Ballif Peterson’s final article quotes
the views of eight contemporary women about
the priesthood and how it relates to them.
These women are presented anonymously and
their characteristics and views are difficult to
keep straight, but they are all very articulate and
thoughtful. The .justifications of these faithful
women for being treated like second-class citi-
zens make terribly painful reading. This is the
real stuff o1! the contemporary Mormon femin-
ist’s dilemma. With the best will in the world,
women are condescended to. They are praised
for their virtues while kept from serious work
because of "eternal differences," a nonscrip-
tural explanation which allows men to regard

women as incapable. Peterson quotes the pro-
ceedings of a panel at BYU in 1980 at which
one member of the audience asked, "Help me
understand my feelings of being dominated by
leaders who are telling me that they are not
dominating me" (p. 258).

Peterson also deals with the infuriating
equation of priesthood and motherhood,
which I associate with the equally infuriating
idea of motherhood as a partnership with God.
I would have thought another mortal was
equally responsible for any children. In the
official view, women are: to raise the children
while their husbands escape from their home
problems to attend their more important
church meetings. One of the interviewed
women, in commenting on the praise that
Church leaders bestow on their wives for rais-
ing the children, remarks,

They seem to feel no shame in making
that admission. How can a woman feel
honored in her motherhood when she
is praised for it by a man who, in
praising her, is making a clear but
unspoken statement about the degree of
his regard for the parenting function?
(p. 262)

Another of those interviewed comments on
the lack of opportunity that women suffer in
the Church. This leads, as she says, to "negative
or diverted energy" and to a "loss of commit-
ment to the Church." The sorrow is that women
who would do and have done anything for the
Church are becoming involved in other activi-
ties, siphoning off their energies from Church
work. Perhaps the Church, always pragmatic,
will move to extend more opportunities to
women. In the meantime these faithful, power-

ful women will continue to try to fit their
natures and talents to the cheerful, unre-
sponsive institution to which they are devoted.

What do I think about this book? I have

mixed feelings. Much of the theological spec-
ulation, while very provocative and exciting, is
somewhat troubling to me. To what extent can
we reinterpret the scriptures or reemphasize
minor points against the traditional canon of
religious assumptions and still remain in the
mainstream? Surely this action will lead to
doctrinal anarchy. If we create God in our own
image rather than being created in his, are we
not in danger of serious heresy?

On the other hand, I :lind the accounts of
women’s oppression in the Church very
depressing..lust when I think I’ve l~id some of
these demons to rest they return to rankle. I
know the General Authorities are good men
and they work hard. I do not beliew_" that there
are plots or concerted efforts to keep the silent
majority down. But why do women go along
with the injustices? Much of it is cultural tradi-
tion that hangs on from the past. These essay-
ists and many more I know like them could run
the world, let alone the Church. Women have
the talents, the brains, tlhe compassion, the
skills to build a powerful religious institution.
Why is the Church willing to forego their
contributions?

As Susa Young Gates :said long ago, "The
privileges and powers outlined by the Prophet
[Joseph Smith]... have never been granted to
women in full even yet" (p. 143). Amen, and
amen.
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NEWS

RLDS CHURCH
PLANS TEMPLE

IN JACKSON COUNTY

ALTHOUGH BOTH the LDS and
RLDS churches have long believed
that Joseph Smith’s prophecy about
constructing a temple in the "center
stake of Zion" in Independence,
Mo., would someday be fulfilled, on
q April 1968, the World Confer-
ence of the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
approved, a document by then
Prophet/President W Wallace
Smith stating that "the time has
come for a start to be made toward
the building of my temple in the
Center Place."

For the past nineteen years,
challenged by a later revelation
instructing that "this work continue
at an accelerated rate," the RLDS
church has been organizing to
build a temple. With plans now
well underway for a 1993 dedica-
tion, the RLDS magazine Saints Her-
ald recently ran a series of articles
answering the question "To what
purpose do we build?"

The first article, "Temple Min-
istries: A Statement of Purpose,"
was a statement developed by the
Theology and Purpose Sub-
committee and presented to the
Temple Project Committee, both of
which are chaired by the current
RLDS President Wallace B. Smith.
The statement noted that human
beings are incurably rdigious and
seek "to relate to and at times
enshrine: the mysterious Wholly
Other F’ower to which they are
drawn."

The committee reached back to
the church’s Judeo-Christian roots
to describe how the enshrinement
of the Ark of the Covenant in Sol-
omon’s temple helped to establish
the idea of place where person

could expect to encounter "the mys-
teri~m tremendum, the impenetrable
force which has always been at the
heart of religious awareness."

In contrast~ according to the
statement, the early followers of
Jesus taught that the "divine pres-
ence" was incorporated in the life of
tlhe body of Christ, the church;
hence,     ~early     Christians,
empowered by the promised Com-
forter, felt under no necessity to
have a designated place of worship
at all, but met in the homes of
believers."After years of struggling
to develop "a locus for the ’presence
of God .... specific places of Chris-
tian worship developed, culmin-
ating in "ornate places of worship
and a bewildering complex of litur-
gical and ecclesiastical formula-
tions" to which the Protestant Ref-
ormation reacted with simple wor-
ship in simple meeting houses.

The statement then reviewed
Joseph Smith’s instruction to build
a temple for the New Jerusalem. a
place "for the work of the Presi-
dency" and a "school for mine
apostles." Acknowledging that "the
expectations of a temple in Jackson
County became the historical herit-
age of the Reorganized Church,"
the committee recognized that
I~DS meetinghouses provide some
of the facilities Joseph Smith
assigned for the temple but noted
that few "are designed to provide
the high level of discipline, instruc-
tion, and worship inherent in those
,early understandings."

Using a recent revelation on the
purpose of the temple (RLDS D&C
.section 156) as its guideline, the
statement then outlined the role of
the new temple, re-emphasizing a

1970 RLDS First Presidency state-
ment that the "Temple is not now’
thought to be a single structure of
monumental proportions, but a
complex (of buildings) which
provides facilities for a variety of
functions .. approp~iate to a
Zionic community." According to
this view, the temple complex
would include at least two other
structures: the Auditorium, which
now serves as world headquarters;
and the Temple School which
develops and disseminates reli-
gious    instructional    material
throughout the Church, conducts
regional religious classes similar to
the LDS institutes, and holds priest-
hood and leadership training
classes for the paid regional RLDS
clergy.

The new facility, the "main Tem-
ple Sanctuary," will focus solely on
worship and include areas to
accommodate groups from 50 to
2,000 with an intimate :spirit of
warmth and familiarity. Services
will include preaching, testimony,
fasting and prayer, and counseling
and renewal. A special emphasis is
placed on "the development of
counseling rooms and the training
of temple ministers with referral
~kills [L~r rnedical services, psycho-
logical services, and a sound under-
standing of the ordinance of
administration to the sick."

In addition, the Temple Sanc-
tuary will include small rooms for
individual, family and small group
counseling to serve the "reconciling
ministry of Jesus." It will be a place
where members at variance with
each other can meet "in the pres-
ence of the Lord seeking, reconcilia-
tion and unity."

Finally, activities in the temple
will be "dedicated to the pursuit of
peace" by providing discussions on
peace at every level of human inter-
action.

The statement noted that while
the outlined activities are not
unique to the temple, they will
"serve as models to ministries
which will permeate the congrega-
tional life of the people." The com-
mittee responded to questions
about the possibility of receiving
an endowment at the temple by

defining an endowment as that
which helps people know "for what
purpose they exist" and how to
fulfill that purpose. They quoted an
1886 RLDS statement that said "We
know of no temple building, except
as edifices wherein to worship
God, and no endowment except
the endowment of the Holy Spirit of
the kind experienced by the early
saints on Pentecost Day."

The staten-tent also directed that
the ~:ernple have a simple archi-
tectural design which "cannot be
ornate and yet must be noble." In
addition, it must be an international
building allowing each culture to
"find identity, in the architectural
symbol of the ministry of Christ."

Subsequent Saints Herald articles
provided details on planning for
the temple. ~’A Visit to the Temple"
discussed the landscaped gardens,
foun:ains and statuary and
explained how the Temple Recep-
tion Hall will include exhibits and
a small multi-media theater to pre-
pare people for the temple. From
the :eception hall visitors take a
soundproof path which allows
them to view worship, counseling
and educational ministries as well
as the Sanctuary. The Worshippers
Path leads members to the many
small and large rooms and to the
Sanctuary which will hold worship
serw.ces on every day except Sun-
day :so as to :not conflict with local
congregational meetings.

One article, "The Spot for the
Temple," addressed the question of
whe:her the portion of the original
63 ~cre temple lot owned by the
RLDS church is where the temple
site was originally planned. The
article reviewed the history of
locating the exact site for the tem-
ple and concluded that deter-
mining the exact spot on the origi-
nal lot is impossible. In any event,
Joseph Smith’s directions for the
temple kept being revised accord-
ing to events and his understanding
of Zion, the article added, and the
same pragmatism should prevail
today.

The fourth article, "Site Plan For
the Temple," discussed the parking
and road changes necessary for the
construction of the temple. It also
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Choose the Write!
THE 1988 D.K. BROWN MEMORIAL FICTION CONTEST

SUNSTONE encourages any interested writer to submit material. All entries should
relate in some manner to the experience of the Latter-day Saints. All varieties of
theme, tone, and attitude are encouraged. Both traditional and experimental short
story forms will be considered. Entries will be judged by a board of independent
judges.                            RULES

1. The D.K. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest is open to all writers. Entries must
be delivered to the SUNSTONE office or postmarked by 1.5 June 1988.

2. Papers must typewritten, double-spaced, on one side of 8-1/2 by 11 inch paper
(not onion skin). Since manuscripts will not be returned, contestants should keep a
copy of their entry. The stories should not exceed 25 double-spaced pages. One
author may submit no more than three stories.

3. Each entry must be accompanied by a signed statement from the author attesting
that it is the author’s original work, that it is not being considered elsewhere for
publication, and that it will not be submitted elsewhere until the contest results have
been announced.

1987 D.K. BROWN WINNERS

FIRST PLACE
Family Plantation Day Michael Fillerup

SECOI’qD PLACE

The Dedication Kira Pratt Davis

THIRD PLACE
The Covenant Breaker Harlow S. Clark

HONORABLE MENTION
Pennyroyal, Cohosh, Rue Julie J. Nichols

SUNSTONE was gratified by the number of excellent entries submitted to this
year’s fiction contest. On behalf of the D.K. Brown, estate, the first place winner will
receive $500, second place $250, third place $75, honorable mention $50.
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announced a $60 million temple
project fund raising campaign- $35
million for building costs and $25
million for a maintenance endow-

ment. An architect will be selected
next year and ground-breaking is
scheduled for 1990 with dedica-
tion in 1993.

LDS COUNSELORS
DISCUSS HOMOSEXUALITY

By Jonathan D. Thomas

LDS PSYCHOLOGISTS and
social workers are apparently com-
ing out of the closet to talk about
issues that concern Mormon homo-
sexuals, tlqeir families and the
Church. On Oct. 1-2, the Associa-
tion ot: Mormon Counselors and
Psychotherapists (AMCAP)
devoted most of its semiannual
conference to discussing homosex-
uality in an attempt to better under-
stand what has become a highly
visible and controversial phe-
nomenon.

Noticeably missing from this
conference was the usual keynote
address by a General Authority.
While l:here have been a few excep-
tions in the past, it has been cus-
tomary for a member of the Seventy
or Twelve to speak. According to
AMC4P president Clyde A. Parker,
the association did extend an invi-
tation to the Brethren, but they
declined because of ecclesiastical
responsibilities as well as their con-
certed effort: to cut back on speak-
ing engagements not directly asso-
ciated with the Church.

Instead, Carol Lynn Pearson was
the keynote speaker. She talked
about her book, Goodbye, I Love
You, and highlighted many of the
experiences and ideas she has
expressed in past presentations.

Two main issues pervaded the
discussion a: the conference. All the
participants, homosexual or not,
emphasized the need for love and
concern on the part of families,
members of the Church and thera-
pists as they struggle to deal with
the many perplexing problems

involved. The other issue-one that
evoked a wide range of
opinion-centered on whether
homosexual orientation can be
reversed or changed.

Gordon Johnston, a homo-
sexual, talked about his experi-
ences growing up in a strong LDS
family and the conflicts he faced as
he began to openly tell others about
his sexual orientation. Johnston felt
that the bishops’ handbook on
homosexuality was "very simplistic
and naive" because it suggested that
homosexuality was a "chosen,
learned behavior." For him, the
question of whether someone
could change was totally irrelevant.
Besides, he said, he had "found no
one who had." He ended by sug-
gesting that "as long as the Brethren
believe that our homosexuality is
born out of selfishness and rebel-
lion, they will not seek for new
answers."

Johnston’s mother Gerry spoke
about the personal fears and ques-
tions she had as she attempted to
deal with her son’s homosexuality.
"I wasn’t sure I could survive with
a homosexual in my family," she
said. She also stated that "the Gen-
eral Authorities have shown a
deeper concern for the homosexual
issue than has been publicly mani-
fest."

A three-hour panel discussion,
"Understanding and Treating
Homosexuality," highlighted the
diversity of opinion among LDS
therapists. Dr. Jan Stout empha-
sized, as he has at past Sunstone
Symposiums, the biological aspects

of homosexual etiology. He sug-
gested that "the Church and its
members have come a long way
since two years ago," when he had
first began to talk publicly about
homosexuality. Dr. Robert Card,
another panelist, criticized state-
ments that had been made at past
Sunstone Symposiums against his
learning theory approach. To sup-
port his position he played two
tape-recorded    interviews    of
patients who, under Card’s therapy,
announced that they were
reformed homosexuals who were
leading happy heterosexual life-
styles. Stout challenged Card’s
research by suggesting that the two
clients were not exclusively homo-
sexual to begin with. Card
responded that "it is a disservice to
homosexuals who want to change,
to tell them they can’t."

In the same session Dr. Tom Pritt
advocated another etiological
theory of homosexuality by sug-
gesting that early childhood trau-
matic experiences with the same
sex parent initiated homosexual
development. He, too, felt that
change is possible if a homosexual
understands and confronts his or
her past. "For the homosexual,
there surely is hope," he concluded.
Another panelist, Marybeth Raynes,
presented    some    provocative
insights into lesbianism, a largely
unresearched aspect of homosex-
uality. She discredited some of the
negative myths about lesbians and
suggested that causality doesn’t
have much to do with homosexual
therapy. Raynes said she "likes to
make a differentiation between my
personal beliefs and the services
asked for by my clients." She also
suggested that a social learning
explanation of homosexual orienta-
tion seems unlikely because many
people have traumatic experiences
in childhood, yet few turn out to be
homosexual. Pritt clarified his posi-
tion by stating that homosexuality
does not develop from a traumatic
experience itself, but from how a
child responds to the traumatic
experience. Another panelist, Dr.
Richard Ferre, was more cautious
in interpreting the evidence. He
suggested that homosexuality may

be the result of both historical and
biological influences.

Another panel discussion
offered a potpourri of ideas and
emotions from homosexuals, fam-
ily members of homosexuals and
therapists. Stanley P, oberts, a
bishop of a Bay Area ward, talked
about the struggles of a gay member
of his ward whom he later called as
one of his counselors. Roberts sug-
gested that one of the most
disheartening problems, for some
faithful homosexuals is the conflict
between promises and expectations
of the Church and the reality of
homosexual orientation. Wives and
parents of homosexuals talked
about and gave thanks to support
groups, such as People Who Care
(PWC) and Homosexuai Education
for Latter-day Saint Parents (HELP),
which helped them to cealize that
other Mormons are confronted
with similar problems. Accounts of
suffering, guilt, astonishment, for-
giveness, acceptance, respect and
love were expressed by the panel-
ists as they related their experi-
ences.

While most homose, xuals and
family members of homosexuals at
the conference felt that etiological
studies of homosexuality were
irrelevant, Dr. Carlfred Broderick
pointed out that knowing the
causes of homosexuality can help
those who are not homosexual to
understand the phenomenon.
Broderick stated that he "does not
challenge the Lord nor his serv-
ants, but I do challenge the smug-
ness and lovelessness of some
members" when dealing with
homosexuality. He also mentioned
that he agreed with Eugene Eng-
land’s response: to Stout’s article on
homosexuality published in a
recent issue of Dialogue.

Later in the conference, small
groups met for discussions on a
more personal[ level. One such
group focused on AIDS and how
we might better understand the
farreaching implications of this
devastating epidemic. Two gay men
who had AIDS spoke to the group.

Before the final session of the
conference Brian Page, an unsched-
uled speaker, was asked to talk
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about his harrowing experience
with homosexuality and the
Church. Page’s actively homosexual
lifestyle led to his excommuni-
cation from the Church. Just ten
days before the AMCAP conference
he had been rebaptized, and Presi-
dent Gordon B. Hinckley had inter-
viewed him an hour before he
spoke. "Thank God I was
excomrnunicated-it helped me to
change rny life," he said. With refer-
ence to those who hoped the
Church would change its stance on
homosexuality, he said, "The Lord
is not ever going to bring about a
revelation that says it is okay to be
gay . . . the whole premise of the
gospel is that we must change. That
means homosexuals and hetero-
sexuals. Don’t forget that the Savior
said repent, change your life." Page
finished his stirring talk by saying

that "the Brethren are going to
change-they know our feelings."
Bishop Frank Santiago ended the
conference by sharing his heart-
warming and wrenching experience
when he tried to comfort a homo-
sexual member of his ward who
was dying of AIDS.

Overall, the conference opened
possibilities for more thoughtful
consideration of homosexual issues
and the Church. As panelist David
Willis suggested, "This is only the
beginning of what needs to be
done." Carlfred Broderick offered
timely advice to those working in
this difficult area when he quoted
Elder Boyd K. Packer’s advice to
counselors and therapists: "When
you are dealing with the souls of the
children of men, take off your
sandals-you walk on sacred
ground 2

SONIA JOHNSON CONDEMNS
PATRIARCHY

By Melissa Sillitoe

"IT "IAKES two to patriarchy,"
Sonia Johnson told a packed audi-
ence at the Unitarian Church in Salt
Lake City last November, and chal-
lenged women to quit participating.

In that presentation, sponsored
by the National Organization of
Women. and a later lecture at the
University of Utah, Johnson
addressed patriarchy, a subject rel-
evant to Mormons, although she
did not discuss the LDS religion
directly.

Johnson, who gained promi-
nence in 1978 for criticizing the
Mormon church’s opposition to the
Equal Rights Amendment in Vir-
ginia, and was excommunicated in
1979, now feels that political pro-
test is tlatile. Instead, she believes,
women should separate themselves
and create their own patriarchy-
free niches in the world. "Patriarchy
must disappear in the heart before
it can disappear in the world," she

said.
Johnson argued that by asking

men for equal rights, women
implicitly give men power over
them. Husbands who "allow" their
wives to work, she said, suggest
that this is a privilege to which the
wife is not entitled. Johnson
asserted that a battered wife must
leave her husband, rather than
making excuses and waiting for
him to change. She called on
women to similarly divorce them-
selves from patriarchy and stop
accepting its abuses.

According to Johnson, although
a man may have good intentions,
he cannot escape his patriarchal
role in society because, para-
doxically, men are both privileged
and chained by their own laws. To
illustrate this point, Johnson spoke
of a man who realized that what-
ever he said would be taken seri-
ously because of his gender. To
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prevent this, he wore a sign that
asked people not to take him seri-
ously. Even if people obey his
instructions, she said, they are
affirming that whatever he says, no
matter how strange, is valid.

"If men can’t change things, then
we don’t need to lobby them any-
more," Johnson said. "Let’s stop
begging and pleading. To change
things you must change yourself.
Then the system outside you must
accommodate that change." She
compared women to blacks in
South Africa, saying that because
women are outside the system
rather tlhan a part of it, they are free
to create change.

Johnson feels that women can
free themsdves from oppressive
societies because they have no part
in thera. She asserted that as a
woman she had no part in creating
the world’s conditions, and is basi-
cally an ou~:sider. She noted that
men create~, the government and
Constitution, men own 99 percent
of the world’s property, and men
control :most of the institutions and
hold most of the positions of autho-
rity-while women do two-thirds
of the work and are paid one-tenth
of the wages.

Johnson believes that most of the

world’s problems would not exist
today if women had been in power.
She feels that women can save the
human race from destruction by
refusing to submit to patriarchy,
and instead finding the answers for
themselves, rather than turning to
nstitutions-religious and other-

wise-for guidance.
Prior to Johnson’s disillusion-

ment with politics, she was active in
the women’s movement and com-
peted in the 1984 Presidential elec-
tion on the Citizens Party ticket. Her
criticisms of working for change
within the system has made her
controversial with other feminists,
some of whom consider her ideas
radical and impractical.

Johnson described her spiritual
journey in her first book, From
Housewife to Heretic and her most
recent book, Going Out Of Our
Minds: The Metaphysics of Liberation,
in which she also discusses her
newly accepted lesbian identity.

Although many of her ideas are
radical, Johnson’s answer to patri-
archy was simple and nonviolent.
"Let’s believe in the voice inside
ourselves, and step off the edge into
something we’re not sure of, trust-
ing our own hearts," she urged, add-
ing, "that’s the new world."

APOSTLE ANSWERS QUERIES

"REJECTION IS part of our min-
istry, h: hurts at times, as does being
misunderstood or misrepresented,
but that seems to go with the terri-
tory," stated Elder Neal A. Maxwell,
a member of the Quorum of the
Twelve Apostles, in a three-part
interview on Salt Lake television
station KUTV’s evening news.

Conducted by reporter Michelle
King, the interview covered a range
of topics. Concerning the accusa-
tion that LDS members are blindly
led, Elder Maxwell said, ’I do not
see that. The Church is rare in the
world today: As the educational
level of members goes up, convic-
tion and commitment increase.
That cannot be said of certain other

[churches]. So, even though the tre-
mendous thrust on education is
there, loyalty increases with educa-
tion and that’s scarcely blind obedi-
ence."

When asked if there is a place in
the Church for "so-called liberals
who question doctrine," the former
commissioner of the Church Edu-
cation System replied, "whether
one’s a bricklayer or an intellectual,
the process of coming unto Christ
is the same: ultimately it demands
complete surrender. It’s not a mat-
ter of negotiation."

Concerning      disagreement
among Church leaders, Eider Max-
well, a former University of Utah
executive vice president said, "Hav-

ing lived in a university world, I
would say there is more freedom of
expression, or at least as much
[among Church leaders] as in the
academic community. But we also
have more shared purpose. So that
we raise points without raising our
voices, and resolution occurs after
discussion, but there is spirited dis-
cussion."

To the issues of religious intoler-
ance, the insensitivities of the Utah
Mormon majority, and the LDS
responsibility to the non Mormon
needy, the apostle said, "We prob-
ably need to reach out to each other
more than we do, and at the same
time understand that . . . the
Church is a minority in every other
place in the world except in Utah.
We’re quite used to functioning in
a mixed climate. Majorities are

sometimes clumsy though well
intentioned. We need to be more
sensitive ....

"Locally and recently the
Church contributed to the [Salt
Lake homeless] shelter and to the
St. Vincent DePaul’s facility that
blesses so many people-a gener-
ous contribution was made there.
And we’re giving food alL1 the time
to various food banks. We may not
be doing enough, but we’re prob-
ably doing more than people real-
ize."

After discussing his extensive
apostolic activities, Elder Maxwell
confessed, "There are some nights
when I go home and simply sit as
it were like a vegetable and don’t try
to do anything or think anything,
but simply regroup myself spiritu-
ally after a difficult day."

THIS PEOPLE TAKES NEW
DIRECTION

’I INTEND to change the focus
of This People from primarily
personalities-the soft approach-
to issues," stated William B.
Smart, the new editor. "We intend
to carve out a readership in the
broad mainstream Mormon mar-
ket: between the Ensign, which is
largely doctrinal, and SUNSTONE,
which is critically intellectual."

Smart, the recently retired Des-
eret News editor and general man-
ager, plans to emphasize solutions
over problems and in a positive way
"convey things as they are, rather
than as they ideally ought to be."
Although the magazine will still
contain articles on personalities, its
covers will no longer feature promi-
nent Mormons.

This People’s new owner, Keith
Whisenant, purchased the name
and publishing rights to the maga-
zine but not its liabilities (subscrip-
tions). The first two issues will be
sent complimentary to former sub-
scribers but after that they will have
to pay the 10 dollar annual sub-
scription fare.

The quarterly magazine will
appear during the four best months
for Mormon advertisers: March,
June, September, and November.

Three of the issues Smart wants
to address m the near future
include where Mormons should
send their children to college, the
increasing polarity between Utah
Mormons and non-Mormons, and
how to survive the rolLer-coaster
economy.
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seOTS

IF YOU are a young LDS woman who is tired of reading Mormon
romance novels and daydreaming about Elder Right, you might want to go
out and buy a copy of the Official RM Calendar for 1988. The calendar is
the brainchild of Shayne Zundel, a BYU junior, who hopes to show the
world that "returned missionary" and "doubleknit" are not synonymous.
’Tin not trying to make light of what people do on their missions," he says,
"I’m just trying to show that they can be high fashion and RMs too."

The calendar features poster-sized portraits of Randy Judd and Dan
Praeger (above), plus nine other eternal mates of the month. Zundel hopes
to be back with a new calender for 1989.

THIS DECEMBER, the powers in
Salt Lal,m instructed the BYU Book-
store first to cancd and then to
relocate and downpaly the autogra-
phing session for Calvin Grondahl’s
recently released Marketing Prec-
edes the Miracle. The decision was
too much for Signature Books,
which had just learned that Deseret
Bookstores refused to carry the
book because of three or four
offending cartoons. The press
announced both restrictions to the
media, which widely embraced the
story, including front page coverage
by the Provo Daily Herald, an AP
wire story, and television evening
news and radio coverage. Public
response ranged from outrage over

apparent LDS church censorship to
head-shaking dismay about yet
another silly Church PR gaffe. In
publishing circles, some wondered
if Signature Books was shortsighted
in going public, while others
thought the media exploited a story
of trivial news value. At BYU, pro-
fessors lamented the resulting scru-
tiny of the bookstore which had
quietly labored for years to become
what Sterling McMurrin calls "an
excellent college bookstore."

In the end, Grondahl’s book,
which was rushed late into Christ-
mas sales, did brisk business. The
first printing of 5,200 sold out in a
week.

OXYMORMONS
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INTERVIEW

MAINTAINING A
REDEMPTIVE COMMUNITY IN

TODAY’S WORLD

A Conversation with John A. Hostetler

John A. Hostetler is a scholar in residence at
Elizabethtown College in Pennsylvania. Dr. Hos-
tetler was reared in an Amish family and now
worships in a Mennonite community.

This: interview was conducted by Frederick J.
Buchanan.

WHO ARE THE MENNONITES?
They started in Europe during the Reforma-

tion. By refusing to baptize their infants they
were nicknamed Anabaptists, a Latin word
meaning rebaptizers. The name "Menno" comes
from Menno Simmons, a Catholic priest who
because of his doubts started re reading the
Bible and going to underground house church-
es. Evenutally, he became a leader in the
Anabaptist movement.

The Mennonite idea was first of all was that
the church .should be a free church-freedom of
choice to be a Christian, and not being Chris-
tian because you were baptized as an infant, or
you kept the rituals of the Catholic church.
Unlike Lu~:herans, Anabaptists established
believing communities separate and without
authorization from the state. They were not
anarchists. They believed that the state in a
sense was ordained by God as a provision to
protect the welfare of the whole-of unbelieving
people as well. But they were nonresistant-in
other words, they taught nonviolence and said
they would not fight in war.

Today there are Mennonite church buildings
but the Amish people gather in their homes for
worship, as they did in Europe.

"V~/ZI-IAI"S THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN THE AMISH AND THE MEN-

NONITES?
They are all part of the spectrum of Anabap-

tists. The Mennonites today are for the most
part modernized and have an open com-
munity. The Amish maintain the language, cus-
toms, the horse farming and have rather closed
communities. The reason there are so many
different expressions of community is due to
their theology-they have no centralized office.
The believing community is where the spirit of
God is manifested. And that community is one
that purifies the individual by realizing his
forgiveness through forgiving other people and
by grappling with problems of day to day
living. It’s in the community where the action
takes place.

SO THE COMMUNITY IS WHERE

REDEMPTION IS FOUND?
What the Anabaptists articulate is a theology

of redemptive community-to be "saved" as an
individual would be unsatisfactory, for them.
Here they differ sharply from modern Christian
fundamentalism. They do not feel at home
knocking on doors and asking individuals
whether they are saved. Many Mennonites feel
that Billy Graham has done wonderful work by
preaching repentance and being born again.
But what is lacking is that there is no sense of
a believing community coming together after
the preaching and turning away from sin. Many
Christian fundamentalists take the view that
God dictated the very words in the Bible.
Mennonites were never that contextually ori-
ented. We go back to the community. That is,
truth is articulated in a community-in rela-
tionships. Whether you are at peace with your
brethren is more important than arguing

whether the words in the Bible should be
understood literally. For Mennonites, the Word
is a living word-it’s something that you live
out in the community. It’s not so much as
whether you feel happy with your own rela-
tionship to God; that is obviously necessary in
a community, but it is not sufficient. You have
to have a community in which that relationship
is demonstrated ethically by your conduct.

IF THERE WERE ON[:., WHAT ’WOULD A

MENNONITE CREED CONSIST OF?
Mennonites want to obey the teachings of

Jesus, and are very serious about it. They have
a distrust of participating in the carnal world
and are looking for the Kingdom of God; they
believe that the Kingdom of God and the King-
dom of Evil and Darkness are in very severe
competition in their lifespan. The loyalties to
the coming kingdom are very severely taught.

HOW WELL DID THE MOVIE WITNESS

EXPLORE THE AMISH COMMUNITY?
I did not appreciate it. It was a violent and

erotically charged enterprise. Paramount mis-
sed a tremendous opportunity to make a good
statement. The film was not a fair interpretation
of the Amish. It was about was the friction
between two law enforcement agencies, and the
detective simply fell into kind of a cave where
he met these funny people. He never learned
anything from them and the Amish never lear-
ned anything from him. And in the end, mur-
der was committed on Amish farms. There
were horrible scenes, such as a gun held up to
a woman’s head, and the trauma of this I find
very revolting.

HOW DO MENNONITES RESOLVE

THEIR COMMITMENT TO A SIMPLE CHRIS-
TIAN LIFE WITH THE INESCAPABLE
INVOLVEMENT IN THE WORLD?

That is a very difficult line. If you live simply
and are frugal and are thrifty and have no dirty
habits, you’re going to become prosperous. God
will bless you. Then you have to decide what
you’re going to do with your wealth. Tradi-
tionally, you would invest it in other farms for
the younger generation to stay on the land, but
today there just doesn’t seem to be any future
for young people on the farm. So many Men-
nonites are turning to construction and build-
ing professions, and even the more conserva-
tive elements of the Amish are now legitimizing
stores on their own farms. On the whole,
Mennonites go to college and become teachers,
nurses, service workers of some kind. They
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emphasize the caring, domestic, mundane
work.

Mennonites are finding it very difficult today
to maintain their faith. With education, profes-
sionalism, and mobility, it is very difficult to
maintain their sense of community. When you
teach unity, peace, caring, and then you are
confronted with exactly the opposite, you have
to deal with that manipulative, carnal nature
that is in you. Jealousy, envy, pride-those
things have to be dealt with. So there are gaps
between belief and practice; Mennonites are
often accused of being contradictory in this
regard. They emphasize humility and social
harmony, but factionalism and mistrust is one
of the ugly realities. Judging the motives of
others and gossiping about people is one of the
back stages within the Mennonite communi-
ties.

Anon:her threat today is wealth. You couldn’t
become very wealthy in an Amish community
without other people knowing it. But when you
do become wealthy, you help other people buy
farms, lit does not show in the style of living,
such as buying Cadillacs. As a Mennonite,
however, you can be wealthy and manage your

wealth very well and be accepted. And your
wealth can hopefully be some influence toward
stability in the community. Wealth is not to be
used upon yoursdf, to live better, to live more
affluently, and to elevate your status to a high
position.

Wealth, status, affluence, and convenience
are real temptations. There are Mennonites so
involved in the world that their time and effort
is so diffuse that it’s not going in the religious
community.

WHAT ABOUT MISSIONARY WORK IN

THE WORLD?
Mennonite missions today are related to

service. Wherever there is a catastrophe,
floods, or war and disaster-Mennonites feel
compelled to help in some way or another. If
people see by example the light of Christ
within them, that’s probably one of the most
powerful testimonies they can give, rather than
running a radio or television program or knock-
ing on doors.

Mennonites feel guilty about taking a non-
resistant position that is only negative. They

"There she is, brethren] That’s the woman
who told the bishop we snuck out of priesthood meeting

to watch the Super Bowl!"

say, "We will not participate when there’s a
war, so what good can we do?" They want to do
something positive in the way of peace making
and feeding the hungry world. And of course,
they have farms and they have crops and they
have material goods, and they do feel guilty if
they don’t have a chance to share. I think more
basic than that is the Bible teaching that the
only way wealth can be sanctioned is to give to
those who are needy.

WHAT ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS WITH

GOVERNMENTS?
Mennonites vote. But Mennonites generally

take a dim view of politics, believing that it’s
the world’s way of running its business. You
could probably do more good in the world if
you prayed more for your country and for the
people who are elected because: those people
are subject to great temptation, corruption and
misuse of power. Mennonites themselves don’t
want to be put in a position where they have to
exercise physical force on other people. By
taking a position of non-resistance they are a
witness to the wider world.

There is another contribution that the Men-
nonites make, one might call it media-
tion-refraining from going along with the
majority. Sometimes The bureaucrats and
many bureaucratic structures today, and serv-
ice oriented people have trouble pushing the
Mennonites into conformity. The Mennonites
will not go along with certain things-defense,
and defense-related things, for example. Men-
nonites also have a problem with becoming
American, in the sense of being patriotic. They
want to be patriotic for their faith. They don’t
mind helping a nation clean up and look better,
but they don’t like the flag-waving symbol of
being American. We stand between world’s
power structures and the helpless people in the
world. When there is a very concerted ten-
dency in a certain direction, Mennonites are
perhaps somewhat rductant to follow.

This confrontation can sometimes become
rather serious, and the Mennonites can some-
times be misunderstood because of their posi-
tion. But I think that in a democracy it is very
important to have groups that are mediating.
They are a witness against war, and the injus-
tices of the society and. they call into question
some of the extremes within Christianity itself.
You might say they are a light to the world-or
they are moderating influences in the larger
society. It’s not something you can buy, it’s not
something you can program, it’s something that
grows out of a deep religious commitment of a
people.
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Call For Papers
 UNSTONE SYMPOSIUM X

AUGUST 17- 20, 1988

The Sunstone Foundation announces the tenth annual Salt Lake Symposium. Proposals are now being
accepted for papers, panels and other sessions. The final selection of program participants will depend on
the quality of research, thought and expressions in the finished product.

Papers, with a one-paragraph abstract and biographical sketch of the author, should be submitted in
duplicate and be between 15-20 double-spaced typewritten pages, capable of being read comfortably in about
twenty minutes.

SUNSTONE reserves the right to publish at some time in the future all papers presented (unless otherwise
agreed in advance) but is not obligated to do so.

DEADLINES
Proposals: 29 February 1988
Final Papers 15 May 1988

SPECIAL TOPICS
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF REVELATION ON PRIESTHOOD TO BLACKS. Sessions are desired on the

ihistory and contemporary experience of blacks in the Church, as well as other minorities.

THE FUTURE OF THE CHURCH. Proposals may examine such areas as demographics, Church programs,
doctrine, buildings and architecture, communications and technology, the international Church, arid other
organizational and sociological aspects.

OTHER TOPICS
HISTORY OF RELIGION
COMPARATIVE STUDIES
ETHICS
PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
DOCTRINAL DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS

RELIGION AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
MORMON ARTS

WOMEN’S STUDIES
MORMON HUMOR

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

PURPOSE
This symposium is dedicated to the idea that the truths of the Gospel of Jesus Christ are better

understood and, as a consequence, better lived when they are freely and frankly discussed within the society
of the Saints. We recognize that the search for things that are, have been, and are to be, is a sifting process
in which much chaff will have to be inspected and threshed before wheat can be harvested. In sponsoring
this symposium we welcome the honest ponderings of Latter-day Saints and their friends and expect that
everyone will approach all issues, no matter how difficult, with intelligence and goodwill.

Send all proposals and other symposium related matters, including names of individuals not on the
Sunstone mailing list who want to receive registration information, to

Lynne Kanavel Whitesides
Sunstone Foundation

331 So. Rio Grande St., Suite 30
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1136

(801) 355-5926




